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INTRODUGTION .

The muskrat has long occupied a prominent position in the fur in-

dustry of North America, Unfortunately, many people, other than those

in the fur industry itself, do not realize the importance of furbearers

in the comercial history of this nation, During the early settlement

of the country, furs were one of the chief items of exchange, and it was

primarily the quest fer more furs which led to the exploration and settle-

ment of the West, It seems extraordinary that many of our furbearers

have not become extinct under the pressure of persistent trapping, but

despite adverse conditions, the fur trade has managed to survive„

The heavy pressures of trapping in combination with an explcita—

tion and destruction of suitable habitat have taken their toll, however,

and many of our more valuable animals, such as the fisher and marten,

have become exterminated over much of their former range• In view ef

the steady decline of the more valuable fur species, legislativc action

has been taken in most states to protect these vanishing species, The

fur industry, on the other hand, was forced to resort to the muskrat, a

fur which, while present in abundant nubers, had previously been given

very little consideration,

The muskrat has becoe more and more important in later years as tha

natural beauty and quality of its fur became recognized, That the

muskrat may still be found in abundant numbers throughout most of its

range, is amazing, The present abundance is largely due to its great

feeundity and adaptability to changing environmental conditions,
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characteristics which are a prerequisite if a wild animal is to survive

and flourish in the world today, At the present time, the position ef _

the muskrat as the most important single fur species in the country is

unehallenged, with all indications pointing te the fact that it will

become even more important in the future, Many of the states, includ-

ing North Carolina, Texas, and Louisiana, recognize this fact, and now

have full time projects devoted to the muskrat, In Virginia, Game

Technician D, J, Wooley did a small amount ef work on marsh improvement

and its effect on the muskrat population, Other than this, no specific

work has been dene on muskrats in the state,

In other sections of the country, numerous studies have been made

of the muskrat, including several ecological and life history investi-

gations, Most of these studies have been concerned with those muskrats

inhabiting marshland, With the exception of Errington*s extensive

studies in Iowa, very little work has been done on stream-dwelling

muskrats, It was this past lack ef stress on stream investigation which

activated this project, The objectives of the project are fourfold:

(l) to determine the annual muskrat harvest in a county of southwestern

Virginia; (2) to determine the economic value of the annual muskrat

harvest in a county in southwestern Virginia; (3) to determine, in so far

as possible, those factors which limit a greater harvest of muskrats

in southwestern Virginia and; (4) to compare the economic returns from

muskrat in a southwestern Virginia county with the economic returns

from muskrat in an eastern Virginia county er counties, It is hoped

that data obtained in this investigation will serve as bases for
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management recommcndations which might increase the annual muslcrat

production on Virginia streams and marshes and which might, in some

measure, bring recognition to, and stress the importance of, one of our

most valuable animals,

~ .
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REVIEW OF LITERFITURE

Extensive invcstigations of the muskrat have been made in several

sections of the country, Published data end investigations of the

muskrat in Virginia are entirely inadequate, if not nonexistent• Pre-

vious work in Virginia has been dofinitely limited in scope, being devot-

ed almost entirely to habitat improvement and development. Virginia

Game Teehnician D, J • Wooley, in cooperation with Uni.ted States Fish end

Wildlife Service personnel, studied the effects in certain eastern

Virginia marshes of ditehing and blasting on marshcs to create and im-

prove existing muskrat habitat, So far as could be determined, the

results of Woolcy*s studies have not been published•

Dozier (1945), working at the United States Fur Animal Field Sta-

tion in Maryland, probably made the most comprehensive investigation to

date of the Virginia muskrat (0ndgtra zibothiea mgcrodon), His data

were principally confined to trapping season sex ratios, age ratios,

weights, and color variations, These data would seem to indicate that

sex and age ratios were significant eriteria for regulating the muskrat

trapping season in Maryland,

Dozier (1950), working with the common muskrat (Ondatra _qi__b_<&lg;g.

gibethica) found that excessive weights on the Montezuma Marsh, New York,

could bo directly eorrelated with the type and availability of the pre-

dominant food plante, Numerous other investigators, including Erring-

ton (1941), smams and Goodwin (1941), wma (19.47), am Bellroso (1950),

have made studies of the food plants eaten by muskrats• Most of these

data indicate that muskrats eat primarily the plant which is most
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readily available, despite the fact that it may not be the most desirable

as a food,· Takos* (1947) work is outstanding in that it gives quanti-

tative measurements of the food plants utilized by muskrats•

Kellogg (1947),1imited most of his werk to an economic investiga-

tion of the value of muskrat pelts from different sections of the coun-

try, His data on the effects of season on the grade and quality of

muskrat pelts are very complete, having been taken from nucrous Federal

Wildlife Refuges throughout the country, No definite information on th}

relative monetary value of different grades of muskrat skins has been

collected, - Such data, however, would be extremely valuable, in

regulating trapping seasons and could be readily obtained by allotting

sufficient quantities of a specific grade of skin and offering nuerous

such lots at public auction where a correlation might be made between

grade and value,

Anderson (l9L8),presented a very good analysis of the effect of

habitat improvement on an incrcased muskrat production, It was found

that level ditehing in marshes in Wisconsin resulted in an increase in

muskrats trapped per acre, net return per acre, rate of interest carned

on capital invested, and the return per hour of labor spent in skinning,

trapping, and fleshing muskrats,

A study similar to the investigation here reported was carried out

in Colorado by Yeager, Denney, and Hamnit (1949), in which a state-

wide fur resources inventory was made, Their data were derived largely

by interviewing trappers, and are presented for all furbearing species

in the state,
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Dr. Paul L. Errington of Iowa State College has undoubtedly made a

more exhaustive and comprehensive study of the muskrat than has any other

single individual or organization. His work has been largely devoted to

population dynamics, and is extremely valuable te this study in that he

has principally considered stream-·dwelling muskrats. It is unfortunate

that a majerity of the muskrat research work has been eonfined almost

entirely te marshes.

It is hoped that this investigation, dealing primarily with muskrats

from small strcams, will eontribute something te this neglected phase of

the eoology of the muskrat.
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STATUS OF THE MUSKRAT IN VIRGINIA

Distribution of the Muskrat in Virginia

The two subspecies of muskrat which occur in Virginia are among the

most widespread mammals in the state and it is likely that they occur in

varying nubers in every county of the Comonwealth• The Virginia

muskrat (Ondgtrg zibetgicg mgprgdon) ia known to inhabit the Coastal

Plain, Piedmont Plateau, and northeastern Blue Ridge Mountain regions

inland to Washington, Rappahannock County, inznrthern Virginia and to

Nelson County in central Virginia. Future collecting in the southwestern

Piedmont Plateau will probably extend the range west and establish a
I

_ definite line of intergradation along the Blue Ridge with the coon

muskmt (onaatm gibethica gibaunca).

The range limits of the common muskrat have not been definitely

determined, but it is probable that the range of this race will be

found to include the entire Allegheny Mountain region, There is

probably a line of intergradation with Ondatra gibethicamaerodon along

the Blue Ridge•

There are specific records of Ondatrg zibethiea mgcrodon fre the

counties of: Arlington; Brunswick; Charlotte (Charlotte Court House);

Accomac (Chincoteague); Norfolk (Dismal Swamp); Fairfax (Dunn Loring);

Fairfax (Falls Church); Spottsylvania (Fredericksburg); Gloucester;

James City; King and Queen; Norfolk (Lake Druond); Westmoreland

(Popets Creek); Prince Willie (Quantieo); Richmond (Rappahannoek River
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opposite Tappahannock); Henrico (Richmond); Charlotte (Roanoke Creek);

Nansemond (Suffolk); Norfolk (Wallaceton); Richmond (Warsaw); Warwick;

Rappahannock (Washington); King William (West Point); and York (oppe-

site West Point),

There are specific records of Ondatra”g__;Lb_p_tg1_i_cga zibethica from the

counties of: Bath; Montgomery (Blacksburg and Prices Fork); and Highland,

These records, in cenjunction with specimens personally cxamined

by the writer, form the basis fer the distribution map shown in

Figure 2, It should be emphasized here that many or all of the

counties shown in Figure 2 without specific distribution records

probably have muskrats present,

In the state, the Virginia muskrat (Q_n_g1__gt;•_a zibethica _l&O_LQ§Q_@)

is undoubtedly more abundant within the limits of its range than is

Cndatra zibethica gibethicg within its narrow confines, This is proba-

bly a matter of habitat suitability, as the eastcrn race is largely

confined to extensive marshes which are capable of producing heavy

muskrat pepulatiens, The western race, on the other hand, is limited

to a much less desirable type of habitat in the mountainous region of

the state, Economically, the eastern race is undoubtedly the more im-

portant of the two, largely through its superiority in numbers, Fur

dealers are ef the general opinion that the western race is superior

to the eastern race from the standpeint of fur value, It has been

the experience of the writer that the western race possesses a den-

ser, more uniformly colored, and generally superior fur, than the

eastern race, Evidence would seem te indicate that the western pelts

bring a higher average price on the market than the eastern pelts, This

greater value per pelt for the Western Virginia muskrat (0,z,zibcthica)
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may be due to environmental, rather than genetic, differences, but a more

complete investigation will be required before any definite statement can

be made.

History of the Muskrat in Virginia

Historical references to the muskrat in the literature would seem

to indicate that the animal is among the states oldest known mammals. The

first published description of the muskrat was made by Captain John Smith

(1612), who wrote, “Mussacus is a beaste of the forms and nature of our

water rat, but many of them smell exceedingly strong of muske." There

is little doubt but that this statement was used to refer to our present

day muskrat. Although not now oecurring in its former numbers, the musk-

rat was apparently one of our most abundant mammals during the early

development of the country,

Patton (1938), gave a comprehensive summary of the history of the

muskrat in Virginia. He has the following to say: "in a field report

(1895), Dr. A. K. Fisher considers the muskrat common along the ditchos

and Lake Shore at Lake Drummond, Dismal Swcuup, E. A. Preble (field

report, 1909) rates this speeies common along Pope‘s Creek, Westmore-

land County, and states that many were trapped in 1909, Along the

streams in the lowlands near Massies Mill, Nelson County, muskrats were

considered common (D, E. Lantz, field report, 1909), Howlo (1915),

writes that he caught 89 muskrats about 1901 along the James River while

trapping for beavcr. In Fairfax County, J. H. Riley of Falls Church says

that fur trappers have greatly deploted the number of these animals in A

recent years (field report, 1920). Lewis (1937 unpublished) writes

that muskrats are locally common along water courses and in swamps in

Amelia, Brunswick, and Norfolk Countios." ~
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Importance es a Furbearing Animal

Muskrat trapping in the state became a very important business

during the early part of the twentieth century, Marshcs which had

previously been considered as almost worthless land, now bcgan to pro-

duce an income in the form of muskrat pelts, Many of these areas were

purchased at the turn of the century for $0,50 to $0,75 per acre, Dur-

ing the fur boom immediately following World War I, these same marshcs

produced an annual income of $5,00 to $25,00 per acre, At present day

pelt prices, an income of $3,00 to $15,00 per acre from muskrats can

be realized from these areas, A majority ef the marsh owners now

recognize the value of their property, and annually lease their

trapping rights. A few marsh owners have become sufficiently interested

in their marshland to instigate some management practices for increasing

the annual muskrat production,

A large part of the annual muskrat harvest in Virginia has been

taken from the numerous small streams and rivers throughout the state,

. It is this type of habitat which consistently yields a substantial profit

to the amateur trapper, Among this latter group of trappers are found

farmers, schoolboys, mil.l workers, and numerous other groups of people,

many of whom trap muskrats for recreation as well as the monetary re-

turns which they derive, A

As is to be expected, the numbers of muskrats in different locali—

ties exhibit considerable annual Variations, This condition is re-

flectcd by the trapping records from any one locality over a period

of years, Local reports would seem to indicate that there are con-
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siderably fewer muskrats in many areas than were found in these areas

in previous years, This reduction in number may be attributed to many

factors, chief among which would be unregulated trapping and a complete

lack of management, The annual muskrat harvest data would indicate

that the streams and marshes of Virginia are not producing the number

of muskrats which they should produce„ It is conceivable that under

reasonable management, these thousands of acres of marsh and miles of

stream in the state would produce an annual erop several times

greater than at present,

It is evident that, under intensive trapping and poor management,

many of the state*s furbearers would be seriously reduced in numbers,

An outstanding example of this serious depletion in numbers is the

otter, which was in danger of being exterminated from the state at one

time, It is encouraging to nete that statewide regulations have

enabled this animal to increase to a point at which an open trapping

season is again feasible, I

Methods of Gathering Fur Harvest Data

Many of the states have individual systems for tabulating their

annual fur harvest. Some of these systems are more complete and marc

accurate than others, Virginia requires that all persons dealing in

raw furs possess a license issued by the Virginia Commission of Game

and Inland Fisheries, Trappers are not required to report en fur

taken, but all dealers are required to make a report on furs purchased,

These reports are suhitted to the Game wardens by local fur dealers,
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Table l is a sample form ef the type subitted by Local fur dealers,

Table 1, Annual report of Mr, C, E, Smith, Fur Dealer, Shawsville,
Virginia, for the 1949 — 1950 trapping s=ason

Animal No, beught Average priae per skin lgigl

M¤S1¤‘¤’¤ 414 $1,35 $558,90

Opossum 107 0,20 21,40

Gray fox 8 0,25 2,00

Red fox 4 0,50 2,00

Raccoon 61 0,50 30,50

Weasel 6 1,50 9,00

Totals 711 $1294,30

It has been the experience ef the writer that such records are very

poorly kept, and de not reflect any high degree ef accuracy, Maqyfurs

are bought and sold by persons who admittedly do not keep records of

their transactions, Ne shipping tag is required in Virginia for those

furs which are shipped out of the state, Furs disposed of in this man-

ner subject the total te same inaccuracy, It is felt, however, that

despite these various factors, the system used in Virginia at least

gives the trend of the number of furbearers trapped annually,

Iowa uses a system which permits a fairly high degree of aecuraey

in computing the number of furs taken during the season, Under Iowa
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conservation laws, a license is required of all persons who deal in raw

furs, At the close of the trapping season, a report of all furs pur-

ehased must be sent directly to the Conservation Commission, on forms

provided for that purpose, Furs shipped out of the state must bear

tags which state the number and kind of furs being shipped, These tags

are obtained only upon application to the Conservation Comission•

North Carolina uses a system similar to that of Virginia in that

fur dealers have to report te the Conservation Commission on the nuber

and type ef pelts which they buy, It is believed that a syste similar

to that used in Iowa would be a decided advantage in Virginia, It

would certainly enable responsible persons to evaluate more accurately

the value of the furs harvested in the state,

Fur Harvest fer Virginia

Virginia, as does most of the states, has records of the approximate

annual harvest of fur from the state, Because of the system used in

gathering these data, they are necessarily subject te a good many inac-

curaeies, The system which is currently in use in Virginia will be

discussed in another section of this report,

Table 2 is a tabulation of the fur harvest in Virginia fer the

period 1938 -
l9L8, based on records subitted, according to law, to the

Virginia Comission of Game and Inland Fisheries by the licensed fur

dealers of the state, The monetary value of the harvest was calculated

by multiplying the nubor of skins each year by the average price of that

skin for the year in question, It may bo seen from Table 2 that muskrats
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cprisod ovor half of thc valuo of Virginia's fur for tho poriod

1938
-

1948, Thcso data, which rofloct thc wolumc and valuo only of

thc polts handlod by liconsod Virginia fur doalors, indicato that Vir-

ginia trappors rocoivo approximatc1y·ono half million dollars annually

fro thc salo of raw polts. Considcration of thc total fur industry

of thc stato, including both in-stato and out-of-stato fur

buying, would incrcaso this figuro approciably, If ono considors thc

potontial fur producing habitat of thc stato, thosc figurcs appcar to bo

woofully inadoquato•

Muskrat Harvcst for Virginia

Virginia ranks thirtoonth in thc country in annual muskrat pro-

duction. Tablo 3 prosonts incomploto data on tho muskrat catch in

Virginia by yoars for tho fiftcon ycar poriod, 1935
- 1949, It may bo

soon from thoso figuros that, with thc oxcoption of ono yoar, thoro has

boon littlo fluctuation in thc nubor of polts harvostod annually during

thc pcriod, Unfortunatoly, tho information for 1946 and 1947 is incom-

plotc, but thc aycrago numbor of muskrats takon annually for thc romain-

ing ycars is proscntod,

It should bo omphasizod horo that thc numbor of liconsod trappors

docs not rofloct thc truo nubor of trappors in thc stato• This is

truo bocauso land ownora aro not rcquirod by law to purchaso liccnscs,

Also, thoro is, of courso, somo illogal trapping in tho stato. Tho

numbor of muskrats takon as prosontcd in Tablc 3 is basod only on

liconsod fur doalors roports, and docs not includo out—of—stato salos•
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These figures, therefore, are not strictly aceurate„ It is bolieved,

however, that both sets of data are accurate enough that they indicato

the trend of licensed muskrat trapping in Virginia annually,

Table 3, The roported muskrat catch in Virginia from 1935 ·· 1949,
showing the average catch per licensed trapper

Year Trapper Reporting Muskrats Per cent Average number per__ {Licensed} _ Taken cf change licensed trapper

1935 1980
1936 1785
1937 2932
1938 2311 132, 950 58
1939 1997 165, 005 4- 25 83
1940 1980 150, 976 — 9 76
1941 1960 124, 347 • 18 63
1942 2067 100, 416 · -

19 49
1943 1539 124, 586 1- M 81
1944 2231 M2, 739 ·!· 95 108
1945 1981 133, 820 — 45 68
1946
1947 167, 718
1948 2471 169, 293 ·I· 1 69
1949

It mw be seen from the preccding discussion that the muskrat

has, and still does, occupy a position ef relatively great economic

importance in Virginia, Dospite the fact that muskrats furnish Vir-

ginia trappers an income of a quarter of a million dollars annually,

little is known about the animal in the state, This project was de-

signed largely to determine as much as possible about the muskrat in

Virginia, and more specificallv, its economic value in certain selected
‘

areas,
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METHODS AND PROCEDURES

Objectives and Reasons for This Investigation

It is a well-known fact that muskrats reach their highest popula-

tion levels in extensive marsh areas, As a rule, those muskrats in-

habiting small streams are rarely considered in a muskrat management

plans

In Virginia, a large percentage of the annual muskrat harvest is

taken from the extensive marshes of Eastern Virginia, However, if the

complete picture could be presented, it would probably be found that the

number of muskrats trapped from small streams in the state was equal

to the number trapped from the marshes,

It was believed that an extensive study on a relatively limited

area would show that the mmskrat harvest from small streams was more im-

portant than is gencrally realized, As will be brought out in this re-

port, the number of muskrats which small-stream trappers catch in Virgin-

ia make such trapping very profitable, In order that similar data

might be derived from the marsh type of habitat, two marsh areas in

Eastern Virginia were studied during this investigation, As will be

shown later in this report, income derived fr small strea muskrat

trapping is cmparable, considering the size of the operation, to

trapping on the larger marshes of Eastern Virginia,

If one examines the annual muskrat harvest figures from Virginia,
it may be seen that these figures are not excessively high, It would
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appear that muskrat production is not as great as it might be, parti-

cularly on the small stream type of habitat,” Apparently there are

some factors operating against muskrats which tend to limit their

reaching maximum populations, One of the objectives of this project

was concerned with determining what these factors are and how they might

best be controlled,

When this project was initiated, it was anticipated that a manage-

ment program for muskrats on small streams might be recommended on the

basis of data obtained, It was believed, also, that it could easily bc

demonstrated that small streams would produce a good income for the far-

mer and other part time trappers• It was with these objectives in mind,

that this project was carried to eompletion,
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THE INVESTIGATIONAL AREAS
‘

Selection ofAreasIn

the original selection of study areas, several factors were

taken into eonsideration, The first, and most obvious reason for

selection was, of course, convenience of location, Since the primary

study area was to be a county of southwestern Virginia, it was decided

that accessibility should be the determining factor in selecting this

area, Montgomery County naturally appeared te be the most likeky area,

since the base of operations for this project was located within the

ceunty. The county may probably be considered, at least roughly, as

being typical of the mountainous section of Virginia,

It was decided that two marsh areas of different types in Eastern

Virginia should be selected as study areas, The main criteria in se-

lecting these areas were: (1) that they should be of approximately the

sme size; (2) that close cooperation could be gotten from the marsh

owners and trappers; (3) that the two areas should represent different

types of marshes and; (4) that a relatively good muskrat harvest was

trapped fram the areas annually, On the advice of one of the Virginia

Game Technicians who had made a statewide marsh survey, the Island Farm

Marsh in Richmond County and the Powhatan Hunt Club Marsh in James City

County were selected as most nearly meeting these requirements,

Both of these areas are approximately 250 miles from the home base, but

since they were visited only periodically, travel presented no great
problem,
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Location of Study Areas

Montgomery County is located in southwest Virginia, in the second

tier of counties from the West Virginia line, It comprises an area of

251,776 acres, or about 393 square miles, It is boundod by Giles and
Craig Counties on the north, by Roanoko and Floyd Ceuntics on the east,
by Floyd County and Little River on the south, and by Little and New

Rivers on the west,

The Powhatan Hunt Club Marsh is located approximately three quarters

of a mile above the mouth of the Chickahominy River on Gordon's Creek

in James City County, It is owned by the Powhatan Hunt Club of which
Mr, C. W, Montgomery of Mannboro, Virginia is president,

The Island Farm Marsh is located in Richmond County immediately

across the river from Tappahannock, Virginia, U. S, Highway 360 pasees

through the marsh, with the larger portion of the area lying on the east

side of the road, The marsh is oentrolled by Mr, Alec Mallory of

Warsaw, Virginia•

Description of Study Area I

Topography

The greater part of Montgomery County lies within what is known
as the “Valley of Southwest Virginia," which is continuous with the

great limestone belt, er limestone valley cxtending from New York to

Alabama. The county is characterized for the most part by a strong
surface relicf, especially in the northern and eastcrn parts, where
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mountain ridges and steep, broken areas abound, The topography of the

southern portion is somewhat less severe, consisting of the rolling

valley type, which in the extreme southern section runs into the dis-

sected upland known as the Floyd—Carrol-Grayson plateau• The western

and central parts of the area where the surface is hilly to rolling have

the slightest relief of the county, Elcvations above sea level vary

from 1,200 to 3,500 feet with an average of 2,250 feet, The general

direction of the mountain ranges, ridges, and hills is northeast to

southwest,

The two principal drainage lines of the county are Little and New

Rivers and tributaries in the south and west, rospectively, ultimately

finding their way into the Gulf of Mexico; and the North and South Forks

of the Roanoke River with their tributaries in the east, flowing into the

Atlantic. The divide, er watershed, separating these two drainage

systems extends across the center of the eounty in a general north and

south direction.

The climatie conditions ef Montgomery County are quite typical of

the midd1e—east mountain section, The winters are usually about four

months long; January and February, the coldest months, having a tempera-

ture of about 31 degrees Fahrenheit, The summers are ordinarily warm,

with frcquent thunderstorms, The nights of late spring and early

summer are generally quite cold,

The rainfall is well distributed throughout the year, especially
so throughout the growing season, June, July, and August usually
have the greatest amount of precipitation,
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The mean annual monthly and seasonal preeipitation and temperatures
are presented below in Table 4, These data are based on records of the
Weather Bureau Station at Blacksburg, Virginia,

Table 4, Mean monthly and annual precipitation and temperature forMontgomery County, Virginia

Month Temperature Qßeggees Fahrenheit) Precipitation in inches

January 33,3 3,25
February 34,2 3,05March 42,7 3,49April 50,6 3,19May 59,8 3 ,64June 67,6 4,23July 71,2 5,09August 69,9 4,10September 64,6 2,99October 53,4 3,06November 42,6 2,14December 34,6 3,13

Soils

Montgomery County lies chiefly within the great valley region of
southwest Virginia, This region, as already stated, is a section of
the great limestone Valley which runs from New York to Alabama, On each
side of this limestone valley, which is fro 5 to 10 miles wide, rise
various mountain ranges composed of the harder or mountain-forming rocks,
such as sandstones and conglomerates, These ranges generally extend in
a well-defined northeast and southwest direction, The county is proper-
ly called a limestone area, since that formation covers approximately
two—thirds of its extcnt, The upland soils of the region are residual
in character and follow more or less closely the underlying geological
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formations from which they are derived, Local conditions and modi-

fying agencies over smaller areas have contributed to a variety of less

important soil types, as has also the intermingling ef disintegrated

material of two er more formations, The small marginal areas of over-

flow areas along the courses of the larger streams present the only

recent alluvial soil of the eounty, The various soils and soil condi-

tions, elimatic conditions, amount and distribution of rainfall, and the

natural productiveness of the limestone soils, eombinc to render the

area well adapted to a diversificd agriculture,

The soils of the eounty were last officially mapped in 1907, at

which time twenty three types were.estab1ished in the area, The soils

are now being retyped and it is likely that the original classification

will be changed completely,

Evalugtigg gf streams gg muskrat habitat ig Montgomery Qgggty

In order that other data might be systematically gathered, it was

essential that the streams in the eounty bo given some rating as to

their suitability for muskrats, In view of this, a habitat evalua-

tion survey was earried out,

All of the streams in the eounty were located on topographic

maps, and then visited in the field by the writer, Two months were

spent in the field during 1949 -
1950, getting the locations of the

streams in mind and becoming generally familiar with them, The looa- ‘

tions of all of the major streams in the eounty are shown in Figure 3,
‘

The stream surveys were designed primarily to gather data for each

area as to (1) major plant speeies present; (2) seasonal utilization of
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these plants by muskrats; (3) portion of plant utilized; (4) nature of

the banks and; (5) water supply on the area,

Data were gathered by systematically covoring the streams on foot,

Vegetative data were recorded on a tally sheet of the type indicated in

Figure 4, The procedure used was as fellows: using the tally sheet,

ten—foot square plots were taken at infrequent intcrvals along both sides

of the streams, These plots were measured from the bank of the stream

to a point ten feet out from that bank, If any emergent aquatics

occurred in the stream imediately adjacent to the odge of the plot,

they were included in that plot. It should be emphasized here that

q these vegetative studies were not intended as strictly quantitative

measurements, These plots were not laid out at random, but were taken

through the different cover types occurring on the streams, It was

found that there were ne major differenecs in the species present in any

one cover type, It was hoped that the final results would indicate

the trend ef the feoding activities through the various seasons of the

year, rather than an actual measurement ef the feeds eaten through the

year. Results of the food habits study are presented in the appendix

of this report,

On the basis of the data gathered in the above survey, an outline

was written up for each stream, The eutline provcd to be extremely

beneficial as a basis for doing other work on the streams, Results of

the stream surveys indicatod that the water areas of the ceunty could be

classified into 5 major groups, Table 5 shows the major areas under

censideration with their total length in miles er area in acres. The
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Stream Vegetation Survey

Area —---------—--—-——-——-——————- Obscrver —-—-———---——--—--—-———

Location --—-—---—-—-——-——--———-- Weather —--———————-—-——~—--—~——

Date -—--—·————————-————--—--—-—-

Plant Species Degree of Utiliza— Portion of
Abundance in Area tion by Muskgats Plant

Abundant Common Scarce Heavy Medium Light Utilized__

Miscellaneous Notes:

Utilizetion:

None — Complete absence of utilization by muskrats in any plotsSlight — Evidence of muskrat utilization on 1 - LO per cent of the plotsHeavy - Evidence of muskrat utilizotion on LO - 100 per cent of the plots

Measuremcnts Used

Scarce - Plant occurs on less than 10 per cent of the plotsFrequent — Plant occurs on 10 - 75 per cent of the plotsAbundant - Plant occurs on 75 - 100 per cent of the plots

Figure L• Sample form of the type used in the stream vegetation
survey•
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Table 5, Water areas of Montgomery County, Virginia, showing
length in miles or area in acres, and their elassi«
fication as muskrat habitat

Name of Water Area Length in Miles Area in gcres Muskrat habitat
_g1assification*

Norris Run 4,0 5Lick Creek 1,75 5Poverty Creek 6,75 5
Craig Creek 15,0 5Tom's Creek 12,0 1
New River 28,0 2
Stroubles Creek 10,0 1
Slate Branch 2,50 4Crab Creek 9,0 1
Plum Creek 4,75 lShrcuds Creek 4,0 1
Meadow Creek 6,0 1
Mill Creek 4,75 4Big Branch 3,0 1
Little River 22,0 2
Sidney Creek 3,0 4Brush Creek 5,50 4Elliott Creek 9,0 1Stony Creek 2,0 4Falling Branch 5,0 4Rose Run 1,50 4Stapleton Branch 2,0 4Bottom Creek 2,50 5Wilson Creek 4,0 4Den Creek 2,50 4Boner's Run 1,0 4Whitehouse Branch 3,50 _ l
Dark Run l , 50 4Indian Run 2,50 4Brake Branch 2,50 4North Fork of the

Roanoke River 21,0 2
South Fork of the

Roanoke River 14,0 2
Shawdow Lake 1,00 3Virginia Polytechnic -

Institute Ponds
(Upper) 1,68 3

* See text for explanation of habitat classification,
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table also indicates the muskrat habitat rating of the streams based

on the following classification:

(l) Slow moving streams with steep, hcavily vegetated banks.

These streams are capable of producing maximum muskrat populations.

Areas of this type are rated as the best muskrat habitat in the county.

(2) Rivers which arc subject to extreme fluctuations in water levels,

but which do preduce a fair harvest of muskrats in some sections. These

areas are good habitat but do not approach the productivity per unit

area which is found in the classification above,

(3) Small ponds which have the environmental conditions necessary

to preduce a good muskrat crop with the exception of an adequate food

supply throughout the entire year, These areas preduce a small annual

harvest ef muskrats and are here rated as fair muskrat habitat,

(4) Small branches of main strcams which serve principally as brecd-

ing areas, but which do, in some cases, have a small overwintering popup
·

lation. These areas arc similar in productivity to the small pend type

of habitat, but when considered from the year round standpoint must be

given a habitat classification of poor,

(5) Swift, rocky, mountain streams which de not show any of the

environmental conditions necessary for the production of muskrats. These

areas are entirely unsuitable as muskrat habitat,

Table 6 sumarizcs the miloaggof the streams in‘cach of the
3

habitat classifications•
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Table 6. Total nuber of miles and number of aeres of water area
in each muskrat habitat classification; Montgomery County,
Virginia

§gtttgt_Classification Length in miles tgga in acrgg

l 85.0
2 61.25
3 8.23
4 30.0
5 40.25

Totals 216. 50 8.23

Representativc streams of each habitat classification are shown in

Figures 5 through 9. It may readily bc seen that it would bc very

difficult to cover intensively 216.5 miles of stream. For this reason,

only a part ef the streams in the county are considered in sections of

this report. It was felt unneeessary to include a description of

every strom in the county in the report, but a brief description of

several of the more important streams in the county are included in

the Appendix.

After each stream in the eounty had been covered, the perocntage

of that stream passing through the major cover types, cropland, pasture,

and woodland, was compiled. These percentages arc tabulated in

Table 7. It may be seen that 67 per cont of the stream mileage in

the county passed through woodland. It was found that these sections

of stream which passed through woodland usually supported a relatively

low muskrat populatien. Twenty—nine por cent of the stream mileage

passed through pasture land and four per cent through cropland. As
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Tablc 7. Parccntaga of tha strcams in Montgomcry County which pass
through thc thrca major covar typcs

@#2.212 ¥.°.2£¢@P£&.9Ä-.S..t·}'..°„§“.¥‘...£äS§ii.I?§.”f·Ä‘.I’.2‘é}i=’¢.1.‘
*¤.h.2_2.¥.f..2.r2:19.2212.1; LEBE.?

P.22.2*;2 ‘l>22l.2a2

Norris Run 0 0 100
Lick Crack 2 0 98
Provarty Crack 2 3 95 °
Craig Crack 0 3 97
Tom*s Crack 15 75 10
Indian Run 0 90 10
Stroublas Crack 0 70 30
Crab Crack 0 40 60
Plum Crack 0 66 35
Shrouds Crack 0 10 90
Maadow Crack 5 66 30
Mill Crack 0 50 50
Big Branch 5 20 75
Littla Rivar 10 15 75
Naw Rivor 30 20 50
Sidnay Crack 0 5 95
Brush Orcak 5 20 75
Stony Crack 0 5 95
Elliott Crack O 40 60
Falling Branch 0 0 100
Rosa Run 0 0 100
Bottom Crack 0 0 100
Staplaton Branch 0 O 100
Wilson Crack 0 40 60
South Fork of Roanoka Rivcr 0 70 30
Boncr's Run 0 10 90
Braka Branch 0 10 90
Dark Run 0 O 100
Dan Crack 10 50 40
Wilson Crack 5 15 80
Whitahousc Branch 15 70 15‘ North Fork of Roanokc Rivar 25 50 25
Bradshaw Crack 5 35 60

Total 134 956 2210
Avcraga 4gO 29 67
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would be expected, the highest muskrat populations were found on those

sections of the streams passing through the latter two cover types, No

attempt has been made te elaborate on the environmental conditions on

the streams, as this can largely be determined by an examination of the

stream position in the above habitat classification system,

Description of Study Area II

The Island Farm Marsh cemprises an area of 1095 acres. This marsh

is sometimes spoken of as a high marsh, which indicates that at high

tide it is not covered by water. The marsh is largely protected from the

full force of the Rappahannock tide by a sea wall of bay berry, wild cherry

saplings, and pokeberry plants. The predominant vegetation in the

marsh is three square (Scirpus glngy; and Scigpug amcricanus), cordgrass

(Spartina cygosuroides), and cattail (Typha ggggstifolgg}, The marsh

has a series of small fresh water ponds and islands of loblolly pine

(ßiggg tgggg) scattered through it. The relationship of the major

vegetative types may be seen in the map shown in Figure 11.

The salinity of the Rappahannock River at this marsh is approximate—

ly 17 per cent normal sea salinity, To faeilitato making house counts

at a later date, the entire marsh was cover mapped, A cover map of the

area is shown in Figure 12, It was found that the marsh could be

broken down into six major cover types, an explanation of which is given

below:

CC — Cropland - Not included in the 1095 acrcs of marsh

PP — Isolated islands of Loblolly pine
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RR - Unproduetivo area of Juneus spp, and Carex spp,

DD
- Small strip of Spggtina cyposuroides and Mygiea cerifera, This

type oceurs only as a small strip along the beach,

TT
- Cattail area composed largely of Typha latifolia and Typha

Qu

SS — This is the largest and most productive type in the marsh, The

vegetatien is principally Scippus olney; and Scirpus americana,

with some Peltandra virginiea and Lemna minor,

In 1933, an August tidal wave covered the marsh completely, and in

some places destroyed the vegetation, These areas naturally revcgetated

themselves and there have been ne major environmental changes on the

area since,

The following table shows the acreage and pcrcentage of the total

area made up of each cover type,

Table 8, Acreage in the different cover types on the Island Farm
Marsh, Richmond County, Virginia

Cover Type Percentage of the total No, of acres in the
area in the cover type cover type

CC Not‘included -—
PP 12 130
RR 10 110
DD 1 10TT 14 150
ss 63 695

Tetals 100 1095
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Description of Study Area III

The Pewhatan Hunt Club Marsh comprises an area of 1000 acres. The

marsh is of the type that is generally referred te as a low marsh in

that it is exposed te the air only during the low stages of the tide.

The bottom is mueky and extremely soft, usually net supporting the weight

of a man.

The water in the marsh is approximately 0.42 per cent normal sea

salinity, It may be seen from this that the water in the Powhatan Hunt

Club Marsh is almost neutral at the present time. All water samples

which have recently been collected in the marsh may be considered fresh, l
but the salt content is appreciably greater than the nomual fresh

watera found farther up the river, indicating that when a prolonged

dreugh reduces the volume of water coming down the James and Chiekahom-

iny Rivers, the tide will bring much more brackish water up the Chesa-

peake Bay. Studies along the Potomac indicate that it takes several

years following such an influx of salt before the bottom soil is

washed free from the high degree of brackishness. This undoubtedly

accounts for fluctuations of abundance of the big salt marsh eordgrass

(Spartina eygosuroides), The year following an influx ef braekish

water should usually bring an increase in Sgggtina which might persist

until the next influx of braekish water if the interval was not too

long, er the floods which flush out the marshes were not too severe,

The marsh was surveyed by boat to determine the principal plant

speeies en the area. There is an apparent scareity of corn reed
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(Sparting cggosuroides) at the present time; Present vegetation indi-

eates that the water is too fresh for Spartina to make its maximu

growth, for this giant grass is typically a brackish marsh plant. The

dominant plants on the marsh at present arc:

arrow—arum - Peltggdra virginica
pickerel weed - Pontoderia cordata
wild rice - Zizania gguatica
giant cutgrass — Zizaniopsis miliaceae
rice eutgrass - Leersia orgzoides
swamp dock - Ruex verticillatus
smart weed — Polygonum spp•
three square — Seigpus agericagus
soft stem bulrush - Scigpus validus
river bulrush - Scigpug fluviatilis
Grass cutting sage - Panicum virggtg‘
Narrow leaf cattail - Tqphg ggggstifolia
mallow · Hibiscus moscheutos
touch mc not — Impatiens biflora
dayflower - Cemmelina yirginiana
corn read — Sparting eygosuroidqs
tide marsh water hemp - ggnidg ggggabina
reed grass ~ Qhggggitgg comunis ya;. berlandieri
sedge - Qgggg lacustris
spike rush - Eleoeharis gygtg

- palustris

Among the submerged plants are:

coontail - Ceratophgllu demersum
pondweed - Ngigg Qlgxilis
leafy pondweed — Qotamogeton fglipsus
curly muckweed

-
Potamogetgg erispus

water weed — Elggga canadengig
water star grass - Heteranthera dgbia
wild celery - Vallisneria spiralis

There are traces of arrowhead (Saggitggig latifelia} and iris (Iris

versicolor). Pickerol weed appears to be the most heavily utilized

food by muskrats on the marsh.

There are sometimes excessively high tides on this marsh during

the spring and summer, During 1950, there were no such tidos, and as
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a result, the muskrats on the area apparently had one of their best

breeding seasons. The marsh was heavily utilized by waterfowl through-

out the fall and winter seasons. It is for its waterfowl and sora hunt-

ing that the area is of its greatest importance.

As will be discussed later in this report, most of the muskrats on

the marsh live in bank dens. As may be seen in Figure 13, there are

few places in the marsh proper which are high enough to be habitable by

muskrats.
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CHARACTERISTICS OF THE MUSKRAT IN VIRGINIA

« Taxonomy of the Species

Under the name of mussaseus, musquash, er ondatra, there are numer-

ous references to the animal in the literature of the period succeeding

the early 1600*s, Linneaus (1766), gave the muskrat an independent

taxonomic position, plaeing it in the genus with the beaver and giving

it the name, Qggtgg zibethieus, The specific name, zibethicus, has been

used for the form from Eastern Canada and the Northern United States by

most systematists to the present day, The Linnean specific name has been

associated between 1788 and 1840 with no less than cight generic names,

From time to time various mammalogists have described forms ef

muskrats from many parts of North America, giving them specific er

subspeeifie rank as the limited material before them seemed to justify,

Seventeen names have been thus proposed, and with the idea of determining

their respective validity and importance, and of mapping the ranges of

the recognizable forms, a study of the large collections of skins and

skulls of the muskrats in the United States National Museum was under-

taken by Hollister (1911),

The genus was generally considered monotypic up to 1890, when

Mearns described a new form from Camp Verde, Arizona, as Fibgg gibgthiggg

pallidus, During the next thirteen years eight new muskrats were named,

Merriam (1897), described Eibgg macrodon from the Dismal Swamp of Vir-

ginia, No more names were proposed for existing species until 1910,
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when, as a result of the systematic revision of Hollister (1911),

three recognizable forms were described; O„z,za1ophus from the Alaska

peninsula (1910), 0,g,pergens for Nevada (1910), and Qpgspinnamominus

from Kansas (1910), Tiedemann (in Hollister, 1911) proposed the

generic name, Ondatra, for the animal,

There are at present 14 subspecies of Ondatra zibethicarecognized

in North America, with some systematists giving rivalieius and obscura

specific rank, It is with two of these subspecies, O.zgpacrodon and

0,z.zibethica, that we are primarily eoncerned in Virginia,

Description of the Species
I

The following description of Ondatra zibethica gibethica and

Ondatra gippphipgmacrodon are based on the work of Hollister (1911),

Ondatra gipgphipa zibethica

Type Locality » New Brunswick; eastern Canada

General Charaetgpg -• Size large; tail long; color dark; skull large, with

zygomata not broadly spreading anteriorly; molars of medium size,

Qplpg - Upperparts mummy brown, darkest on head; back glossy; sides

chestnut to hazel, The darker color on back is due to the blaekish

overlying hairs, the color of the fur being much like that of sides,

Underparts like sides but paler, approaching tawny, shading to whitish

on throat and belly; a small spot on chin and hair of wrist and heel

blackish; lips straw yellow; underfur light slay gray; nasal pad and

tail black; feet dark brown; nails pale straw to brown,
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Meggurements ·- Table 9 is a summary of flesh moasurements of 132 speci-

mens from different ecunties of southwestern Virginia. It should be

borne in mind that these are average measurements and include subadult

as well as adult animals.
”

Table 9. Average flesh measurements of 132 specimens of Ondatra
zibethica zibethica from three southwestern Virginia
counties, (All measurements in millimeters)

Locality Number Total Tail Hind Foot
Averggeg Length

Montgomery County 106 574 252 82

Floyd CountY 14 564 253 83

Giles County 12 572 250 81

Ondatra zibethica macrodon

Type Locality — Lake Drumond, Dismal Swamp, Virginia.

General Characters — Size largest in the gcnus; colors rich and bright;

normal pelage with much red in fresh and worn state. Skull large and

massive; teeth large.

Color — Like zibethieus, but lighter and brighter, with less black.

Upperparts Prout*s brown, darker on nose, head, and back; sides varying

from grayish brown to russet; underparts from broccoli brown or drab to

bright cinnamon rufous, Specimens in perfectly fresh pelagc have very

little of the bright russet tinge which specimens take on later in the

winter and spring. Spring speeimens, before the summer molt has commen-

ced, are often especially bright and rich colored above and below,
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Measurements
- Table 10 summarizes the flesh measurements of 253

specimens from five eastern Virginia counties, These also are

average measurements, and include subadult as well as adult animals.

Table 10, Average flesh measurements of 253 specimens of Qgggtggzibethica macroggg from five eastern Virginia counties(all measurements in millimeters)

Locality Number Total Tai; ßgnd Foot
AvergggQ_ Length

Richmond County 97 612 275 89
James City County 88 619 272 86
Southampton County 26 621 276 88
Norfolk County 33 618 269 88
Nansemond County 9 610 27A 85

The small discrepancy in size between these two subspecies of
muskrats apparently has no noticeable effect on their fur value, As
previously mentioned, Ondatra zibethica zibethica usually has a some-

‘

what better quality fur than does Qggatra zibethiga macrodon, Evidence„
would seem to indicate that this is not due to any size differences,
but rather, to other factors,

Distribution in Montgomery County

Distribution of the muskrat in Montgomery County is governed princi-
pally by the suitability of the existing habitat, The present distri-
bution of the muskrat in the county was determined by systematically
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cevcring each stream by either foot or boat, All existing signs of

muskrats, such as droppings, tracks, cuttings, and burrows were noted,

and the occupied habitat was determined on this basis, Figure 14 shows

the distribution of the muskrat in the county as dctermined by the above

survey, It should be realized that this map deals only in generalities,

There is, of course, considerable ingrcss and egress of individuals on

some of the streams, These movements are usually local, and do not at

all effect the general distribution pattern in the county,

The muskrat is fairly cvenly distributed over a majority of the

county with the exception of the extreme north and cast sides, Topo-

graphy here becomes a limiting factor, as the streams are extremely swift

and rocky, and, as a censequence, offer little in the way of muskrat

habitat, Most of the streams in the southern portion of the county

are also limited in the amount of suitable muskrat habitat which they ‘

provide, Muskrats are here present in moderate numbers only,
7

Those streams lying in the central and western sections of the

country support the heaviest muskrat population, This is largely a

habitat condition, as many of the streams have steep banks with few rocks,

offering optimu muskrat habitat for this section of the state, From an

economic standpoint, it is decidcdly more advantageous for a trapper

to oporate on streams in these sections of the county,

The data indicate that approximately 75 per cent of the annual

muskrat harvest from the county is trapped from streams in the central

and western sections, There are, of course, relativcly high catches

from some of the other streams, but the consistently high eatches come
from the above—mcntioned regions,
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Breeding Habits

There are few or no scientific data on the breeding habits of the

muskrat in Virginia. Limited studies have been conducted in other

areas, however, on gestation periods, number of young per litter, and

nuber of litters per year.

Seton (1910), considers it fairly well established that the male

muskrat is monogamous in his breeding habits.- Others, particularly

trappers, refute this statement, and believe that the male muskrat is

polygamous. No definite data were gathered on this point during this

investigation. The gestation period of the muskrat fluctuates consider-

ably, but is normally of 28 to 30 days duration (Errington, 1937).

Litters average three to six young each, with two litters per year

being the general rule. Errington (op. cit.) found that three litters

per year does not seem to be of infrequent oceurrencc, and in one instance

found incomplote but strong evidence of a fourth litter,

The length of the breeding season naturally varies with the section

of the country. As a general rule, the season runs from late February

through September, or occasionally October. In the more southern states,

such as Louisiana and Texas, there is evidence that breeding may con-

tinued throughout the year.

During early February, 1950, twelve femalexuuskrats were examined

in Currituck County, North Carolina. A11 Of these animals had swollen
. and inflamod vaginal openings, indicating that they had entered a breod-

ing condition, If this were true, then a large number of females
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should be pregnant and give birth to young during the first two weeks
of March. This would apparently justify the statements of many

trappers who claimed that they were catching large numbers of pregnant

and nursing femalesduring the legal open trapping season which closes

on March 15, One very reliable trapper on the Powhatan Hunt Club Marsh

elaims to have caught pregnant females during early March, A trapper

even reported catching a young rat of the year on March 14. There was
no definite evidence to support this, and the writer is inclined to re-

gard this report with some sceptieism, The trapper on the Powhatan Hunt

Club Marsh also furnished fairly cenclusive evidence of three litters

in one year for a single female, He observed an adult female with

young during the latter part of March at a den just below his residence,

During May, a female with young of approximately the same age as the

previous litter, was again observed at the same den, The logical

assumption was that this was the same female with her second litter of
the year. The female, supposedly the same, was again seen in July

with a litter of the approximate age as the preceding two. It is not

inconceivable that even a fourth litter might have followed,

The above evidence would seem to indicate that the first litter is
born about March 15 - April l in eastern Virginia, On June 12, 1950, a
small muskrat was canght by hand on Stroubles Creek in Montgomery County,
The estimated age of this animal was six weeks, which would indicate tha
it was born during the last week of April, If this assumption was
correct, brceding probably starts in the county during the latter part
of March, In view of altitudinal and climatic differences, one would
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Hormally expect the breeding season to begin three weeks to a month later

in the mountainous section of the state than in the eastern section,

Observations of twelve young muskrats of estimated age in Mont-

gomery County would seem to indicate that litters were bern in late

April, mid-July, and mid-August, 1950, and there is strong reason to

believe that some litters were born during late September or early

October. This letter period probably rcsulted from the unseasonably

warm fall weather, Several very immature muskrats were trapped in

early December by prescason trappers, These animals were elassed as

kits, and apparently were about eight weeks of age, The fur was decide-

ly of a type characteristic of a juvenile animal,

The writer on several occasions has observcd young muskrats in

Southampton County during May and July, This might indicate that the

litter dates in Eastern Virginia are approximately early April, mid-May,

and early July,

More precise knowledge of the brceding habits of the muskrat in

Virginia would be of value in regulating the trapping season, Actually,

it makes no difference whether a female is caught in March after becoming

pregnant, or in December before becoming pregnant, unless that female

is more susceptible to trapping in March, If this be the case, then

an earlier trapping season would grcatly aid in increasing the number

of muskrats trapped, and censequently, the income derived from muskrat

trapping, The primary objectivc of any wildlife management plan is to

make the maximum use of our wild animal populations which is compatible

with their continuous maximu production, As regards the muskrat in
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Virginia, information is soroly needed as to any differonees in catch

by sex at various pcrieds of the trapping season and exact breeding

date information, It is belicved that a study of the relationship of

differontial sex catchability to the season should be undertaken, as

well as a definite cstablishment of the breeding dates of the muskrat in

Virginia. These facts might serve as a basis fer management plans

which could greatly increase our annual muskrat harvest• ,

Predation

According to Errington (1943), predation on muskrats by various

animals may often reach speetacular and serious proportions. With the

possible exception of man, the mink appears to be the worst encmy of the

muskrat. Dearbern (1932), listed muskrat remains in 65,92 per cent of
297 food—containing mink carcasses obtained in Michigan during the winter
of 1930 - 1931. Hamilton (1940), reported a muskrat incidence ef 49,33
per cent for 300 mink scats colleeted in the summer of 1939 from the

Montezuma Marsh of central New York, Numerous other investigations

have revealed an equally high percentage of occurrence ofxnuskrat

remains in mink droppings,

Other workers have indicated that a large number of prcdators feed
upon muskrats at one time er another, Ineluded in this predatory group
are the raccoon, marsh hawk, bobcat, water moccasin, and muskellunge,

Karl Bednarik, while working at the Ohio Cooperative Wildlife Research

Unit, found evidence that the ordinary barn rat (ßgttgg nervegicus) was
preying heavily on juvenile muskrats during June and July,
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No evidence of rats (ßattgg norvegicgg) preying upon muskrats was

noticed during the course of this investigation. There are, however,

numerous rats on most of the streams of Montgomery County. Many trappers

reported catching these animals in traps which they had set for muskrats.

The writer had two muskrats, believed te have been attaeked by barn rats,

severely damaged in traps, r It is quite possible that predation by rats

on young muskrats does oecur in the county. Conclusive evidence of

this could bo obtained only by intensive observation during the months

of June and July. There was no evidence that this type of predation

occurs in the marshes of Eastern Virginia.

The only specific instances of predation on muskrats in Montgomery

County were seen en the North Fork of the Reanoke River. Two dead

muskrats were found on this stream by a trapper from Shawsville,

Virginia. Both animals were apparently killed and partially devoured
»— by mink•

The writer was unable to spend enough time in the Eastern Virginia

marshes to make any definite observations on predation, Numerous

reports were received, however, of predation en muskrats by raccoons,

In several marshes, raecoon tracks and droppings were noticed on and

around muskrat houses. Everyone interviewed was of the opinion that

raccoons were killing muskrats, but only one trapper actually claimed

to have seen a raccoen in the act of opening a house and killing the

oceupants. This trapper, caretaker on the Powhatan Hunt Club Marsh

stated that "whilo walking through the marsh during the first part of

June, I observed a dark animal on top of a large muskrat house. Upon
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approaching this house, I identified the animal as a rather large rac-

coon which ran off through the marsh, The top of the muskrat house had

been broken open, apparently by the raccoon. Inside were four small

muskrats, three of which were dead ef bites through the neck. The

fourth animal was still alive, but had been dropped by the raceoon as I

approachod the house," This would seem to be fairly eonclusive evidence

that raceoons do kill muskrats, Numerous trappers reported seeing large

numbers of houses which had apparently been opened by raccoons.

Limited observations would seem to indicate that predation en

muskrats does not reach economically important levels on any of the

three Virginia study areas, Trapper reports seem to justify saying that

the raccoon is a serious predator, but further work is needed to sub-

stantiate this report, It is quite possible that locally predation

may be a serious economic loss to the muskrat industry, particularly

when many young are killed in the nest,

Parasites

Very few workers have devoted full time to parasitological studies

of the muskrat. The available information relative to parasitism in

the muskrat is very meager if one considers the economic value and im-

portance of the animal•

Leidy (1858) was one of the first workers to mention a parasite

from the muskrat, when he reported Menostomum gffigg, Barker (1911
-

1916), made several investigations, involving descriptions of eight new

species of flukes, two new tapeworms, and three new nematodes• Meyer
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and Reilly (1950), summarize from the literature the work of several

A investigators in three sections of the country, These investigations,

dealing with a significant number of hosts and species of helminths,

have added greatly to our knowledge of the distribution and ecology of

the species of muskrat helminths.

A review of the literature reveals a total of 55 parasitic species

oceurring in the muskrat, These species are comprised of 29 trematodes,

8 cestodes, 12 nematodes, and 6 arthropods,

Meyer and Reilly (1950), during the 1946-1947 trapping season,

examined 127 muskrats (33 for both helminths and arthropods, 71 for

helminths only, and 23 for arthropods only) from Maine, and reeovered

7 species of trematodes, 2 species of cestodes, 2 species of nematodes,

and one species of arthropod, Only one muskrat was found to be entirely

free of parasites, and two others harbored only gearina.

No part of this investigation was devoted solely to gathering data

on the parasites of Virginia muskrats. Several instances of parasitism

were noted, however, Almost all of the muskrats which were trapped

in Montgomery County, and which were examined by the author soon after-

ward, were found to be heavily infested by external parasites, Speci-

mens were sent to Dr. E. W. Baker, washington, D. C., who identified

them as mites, Lgglgpg mutispinosug Banks, of the Family Laelaptidae,

Apparently these mites do not cause any harm to the host animalS•

A11 muskrats which were trapped by the author were opened, and the

viscera oxamined. During January, February and March, 1951, several

animals were found to have their livers heavily eneysted with tapeworms,
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Dr, W. L. Threlkcld, Virginia Agricultural Experiment Station, identi-

fied these parasites as a strobilocercus form of Tgggia taeniaefermus

Batsch, Hegner, Root, Augustine, and Huff (1938), have the following

to say of this parasite: "it is a very common cestode of the cat and

has been reported from a large number of wildcats, Its larval stage,

er bladder worm, generally known as Cgsticercus fasciolaris of rats and

mice is a Strobilocercus, Neither the adult worm er the larva is of

economic importance, but the larva is of particular interest because of

its association with saroamatous growths in the liver of the rat, Under

natural conditions it is frequently found enclosed in such tumors, Large

numbers of cases of sarcoma of the rats liver have been produced by

fecding them onchosperes of the species, The tumors arise from the

cncapsulating tissue surrounding the parasite," Rausch (1946), reports

finding this parasite in the liver of 4 out of 70 muskrats from Iowa,

These, also, were encysted in the livers of the animals, Apparently

these worms de not harm the animals te any great extent, In Iowa, a

percentage of infestation of 6 per cent was obtained, while on Stroubles

Creek a percentage of infestation of 31 per cent was found, The

limited amount of time spent on parasitological work during this

investigation precluded the establishment of any host-intermediate host

relationship for this parasite. Figure]5 shows a muskrat liver infected

with nine encysted tapeworms, Tgggia taeniafermig.

It is obvious that a speeies such as the muskrat, in which the

population density often becomes very great, offers a good chance fer

heavy parasitic infestation, It may become necessary, in some cases,
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to manipulate environmental conditions so as to eliminate the inter-

mediate hosts for these parasites, Limited observations during this

investigation, however, would seem to indicate that parasites do not

pose a serious threat to the muskrat population on the Virginia study

areas• ' ·
n

A

l

Disease

Disease, in its most serious aspects, can completely eliminate

a muskrat population, Dr, Paul L. Errington of Iowa State College has

worked considerably on a hemorrhagic epizootic disease in Iowa, This

disease, often ef infrequent, spasmodic occurrence, has caused serious

losses in Iowa muskrats. In many instanees, all of the muskrats on

specific marshes and Streams have been completely killed out,

Penn and Martin (1941), reeorded a high frequency of eeeurrence of

proeephaliasis in the Louisiana muskrat (Ondatra gibgthigg rivalicia),

Shillinger (1938), reports infestations of muskrats with coceidiosis, and

elaims that such infestations are influenced by fluctuating water levels,

Other workers have found evidence of disease outbreaks in muskrats in

various sections of the country,

No indications were found of any serious disease in Montgomery

County during this investigation, Three animals were found dead on

Stroubles Creek and the V, P, I. ponds. Autopsies revealed that these

animals had died of pneumonia, probably a Secondary infection resulting

from the loss of a leg in a trap, This disease was probably inducod by

extreme Shock, suffered as a result of the loss of the leg, It would be

interesting to know to what extent delimbed animals die as a result of

Secondary complications,
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No evidence was found of disease on any of the eastern Virginia

marsh areas. There have been reports in past years of disease outbreaks,
ii

apparently similar to those in Iowa, During one or two years, according

to trappers and others, the muskrat population en Long Island in Back

Bay was practically eliminated by a disease outbreak• Trappers report-

'

ed finding many dead animals during this period, but unfortunately, no,

data were gathered by competent individuals,

The trappcr on the Powhatan Hunt Club Marsh reported finding a

large number of muskrats dead in their houses during the winter of 1948.

He bclieved that these animals frozc to death. Weather reports would

seem to indicate that the temperature was never low enough during this

period to justify such a belief. It is more likely that these animals

died as a result of a serious disease outbreak, although no sick animals

>
were reported, It was interesting to note that this same condition pre-’
vailed on many of the marshes along the Chickahominy, Pamunkey, and Matta-

poni Rivers during that year,

E It is obvious that disease, when it manifests itself as in Iowa,
{

may often reach serious economic proportions. In Virginia, it is possible

that disease may have caused serious economic losses to trappers on some

i

marshes. In general, on the three Virginia study areas, disease docs

not appear to bc of economic importance, but intensive study during

periods of low muskrat populations may refute this statement.

Qglgg Variations

Dozier (1948) has done considerable work on the color variations
in muskrats. Most of his work has been concerned with the Virginia
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muskrat (Qndatra zibethica macrodon), and he considers color variations

from the genetic point of view.

There are two general color phases in the Virginia muskrat-— the

"browns" and the "blaeks". The normal color phase of this race is a

rich brown with russet and red tinges. While there may be eonsiderable

differcnces, both trappers and fur buyers class these as "red" or "brown"

muskrats. A black color phase oecurs commonly throughout the range of

the race, and in some Virginia marshes this may run as high as 65 per

cent of the population, The typical ”blaek“ of eastern Virginia has a

uniformly glossy black dorsum, but the sides and belly have hairs which

are banded with yellow. Dozier (1948), has shown that colors may vary

from light buff and black to complete albinism. Animals of this lattcr

type are apparently rare throughout the range of the race. Color

ratios were obtained from several sections of eastern Virginia and North

Carolina und are presented in Table ll,

Table 11. Color ratios in the Virginia muskrat (Ondatra zibcthiga
macrodon) from several areas in Virginia and North Carolina

Area No. muskrats No, blacks No, browns Percentago rmäo
_9§ggiggQ___ Blacks: Browns

James City County 446 203 243 46:54Richmond County 623 296 327 48¤52Norfolk County 33 22 ll 67:33Nansemond County 9 5 4 56=44Southampton County 297 75 222 29:71Princess Ann County 51 31 20 61:39Currituck County, 31 19 12 61:39North Carolina
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It would appear from these data that the color ratio favors the

"browns" as one approaches the southwestern range limits of the race,

This has been the general observation of the writer,

In Montgomery County, two distinct color phases have been noted

fer the common muskrat (Ondatra zibethi_g_a. zibethica), The first of

these phases is the common "brown" which closely resembles the "browns"

ef the eastern race, The second of these phases is a so-called "black"

which is rather rare, and is known locally as a "bastard" muskrat, This

color phase diffcrs from the "blacks” of the eastern race in that the

guard hairs of the dorsum are not truly black, but are banded with yel-

low as are those hairs of the other body regions. Out of several

hundred pelts examincd from Montgomery and Floyd Counties during 1949-
‘

1950 and 1950-1951, only 14 of this color phase showed up, Eight of

this number were from Montgomery County, and six from Floyd County. With

the exception of two pelts from Stroubles Creek, all of the other

”bastard" muskrats were apparently trapped on Little River, There was

no obvious reason why this condition should exist,
I

In past years, the "b1acks" of eastern Virginia brought $0,10 to

$0,25 more per pelt on the market, In recent years, however, "b1acks"

and “browns" have brought an equal price when put up for sale, The

“blacks“ of Montgomery County brought $0,15 to $0,25 more per skin during

1949-1950 and 1950-1951 than did the regular "browns,“ There is not

enough difference in the price of one color phase over another to make

this condition ecenomically important, either on the eastern Virginia '

study areas, or in Montgomery County,
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Intraspecific Strife

Muskrats are often relatively pugnacious in their behavior

toward one another. The incisors of the muskrat are very sharp, and

capable of inflicting painful, if not mortal, wounds on other muskrats.

Errington (1937), found that mortality of young resulting from attacks

of adults was of frequent occurrence. Such strife undoubtedly results

in the death of large nubers of young. In areas of high populations,

Errington (19Ll) believes that serious intraspecific competition may

often lead to cannibalism.

Intraspecific strife exhibited itself most frequently both

in Montgomery County and in eastern Virginia as slashed and damaged

pelts. The economic aspects of this damage will be considered more

fully under the section on pelt studies. It is likely that pelt damage

from intraspecific fights is not of particularly serious economic im-

portance. It was found that pelts with one or two small slashes

brought about the same price on the markets as did undamaged ones.

In Montgomery County,_pelt damage resulting from intraspecific

fights was most common on Stroubles and Meadow Creeks. This may un-

doubtedly be attributed to the_high_wigtering population on these two

areas. Intraspecific competition was apparently of little consequence

on any of the other streams of the county.

Accidents

Muskrat losses from accidents appear to be relatively insigni—

ficant from the standpoint of the total population. Observations indicate
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a nuber of muskrats are killed annually on the highways of the state,

A total of fifteen animals was found dead on U. S. 360 and U, S. 33 dur-

ing this investigation, Local residents were of the opinion that the

number of animals killed in this way was usually very small. It was

noticed that the number of animals killed on highways was greatest dur-

ing the fall when dispersal movements were under way.

If one considers death from the loss of legs in traps as aceidents,

it is obvious that some mortality results from this cause, As previously

mcntioned under the section on disease, however, death from the loss of

a leg is usually a result of seeondary disease complieations, and is

usually of little economic importance,

In general, evidence is not sufficient to warrant placing accidents

as a major cause of mortality in either Montgomery County or eastern

Virginia.

Drowning and Freezing

Errington (1937), states that, "It is well known that muskrats may

be drowned by high waters, especially in lowland stream habitats or in

places subject to pronounced flooding." He further indicatcs that

muskrats may be killed by beating rain and wave action, suddenly in-

creased water levels, and by young being dragged from houses and ignored

by females,

One adult animal whose death was attributed to drowning was found

during this investigation. This animal was found just below thc dam at

the junction of Little and New Rivers where excessively heavy waters

might easily flood a den and drovm its occupants,
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There have been reports by trappers in the state of animals freezing

during the winter. The writer could find no evidence to substantiate

this report. In Montgomery County, the muskrats appeared to winter

comfortably, despite adverse weather conditions. Whereas a few animals

are killed, it would not appear that mortality from drowning and freezing

is of eonsequential economic importance.

Sex Ratios

Considerable data have been gatheredlon the sex ratios occurring

among muskrat populations. Unfortunately, a large majority of this wow:

was based only on a small series of animals, and the observed ratios

thus may or may not reflect the true ratio which exists in the entire

population of an area. With the possible exception of the work done by

Smith (1938), in Maryland on pen reared muskrats, all sex ratios have

been obtained from wild animals trapped during the legal open season.

Dozier (1942), was probably the first workcr to make a sex ratio study

based on an extremely large series of animals. His data, recorded from
9304 muskrats, probably represent the most comprehensive work done to

date,

Table 12 briefly summarizes muskrat sex ratios as recorded in the

literature, These data were compiled through 1941 largely by Dozier

(1942), and were brought up to date by the author. These ratios ranged

between 47 and 64 per cent males. The only instances recorded in which

there was a preponderance of females are from the works of Dozier (1944),
Marshall (1937), ana svinia (1921).
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In interpreting these data, it is imperative that several factors

and conditions be given see consideration, Trapping techniques, season

of the year, and weather conditions may all play some part in influeneing

a differential trapping success among the sexes in muskrats. It would

appear that a sex ratio approaching 50:50 would most likely appear when

a large series of animals was sexed from the same area, This was not

tho case, however, as the largest samples yielded results which were

nearcst the extremes, with nearly all of the ratios indicating 50-6L per

cent males in those muskrats harvested between the fall and spring seap

sons. ”

The general consensus of opinion among trappers in many of the states

is that proportionately more female animals are harvested as the trapping

season progresses. This was found to be a common belief among Virginia

muskrat trappcrs, and many of them altered their trapping methods so as

to take the largest number of animals during the early part of the

trapping season, when they reputedly would harvest a greater number of

males, If this were true, and there was a point during the trapping

season at which females began to make up a majority of the catch, it

could be advantageously used in the management of the species, and in the

manipulation of the trapping season for that species. In an effort to
ß

test the validity of this belief, trapping season sex ratios were

recordcd weekly during the course of this investigation. These data werel
kept for both Montgomery County strcams and one of the Eastern Virginia

marsh study areas, and are considered in detail later,

The work of several other investigators in different sections of
the country would seem to indicatc that a preponderanoe of malcs was
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harvested throughout the entire legal trapping season. Dozier (1948), in

sumarizing the sex ratios for a five-year period from Maryland states

that there was a signifieant preponderanco of males over females, This

exeess of males over females was consistently maintained during each of

the trapping seasons involved, Local trappers were of the opinion that

the greater wandering tendencies of the males might lead to some selecti-

vity in trapping. Marshall*s (1937), work in Utah, mentioned previously,

was one of the few instances in which there was an exeoss of females over

males. The data from Utah revealed that intensive trapping in the fall

resulted in a sex ratio of 48 males to 52 females and that intensive

trapping in the spring, on the same areas, resulted in a sex ratio of

60,6 males to 39,5 females, Errington (1939), found the sex ratio of

878 young less than two weeks old to be 54,4 per cent males, compared

with the late fall and early winter ratio of 54,9 per cent males for

584 young ef the year, McCann (1944), found that a fall sex ratio

among mature animals shewed more females, and the spring sex ratio more

males, This would seem to indicate that some mortality factor was

operating disproportionately against the male muskrats between spring and

fall, If this condition were true, there was evidently a preponderanco

of males in young of the year to compensato for the loss, Other workers

have indicated that there was a greater percentage of males at birth,

but that the males reaeted more drastically to adversity than did the

females,

Lay (1945L indicates that when traps are first set out in an area

they usually catch males, The trapper on the Powhatan Hunt Club Marah
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in James City County agrees with this statement. He also maintains that

his catch of females may be greatly inereased at any time by walking

into the marsh to set his traps, rather than confining his operations

to the ereek banks and edges of the marsh. Marshall (1937), quotes his

trapper as saying that by condueting a series of light trapping opera-

tions on an area, he can achieve a high proportion of males in the

catch, Apparently there is an inverse relationship between trapping

intensity and the proportion of males in the catch. Under present

state trapping regulations, average trapping intensity results in sex

ratios of 50 to 60 per cent males, and where trapping intensity is

increased, a proportionately greater number of females are caught•

An examination of the ratios found by Marshall (1937), in Utah

would reveal that this theory does not hold true. Not only did in-

tensive fall trapping produce a greater percentage of females, but

females actually constituted a greater part of the total harvest,

Spring trapping revealed an increase in the sex ratio in favor of the

males, Petrides (1950), advanees the possibility that Marsha1l's fall

ratios might be true ratios rosulting from practical extermination of

the population, and that the increased proportion of males in the spring

might be the result of ingress of wandering individuals. A thoreugh

analysis of trapping season sex ratios would probably indicate that they

are not the sensitive indicators of trapping pressure which trappers

attribute them to be,

During the course of this investigation, sex ratios were obtained

from specimens in Montgomery County during the 1949-1950 trapping season,
and from Montgomery County and James City County during the 1950-1951
trapping seasons.
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Scvcral scxing techniques were employed, depcnding upon the material

at hand. It was found that the easiest method of sex determination was

the system proposed by Baugartner and Bellrose (1943). This consists

principally of noting whether the penis is present er absent in the

urethral papilla. The penis may be easily exposed by pressing at the

base of the urethra1 papilla. The vaginal orificc is postcrior to the

urethral papilla, and if closed, can be reopcned by pulling the papilla

forward and pulling posteriorly on the skin just anterior to the anus.

This system was found to bc applicable in sexing both dead and live

animals. Figures 16 and 17 illustrate the method of sexing muskrats

by an examination of the external genitalia, In those specimcns in which

the dead carcass was available, the sex was reohecked by an examination

of the internal sex organs as proposed by Errington (1939). It was

often necessary to sex many animals by an examination of the pelt, as

all animals in widcly scattered areas could not be examined before the
”

animals were skinned, This technique involved the location on the

dried skins of teats, in the case of females, and remains of the penal

sheath in the case of males. It was found that this system of sexing

was reasonably accurate, although there were some few pelts which could

net be positively sexed,

During the 1949-1950 trapping season, a total of 376 specimcns

was sexed. Of these 376 specimcns, 27 were sexed using all three of the

techniques described above. It was found that in using all three

techniques of sexing that there was no discrepancy in the established

sex of any of the 27 specimcns. The remaining 350 animals were sexed
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in local buyers' fur houses by pelt examination, There were 10 pelts

which were not considered because of inadequate evidence for accurate

sex determination. It may be seen in Table 12 that of the 376 speci-

mens examined, 211 (56%) were males and 165 (44%) were females. This

gives a malesfemale sex ratio ofjß2:88 which is comparable to that

observed by other workers,
(

As previously nentioned, sex ratios were reeorded weekly during th;

trapping season on two of the study areas. These data are presented

below in Table 13,

Table 13. Weekly muskrat sex ratios from Montgomery County and the
· Powhatan Hunt Club Marsh, James City County, Virginia,

1950-1951•

Period gggg
Montgomggy ägx Powhatan ägx

Qgunty Ratio Marsh Ratio
Males Females Ma1es:Femg1e Mgges Females Ma1es:Fema1es

Jan 1-7 43 35 122:100 78 70 109:100
Jan 8-14 31 27 114:100 50 40 125:100

Jan 15-21 24 22 110:100 52 38 135:100
Jan 22-29 12 9 132:100 42 36 118:100
Jan 30-Feb 5 6 5 120:100 31 22 140:100
Feb 6-Feb 12 9 9 100:100 18 9 200:100
Feb 13-Feb 19 12 8 150:100 14 6 234:100
Feb 20-Feb 26 10 9 110:100 15 14 107:100
Feb 27-Mar 4 16 15 107:100 13 14 92:100
Mar 5-Mar 11 10 8 125:100 10 11 90:100

Totals 173 147 323 260

It should be emphasized here that sex ratios were not obtained for

every muskrat from both areas. Further, it was often very difficult to
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ascertain just when the pelts examined were trapped. ° It is believed

that a majority of the pelts sexed during January 1 — January 15 were

trapped prior to the open season of January 1. In examining these data,

this should be taken into consideration, The figures which were obtain»

ed should be sufficiently accurate to be indicative of the trend of the

ratios throughout the trapping season. It may be seen in Table 13

that there was a preponderance of males throughout the trapping season

in Montgomery County. There were local exceptions, however, on some

of the streams, as the overall sex ratio of the animals trapped from

Stroubles Creek fayored the females.

0n the Powhatan Hunt Club Marsh, there was a preponderance of males

in the catch through the latter part of February. After this date, the

rather small catch was composed of a greater nuber of females than

males. This might tend to confirm the opinion of trappers that more

females are caught during the letter part of the trapping season and

toward the early part of the breeding season. The data are too limited

to draw any definite conclusions on this point,

As previously mentioned, sex ratios were obtained for 376 muskrats

from Montgomery County during the 1949-1950 trapping season. Of these
A

376 specimcns, 349 could be definitely traced to the stream from which

they were trapped. These sex ratio data are presented below in

Table 14.
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Table 14, Sex ratios of 349 muskrats from several stroams in
Montgomery County, Virginia, 1949-1950 trapping season

Stream No, of No, of Ratio
males Femaleg Maleszfemales

Stroubles Creek 40 30 134:100
Tom‘s Creek 45 44 102:100
Meadow Creek 20 12 167:100
Little River 30 26 115:100
Smith Creek 5 7 71:100
Big Branch 10 8 125:100
North Fork of the Roanoke Riv, 23 15 153:100
South Fork of the Roanoke Riv, 6 6 100:100
Whitehouse Branch 4 2 200:100
Elliott Creek 9 7 130:100

Totals 192 157

It may be seen here that there was also a preponderanco of males

trapped on every stream in the county with the exception of Smith Creek,

It is possible that this is a case of insufficient data, as records were

seeured for only 13 animals, Comparable data from other streams, how-

ever, still revealed a preponderance of males in the catch,

Because of the large number of skins handled by local dealers,

it was impossible to establish the specific creek from which muskrats

were trapped during 1950-1951, A total of 558 muskrats from Mont-

gomery County were sexed by pelt examination during 1950-1951. It was

impossible to find out the exact dates that some of these animals were

trappcd, and for that reason, data are presented for only 320 pelts

in Table 13, Sex ratios for 558 Montgomery County and 337 Floyd

County muskrats are presented in Table 15,
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Table 15, Sex raties of 895 muskrats from Montgomery and Floyd
Counties, Virginia, 1950-1951 trapping season

Aggg No, of males No. of females Sex ratio, Maleszfemales

Montgomery County 350 208 168:100

Floyd County 185 152 122:100

Tomas 535 360

Again, there were more males than females in that portion of the

muskrat harvest examined, It would appear that the ratio for Mont-

gomery County is rather high, and is possibly due to poor sampling

methods.

The application of sex ratio data to other problems of wildlife

management has been greatly enhanced by the recent work of Petrides,

(1949), Several important population conditions, including rearing

success, juvenile mortality, peaks of breeding, population sizes, and

mortality rates may be determinod by a knowledge of sex ratios in com-

bination with age ratios. A collection, analysis, and application of

sex ratio data was not primarily a part of this investigation and all

sex ratio data which were colleeted were obtained incidental to the main

project. It is believed, however, that collection of such data would

reveal facts which could advantageously be used in the management of

the spocies, and which might, in the long run, be of considerable

practical importance,
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Age Ratios

The application of age ratios in determining various population ”

phenemena has made the collection of such data very denirab1e„ Age

raties in muskrats have been reeerded by proportionately fewer investi-

gators than have sex ratios, Petrides (1950), has largely eompiled

the available age ratios from the literature, Data from this investiga-

tion were added to the compiled list, and are presented in Table 16,

Errington (1940), in speaking of Iowa, states that "lower breeding

densities have given somewhat higher rates of increase in all types of

environment from which we have data, except when breeding animals were

prcsumably too few to find mates as needed, Clearly, optimum breeding

densities are at moderate, rather than at extreme, levels-low enough to

avoid the disadvantages of overcrowding, yet not so low that seasonal

recovery is handieapped•”

If these premises are true, then trapping season age ratios may be
E

used as readily available indiees for determining whether the breeding

population was lew the preceding spring and summer, All of the muskrat

pelts from Montgomery County are trapped on small crceks, rivers, and

ditches, Errington (1940), points out that the population turnover

in such habitat usually exeeeds the turnover in marsh areas•

Sevcral methods have been devised for separating young ef the year

from adult muskrats. These methods are particularly applicable during

the legal, open, state trapping seasons, It is extremely unlikely that

any of these methods is infallible, Errington (1939), distinguished

young of the year from adults by macroseopie examination of the testcs
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Table 16. Trapping season juvenilez adult raties of muskrats (Primarily
computed from previous published data)

State and Qgtg Method of age No. of Young per Young per
authgrity dgteggigation

animglgIowa1936 Internal sex organs 181 2.77 5.54*
( Errington

1944)
IoYa

)
1937 Internal sex organs 208 3.73 7.46*

II

Iowa
)

1938 Internal sex organs 206 4.28 8.56*
I!

Iowa
)

1939 Internal sex organs 201 5.39 10.78*
II

Ioga
)

1943 Internal sex ergans 831 7.31 14.62*
Ii

Illinois 1940-41 External genitalia 1147 2.46 4.92
(Baumgartner
and Bellrose)
(1943)

Miähigän 1940-41 External genitalia 7511 1.84 3.68
II

Minnesota 1941 Internal sex organs 567 2.65 4.84
(nccann

1944)
California 1943-44 External genitalia 1530 3.09 6.18

(SOOÜGT, 1946)
South Dakota 1944-45 Tagged animals 85 1.07 2.09

(Aldous, 1947)
Michigan 1946 External genitalia 64 3.92 8.50

(Applegate
Predmore

1947)
Missouri 1946 Several methods 455 2.18 to 4.39 to
(Shanks, 1948) _ 3.74 7.48
hie 1947-48 External genitalia 202 5.73 13.23
(Petri”es,1950) _ „

Ohio 1947-48 Primeness metnod 1466 5.37 12.36Päggäges,
Virginia 1349-50 External genitalia 28 1.81 6.00

Montgomery ounty)
Virginia 1950-51 Primeness method 349 3.65 7.41

(Montgomery County)
Virginia 1950-51 Primeness method 558 3.24 8,82

Montgomery County)
Virginia 1950-51 Primeness method 337 .4.52 9.52

(Floyd County)

* Assuming a male:female ratio of 50:50.
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and uteri, The testes ef adult animals were wrinkled and flaecid,

showing evidence of having shrunk from previous enlargement whereas the

testes of young muskrats did not show this condition, Females were dis-

tinguished on the basis of the presence or absence of placental sears,

Baumgartner and Bellrose (1943), described a system of age determination

which was applicable to live animals, This system distinguishes adult

females from subadult females by noting the condition of the vaginal

orifice, The orifice is apparently closed from birth to just before

the first breeding season in subadult animals, In adults, the orifice

appears to be open during most of the year and if a membrane is present,

it is so thin as to break readily, In subadult females, the vaginal

membrane is relatively thick, and considerably harder to break than that

of an adult animal, Adult and subadult males were differentiated ac-

cording to the size of the penis and the ease with which it can be

pressed through the urethral papilla, The shape of the penis ef an

adult muskrat is different from that of a subadult, being blunt and more

er less rounded at the tip, whereas that ef a subadult is knob shaped,

Applegate and Predmore (1947), classified a group of muskrats as sub-

adults (one year old) and adults (two years and older) according to the

method of age determination of Baumgartner and Bellreee (1943), They

were then able to separate the subadult animals from the adults on the

characteristics of their patterns of primeness, Shanks (1948), also

recognized the significance of the apparent age differences in muskrat

pelts which were noticed, but apparently passed over by Lavrov (in

Shanks, 1948). They found that the primeness pattern on adult muskrats
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exists as very irregular spotted areas, while the primeness pattern

on juvenile pelts is typically bilaterally symmetrical, Figure 18

illustrates the typical primeness pattern of juvenile pelts,

The primeness pattern is a very valuable method of age determina-

tion, partieularly when only the pelts are available for examination,

Shanks (1948), points out that the method is not without eomplieations,

however. During the course of his investigation, he examined 16 females

whose pelts were of a juvenile type, and which yet possessed placental

scars, Of these 16 females, 3 had more than 7 placental sears which

indioates that some adult pelts may possess juvenile-type primeness

patterns.

Shanks (1948), attempted to analyze the aeeuracy of the primeness

pattern method of aging as eompared to Erringtonrs (1939), internal sex

organ method and Baugartner and Be1lrose‘s (1943), external genitalia

method, He states that the results are eomparable, and almost equally

valid, Petrides (1950), analyzed these data but found the differenees

in results between the three methods were significant, and decided that

Shank*s conelusion apparently had no justification,. Petrides (1950),

aceentuates the differences derived by Shanks by appending age ratios

to his percentage data,

Since the different methods gave different results, it is rather

difficult to ascertain whether one method is superior to another, Apple-

gate and Predmore (1947), tested the primeness method in 69 pelts of

known age and misidentified three adults as young, and two juveniles as

adults. It may be seen that these errors tended to eompensate for each
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other, It is quite possible that the errors in each method are more or

less eonstant, and comparisons of age ratios derived annually by a single

method might indicate changes in the preportions of young produced each

year.

Shanks‘ (1948), data indicate that the two systems of determining

age by examining sex organs are in eloser agreement with each other than

they are with the primeness pattern method. It would appear that exam-

ination of the external sex organs was the most aceurate method of age

detormination, A
During the course of this investigation, approximately three hundred

muskrats were agod by an examination of the external sex organs, No

difficulty was experienced in separating subadult males from adult males,

It was found that there was often some difficulty in distinguishing sub-

adult females from adult females, In several January subadult, female

muskrats, there was no vaginal membrane present, The age of these ani-

madsxas further verified by an examination of the pelt primeness pattern,

Apparently this absenco of the vaginal membrane in subadult females

exists only in an occasional animal, and there is no specific period

during which the frequency of oeeurrence increasos, Petrides (1950),

found that the vaginal membranes of a small number of juvenile Ohio

muskrats showed indications of breaking in mid—Deeember, and that the num-

ber of females displaying this condition increased during early January,

It was found that this system of aging could not bo applied to muskrats

in Eastern Virginia after February 10, · After this date, a large majority

of the animals examined had open and enlarged vaginal orifices, indicat-
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ing that they had already entercd a broeding condition, This proved

to be true in 12 female muskrats oxamined in Currituck County, North

Carolina on February ll, 1949. The condition also existed in muskrats

examined during late February on the Powhatan Hunt Club Marsh, James

City County, and the Island Farm Marsh, Richmond County,

Petrides (1950), did same work on aging muskrats by means of baeula,

or Gxamination of the bene of the penis. _

He states that "from these it was evidont that the baoula of adult males

were heavier and longer than those of juvoniles, Their trident-like

terminal elements were also less cartilaginous, Because of their small

size, muskrat bacula probably will not prove suitable for widespread col-

lection, but they may occasionally serve as checks against other criteria

probably up to about January l,"

It was possible during the 1949-1950 and 1950-1951 trapping seasons

to age 256 muskrats in Montgomery County by the use of all three systems

described above, These data are presented in Table 17 in a form simi-

lar to Shanks‘ data as modified by Petrides (1950).

Table 17. Comparison of age ratios of 256 muskrats from Montgomery
County, Virginia, by three methods

No, of Percentages No, of you.ng/ No, of young/
juvzgd, juvzadults adult ggult female

Primeness pattern 184:72(29) 72:28 2,56 6,34
External genital-
ia l71:85(35) 67.33 2,01 5,26

Internal sex
organs l77:79(39) 69.31 2.08 4.54
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Statistical tests reveal that the results here obtained are not of

equal validity, This would agree with Petrides' (1950), analysis of

Shanks' data, It is believed that the results obtained above by examina«

tion of the external genitalia are the most nearly correct,

During the 1949-1950 trapping season, age ratios were cellected

from 349 muskrats according to the streams from which they were trapped

in Montgomery County, These data were made available by one ef the

local fur dealers who very kindly kept his muskrat pelts in lots as they

were brought in from the different streams. It was, of course, impossible

to collect age ratios from all of the muskrats harvested in the county,

A11 of these age ratios were necessarily derived from an examination

of the primencss pattern on the pelts, It is possible that these incom-

plete data may not be truly indicative of the true ratios prevailing on

the streams. The age ratios obtaincd from Montgomery County during the

1949-1950 season are presented in Table 18,

Table 18. Age ratios of Montgomery County, Virginia, muskrats,
1949-1950 trapping season

_Stream No. of juv: Percentage No. of young/ No. of youngf
___adult§__ jgvsadultg adult ggult female

Stroubles Creek 58:12(6) 83:17 4.83 9,67
Tom's Creek 78:11(6) 88:12 7,09 13.00
Meadow Creek 25:7 (4) 78:22 3.57 6,25
Little River 40:16(7) 71:29 2,50 5.71
Smith Creek 9:3 (2) 75:25 3.00 4.50
Big Branch 13:5 (2) 72:28 2.60 6.50
North Fork R.R. 29=9 (5) 77:23 3.22 5.80
South Fork R,R. 7:5 (2) 58:42 1.40 3.50
Whitehouse Branch 4:2 (1) 66:34 2.00 4,00
Elliott Creek 11:5 (2) 70:30 2.20 5.60
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These data, assuming that they are close to true age ratios,

follow closely Errington*s premise that a low breeding population is ‘

followed by a heavy increase in the breeding potential. Trapping was

very intensive on Stroubles and Tom*s Creeks during the 1948-1949

trapping season. The high ratio of young per adult female would seem

to indicate that the breeding population was low and was followed by a

high production of young. Moderate to light trapping on the other

streams resulted in a relatively high breeding population which produced

a moderate number of young per adult female,

For reasons mentioned previously, it was impossible during the

1950-1951 trapping season to determine from which streams specific

muskrats were trapped. All muskrats examined during the season were

aged at local doalers* fur sheds by examination of the pelt primeness

pattern, Data are presented below in Table 19 for 558 muskrats from

Montgomery County and 337 from Floyd County.

Table 19. Age ratios of 895 muskrats from Montgomery and Floyd
Counties, Virginia, 1950-1951 trapping season

gggg Ratio of Per cent of No, young/ No, young/
juvzad. juv:ad. __gdu1t ad. female

Montgomery County 450:l08(51) 81:19 3.24 8,82

Floyd County 276:61 (28) 82:18 4•52 9.52

Assuming that these data also represent true ratios, it would appear

that trapping was fairly heavy in the two counties during 1949-1950,

leaving a moderate breoding population in the spring of 1950. This:i§_

turn, was followed by a relatively high production of young per adult'

female ,
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Age ratios, as well as sex ratios, may be put to good use in deter-

mining various factors about the population in question, Widespread

collection ef such data in Virginia may solve management problems which

could greatly increase the annual muskrat harvest. Answers to such

problems may prove to be a real been to the muskrat industry from the

economic point of view, by permitting a maximum muskrat harvest without

over utilization of this fur resource.

Weights

Heights havofrequently been suggested as a possible criterion in

aging muskrats„ Several workers haye kept very aecurate records ever a

period of years in an effort to test the validity of weight as an age

indicater„

During this investigation, weights were obtained for 706 muskrats,

158 of which were from Montgomery County; 249 from the Powhatan Hunt

Club Marsh, James City County; and 299 from the Island Farm Marsh, Rich-

mond County, It should be emphasized here that the weights obtained

from the marsh areas are by no means representative ef the trapping

season as a whole, as all of them were obtained on several days during

the first and latter parts of the trapping season,

A11 weighing was done on a Chatillon spring hand scale, reading

in pounds and tenths. As muskrats were weighed only when completely

dry, water had no effect on the weights, Weights by one tenth pound

groups are presented for the three areas in Table 20„
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Table 20, Weights of muskrats from three Virginia areas

Weight ggoug Areg.
pounds Montgomery County Island Farm Powhatan Marsh

Adults Subadultg gdults Subadults Adults Subadults

Q7

08 2 ZP

.9 1 3 3

1.1 5
102 4 3

1.3 1
1.4 4
1.5 5 9 3
l|6 8 7

1.7 . Z,
1.8 10 12 9
1.9 6 5 15 4 19
2.0 17 Ä 21 20
2.1 Z. 7 Ä 38 22
2.2 3 26 26 6 30
2.3 3 8 20 5 20
2.4 5 4 5 11 3 3
2.5 5 9
2,6 8 2 7 Ä- 12 5
2.*7 3 3 7
2.8 9 15 3 5
2.9 12 29 20
3.0 2 3
30l 2 7

3.2 2 Ä
3.3 1 4
3.4 6 5
3.5 2
BO6

BO7 2

BI8 l

Totals 60 98 101 198 81 168

V
It may be seen in Table 15 that subadults most frequently weighed

2.0 to 2.3 pounds on all three of the areas. Adults weighed 2.8 to
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3,0 pounds more frequently than any other weight en all three areas,

Average weights for each area are presented below in Table 21,

Table 21, Average weights of subadult and adult muskrats from three
Virginia areas

Age ggeup Area
Montgomery Island Powhatan‘ County Farm Marsh

No, of subadults 98 198 168

No, of adults 60 101 81

Avg, weight in pounds (Subadults) 2,06 1,98 2,00

Avg, weight in pounds (Adults) 2,66 2,76 2,70

Avg, weight in pounds (Subadult
Males) 2,12 2,09 2,11

Avg, weight in peunds (Subadult
FGIHGLLGS)Avg,

weight in pounds (Adult
Males) 2,72 2,79 2,74

Avg, weight in pounds (Adult
Females) 2,61 2,66 2,62

”
It may be seen from Table 21 that there was an amazing correlation

between average weights on the three areas, There was a mean average

difference in weight of males over females, This was found to be the

_ case on all three areas, In order that the everlap in weights of sub-

adults and adults might be more clearly seen, weight frequeneies for each

area were graphed in Figures 19, 20, 21, and 22 respeetively, Figure gg

represents the composite weight frequencies of the muskrats from all
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three areas. It would appear from Figure 19 that there is a somewhat

sharpcr line of demarcation between the weights of subadult and adult

muskrats in Montgomery County than is found on the other two areas.

It may be seen, however, in Figures 19, 20, 21, and 22 that there is

probably too much overlap in the weights of adults and subadults to

use weight alone as an ago criterion,

Weights, as such, apparently have no definite influence on the

price of muskrat pelts, No correlation was derived between fat, heavy

muskrats and the primeness and condition of their pelts, When weights

may bc correlatod with vegetative conditions or other factors, however,

they may be of some significancc in the management of the species.

Population Estimations

The number of animals on any given area is constantly fluetuating,

and for that reason it is often difficult to make aecurate population

estimates. The habits of spccics vary so grcatly that it is usually

necessary to set up a separate census method for each different animal.

Some knowledge of the population of a given speeies on an area is essen-

tial for intelligent management of that species.

Survival of the muskrat depends largely upon the anima1's ability

to eonceal itself. In Montgomery County, muskrats spend most of their

existence in complicated underground burrow systems, and their presence

is detectcd primarily by the amount of "sign" which they leave. This

"sign" usually takes the form of droppings, scratch marks, tracks, slides,

and cut vegetation. Observation of muskrat activity is frequently the
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only method of studying these animals,

On the Island Farm Marsh, almost all of the muskrats live in large

dome-shaped "lodges," er houses. Trappers often use the term, "live"

house, to designate those structures which are inhabitcd by muskrats.

Houses from which the oceupants have disappoared through trapping or

·other reasons are referred te as "dcad“ houses. Many people often mis-

takenly term as "ledges" the smaller feeding platferms. These structures

are usually smaller and closer to the water than are the true “lodges•“

On the Pewhatan Hunt Club Marsh, most of the muskrats live in bank

dens. There are a few ”lodges" present, but this type ef den is definite-

ly in the minority,

The use of house counts as a means of population estimation has

received considerable attention and discussion, Dozier (1948), gives a

very complete discussion of the application of this system te management

problems. The accuracy of the final estimate depends on a number of

factors, chief among which are: the season of the year at which counts

are made; conditions existing on the marsh at the time cf the count;

the ability of the observer to differentiate between "1ive" or "dead"

houses and feeding platfomns, It should be emphasized here that all

counts are more effective if taken in the fall months, preferably in

November,

To be of maximum value, a system of censusing muskrats must be both

simple and effective, The primary ebjective in making a muskrat census

is to determine the relative abundance of the animals on an area, It _

should, thcoretically, show the population trend, rather than the speci-
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fic nuber of animals present, There are four methods ef counting

muskrat houses currently in use, These are as follows: use of transects;

counts from roadside; ground strip counts; and aerial counts.

Transects are not entirely satisfaetory for consusing an area, On

most marshes, the Vegetation is non-homogenous, and consequently,

transsets do not give a clear picture of the entire area. Areas on

which the Vegetation is relatively homogenous may frequently be sampled

to good advantage by the use of transects, Such transects, when used,

are most effective if permanently marked, in order that yearly comparisons

ef the same area can be made.

Several workers have tried counting houses from the roadside, but

such a system is usually inadequate because of the inability of the

observer te spot and distinguish all of the houses. It also frequently

involves an excessive amount of driving.

The ground strip count method is unquestionably the most aecurato

of the four systems. Its principal drawback lies in the fact that

considerable personnel and time are usually necessary to carry out the

work. Dozier (1948), explains this technique in some detail, The

system basically requires that observers run parallel strips, 50 feet

wide, through the marsh. All observers are responsible for eounting th:

houses between themselves and the man on their inside (inside refers here

te that section ef the marsh on which houses have already been counted),

The counter on the outside is always responsible for marking the limits

of the area which has just been ceunted, When the narsh is broken up

by numcrous small ponds and guts, it is necessary to Vary the technique

somewhat,
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The need soon arose for a quicker and more cconomical census

method. The use of the airplane for such work may prove to be the

answer to the problem. Lay (1945), indicated that the airplane might

bc practical in censusing muskrat houses on the Texas ceastal marshes,

but that the technique would have to be varied te meet changing conditions

on the marsh, The advantage of quick coverage may be more than offset

by limitations which are not obvious at first. The cost of such a

census is often prohibitive, and houses arc sometimes difficult to dis—

tinguish from the air,

In order that the relative abundance of muskrats en the Powhatan °

Hunt Club and Island Farm Marshcs might be determined, it was necessary

to have some system ef population estimation to be used on these areas,

In view ef the short amount ef time which could be allotted to this work,

it was essential that the method used bc as simple and practical as

possible,

The ground strip count method as previously described was the first

system tried, It was quickly realized that this system was too time-

consuming and laborious for one man to eperate, This method would

undeubtedly be very aecurate if suffieient time and labor were available,

In an effort to find a technique which was more rapid, house counts

from an airplane were tried. Because ef the short amount of time the

plane was available, and the inability of the writer te distinguish

accuratcly the houses from the air, this method was discarded as being

impraetical•

After cover mapping the Island Farm Marsh, it was seen that the

vegetation on the area was far from homogenous, and that the muskrats
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definitely preferred certain vegetative types over other types. This
I

posed the problem of counting the houses so as to get a sample which was

representative of the area as a whole,

It was decided that the most practical method of getting the

counts would be to take a series of one-acre random sample plots through-

out the various cover types on the marsh, These sample plots ware set

up, using the percentage of the total area made up of each cover type

as a basis for the number of plots te be taken. The system of locat-

ing plots consisted of using a base map of the area on a clip board,

the corner of the marsh lying most nearly adjacent to each cover type

being approached on the ground by the observer. After orienting the

map, the writer offset 100 yards east or west as the case might be,

using a box compass and paeing the distance, A north-south line was

then run until the particular cover type in question had been penetrated

to a distance of 200 feet, Lines were then run in an east-west

direction, taking a one-acre plot every 400 feet, At these points,

each plot was considered as encompassing 104 feet on every side ef the

ebservcr. After every 10 plots, the writer offsct in a north—south

direction for a distance of 200 feet. Another line was then started

in an east-west direction and plots taken as before, This actually gave

a series of plots on parallel, staggered lines throughout a homogenous

cover type. If a house fell half-way in a plot, it was considered as

being in the plot in consideration, The house count data are presented

in Table 22, and an explanation of the various cover types as used on

the base map is found on pqgg-50• A conversion factor of 4 muskrats per
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house is a oonservative figure for the Virginia muskrat (Ondgtra

zibethicg macrodon), It should be cmphasized here that the population

figures in Table 22 should be increased by two or three hundred to com-

pensate for bank dwelling muskrats, It is realized that this method

cannot be considered as giving an absolute population count, If similar

counts are made ever a period of several years, however, they should give

some indication ef population trends. It is obvious even to the casual

local observer who is familiar with this marsh that there is censiderable

annual variation in the number of houses present,

On the Powhatan Hunt Club Marsh, the writer was greatly surprised

to notice the winter condition of the marsh, having seen it first during

the summer and early fall. As previously mentioned, the marsh was

covered by dense growths of wild ricc (Zizanig aguatica), millet

gghggggglgg E·§1xgpi.), and pickerel weed (Pontederia cordata), Heavy

usage of the area by ducks during the late fall and early winter

practically eliminated these luxuriant growths of vegetatien, The only

muskrat houses observed on the entire 1000 aeres were found in small

sections of eerdgrass (Spartina cygosuroideg), Only 20 lodges were

observed on the marsh, the remainder of the animals apparently living

in bank dens, These conditions made a population estimate very diffi-

cult. On the basis, however, of personal observations, and observa-

tions ef the marsh carotaker, it was estimated that approximately 1100

muskrats were on the marsh.
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Table 22• Muskrat house counts by cover types and the estimatcd
muskrat population on the Island Farm Marsh, Richmond
County, Virginia, December, 1950

Qpypg Percentgge of Estimated Pppp-
Typp_ total area ppppp one acre p§_hpp§p§ ppp_p§ lp;

in cover plppp per aere hppppp_ip pgpp

1222 EQEEQ cover type

CC Not included ** ** ** ** **

PP 12 130 14 O 0 O

RR 10 110 14 •4 44 180

DD 1 10 1 0 0 0

TT 14 150 16 • 5 75 300

SS 63 695 65 •9 630 2520

Totals 100 1095 110 749 3000

As previously mentioned, all of the muskrats in Montgomery County

live in bank burrows, a condition which presented some complications

when population estimates were made. Apparently, the only logical

procedure for getting around this situation was to base the estimate

on the nuber of active dens and the amount of muskrat "sign“ on each

of the streams under eonsideration, During the fall months, 12 of

the streams in the county were kept under close obscrvation to deter-

mine the approximate number of animals on these areas,

It is obvious that such a method of population estimation has its

limitatiens, and that it also is subject to many inaccuracies• It is

also obvious that in the habitat types found in Montgomery County there
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must be considerable ingress and egress ef individuals en each of the

streams. Field observatiens indicated that these movements did oceur,

and they were taken into consideration when the population estimates were

made. It was essential, however, that such an estimate be available in

order that some relationship might be established between the produetivity,

and subsequent degree of utilization of muskrats en the streams in ques-

tion, It is believed that the estimates were reasonably accurate, and

further work was based en this assuption.

Table 23 presents the estimated fall population of muskrats on 12

n Montgomery County streams as of October 15, 1950, It may be seen that

none ef the streams are at present supporting a particularly high popula-

tion of muskrats. This is probably due te certain environmental condi-

tions which are discussed in another section of this report,

Population Movements

Muskrat pepulations constantly undergo local movements, and in some

instances, exhibit widespread migratery tendeneies. It is fairly well

known that there are definite dispersal movements during the spring and

fall,

Establishment of new territeries is one of the principal reasons

for the fall movement, with the spring dispersal being induced by breed-

ing pairs setting up "home ranges", It has often been stated that

young animals never leave home of their own accord, but rather, are

foreed out because of increased competition. It is obvious that in

the fall following a successful broeding season, that there must be
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some movement to alleviate this competition,

Very few data were gathered on movements during this investigation.

Some observations were made in Montgomery County, however, Errington

(1940), advances the premiso that sexually advanced animals may initiate

the spring dispersal by driving sexually quieseent animals out of their

wintering quarters, No definite evidence was obtainod to substantiate

this in Montgomery County, but the spring movements appeared to be tied

up with breeding activity, In an effort to obtain more definite know-

ledge relative to muskrat movements, live trapping operations were

instigated, Results of this undertaking are discussed in the section

of this report dealing with live trapping, For reasons which will be

discussed later, the live trapping failed to furnish the evidence neces-

sary to determine definitely the dispersal movements•

Observations indicated that local movements took place on nearly

every muskrat-populated stream in the eounty. It was interesting to

note that spring movements served to repopulate several streams, and

that fall movements often had exactly the reverse effect, Den Creek

and Indian Run are particularly conspieuous from this standpoint.

Neither of these two streams supports a muskrat population throughout

the year, During the spring breeding season, however, several breeding

pairs moved into these areas from the North Fork of the Roanoke River.

These animals remained on the streams until the first stream "freeze ups"

in the fall. Fall movements apparontly arc often indueed by cold

weather which freezes over the smaller streams but fall movements were

at no time as pronounced es were the spring movements,
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Stroubles Creek was kept under close observation during the spring

months in order to detcct any movements of the population which occurred,

During mid4March, there was a dispersal of the population into the

small tributaries and marshes adjacent to the main stream, In one of

the small marsh areas, comprising about one acre, there were estimated

to be six pairs of breeding animals. Prior to the spring movement, this

area was devoid of any muskrat population at all. At this same time, a

rather unusual phenomenon occurred on the main crcek in that the muskrats

abandoned it completely and eonccntrated on another short section of

approximatcly one half a mile, There was an estimated spring breeding

population of ten pairs of animals on this latter area, with there

being a large gap ef approximately one and one half miles of good habitat

in which there were no muskrats at all, There was no obvieus reason

why the population should tend to concentrato, subjeeting itself to

serious intraspecific competition, as the area on which the concentration

occurred was in no way better than the habitat which was deserted. From

the standpoint of available food, the deserted habitat was superior.

There may have been a difference in the intensities of grazing by cattle

on the two sections, but if this condition existed, it was very slight,
(

The importance of fall movements in repopulating unstocked areas

was not definitely determined, Erringten (1940), states that “the

role ef mevements other than local adjustments during the late summer

period of social latitude does not, despite exceptions, seem of more

than limited consequence in repopulating Iowa habitats." It would ap-

pear that this also holds true in Montgomery County,
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During the fall, the population on Stroubles and Tom‘s Creeks

remained relatively stable, with a few individuals moving into Stroubles

Creek from the smaller tributaries during late November and early Dee-

ember. Such movements were probably indueed by the extremely cold

weather which caused the smaller streams to freeze over,

The fall population on Crab and Plum Creeks remained relatively

constant, but there was some ingress of muskrats at the mouths of the

stremus. These animals moved in during a period in which New River was

at flood level. Most of these animals moved back to their former

homes when the river waters subsided,

Severe floods on Big Branch during early December apparently did

not hurt the muskrat population to any extent. There may have been a

slight influx of animals from Little River during a period of high

water in early December.

During late October and early November, there was a pronounced

movement of muskrats into the Virginia Polytechnie Institute ponds,

These animals undoubtedly moved into the ponds from Stroubles Creek,

There is no logical explanation for this movement, as the pond area

does not have an adequate supply of food to support many muskrats

throughout the winter. It might be that intensive studies of fall

and spring mevoments would disclese the main reasons for the observed

populatien "shufflesi In Montgomery County, at least, it would appear

from the available data that population movements are only of local

significance, Eeonemically, such movements apparently have no direct

effect on the utilizatien of the muskrat crop,
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EMLRVESTING THE MUSKRKP CROP

Methods of Harvesting the Crop

Muskrats were harvested only by trapping in steel traps on the three

Virginia study areas. The techniques involved naturally varied with

each area and with the experience and preferences of the trapper,

With the exception of one or two small marsh areas, all of the

muskrats in Montgomery County were trapped from small streams. In this

type of habitat, muskrat sets are usually made in five general locations.

These are: (1) trail sets; (2) slide sets; (3) feeding platform sets;

(I.) defecating post sets; and (5) den sets,

Trail sets are made where the animals have formed a. beaten path in

traveling from one place to another. Traps are more advantageously

placod at the points at which such trails enter the water.

Muskrats frequently make muddy slides on the bank where they con-

tinuously enter and leave the water. Such slides are easily located

since they are usually very slick, often being marked with the animals'

tracks. Often a single trap in such locations may account for several

muskrats during the course of a trapping season.

Feeding platforms are usually small, isolated spots to which
l

muskrats bring food. Such areas are usually up under the banks and

are thus protected from enemies above. Traps placed on feeding plat-

forms are often very successful, but frequently tend tc frighten ?l1lll.lC,lS

away which would later use the site,
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Defecating posts are usually small mounds of mud on the edges or

in the middle of the smaller streams. Muskrats, when passing these

mounds, will almost invariably climb upon them. This appears to be

I especially true during moderate weather. Many trappers find this set

one of their most productive on the smaller streams in the county, The

writer found that artificial creation of these mounds increased his catch

of muskrats considerably. It should be emphasized that such a practice

becomes illegal when the trap is set upon a surface which is floating,

Den sets are exactly what the name implies. Traps are frequently

set in the entrances to active dens, and usually prove to be quite

successful. In general, it is the opinion of the writer that den

trapping is a rather undesirable practice. Evidence would seem to indi-

cate that consistent den trapping will frequently cause muskrats to

abandon an area completely.

When possible, traps should be staked out in deep water in order

that the animals will drown when caught. Without question one of the

greatest problems of amateur trappers is to prevent the trapped muskrat

from twisting or gnawing off its leg, leaving a leg in the trap. Such

lesses are called “wring—offs¥ It has been the general observation of

trappers that many of the animals which lose their legs in traps die,

usually as a result of secendary cemplications.

In the Powhatan Hunt Club and Island Farm Marshes, sets were of the

same general types. Both of these areas were trapped by experienced

trappers who were in the business largely for a living. These men varied

their trapping techniques to meet the conditions on their marshes.
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On the Powhatan Marsh, the trapper begins bis trapping operation

at one side of the marsh and works that area until his catch begins te

drop off appreeiably. The traps are then moved in rotation until the

entire marsh has been covered. 0n the Island Farm Marsh, the technique

is basieally the same, Both trappers mark their trap locations by means

of stakes stuck in the ground. An ample supply of these stakes is

usually cut in the period immediately preceding the trapping season.

An analysis of 3118 muskrat trap sites frma three Virginia areas

revealed that 99.2 per cent were natural sites and 0.8 per cent were man

made. These data are presented below in Table 24.

Table 24. Analysis of 3118 muskrat trap sites from three Virginia
areas, 1949-1950, and 1950-1951.

Type of site Area Per-
Montgomerv County Island_Farm §owhatgn_C1ub cen-
Nuber of Traps §pmpeg_p§ Number of tgge

§gt Traps Set Traps Set

Den sites 462 115 380 31
Trail sites 96 705 601 45
Slide sites 105 10 8 3.2
Feeding platfoIn1 -
sites Al 92 320 r 15

Defecating post
sites (Natural) 129 18 10 5

Defecating post sites
(Man made) 26 -- -- 0 .6

Totals 859 940 1319
Percentage of total 28 30 42
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It may be seen from Table 24 that trail sets were the most important

type, ccmprising 45 per cent of the total. This was true primarily

because two of the study areas are large marshes. In Montgomery

County, den sets were apparently the most commonly used trap site.

One of the first questions which normally presents itself when the

muskrat crop is utilized is the intensiveness of trapping which should

be carried on. Unfortunately, in Montgomery County, the common philosophy

has become, "if I don't catch them, someone else will." This condition

has, in sone instances, resulted in far too many animals being trapped.

On the two marsh areas, trapping is more clesely regulated by the

trappers.

On the Powhatan Hunt Club Marsh, the trapper has had considerable ·

marsh experience, and is capable of regulating his harvest so that it is

in adjustment with the available prop, On the Island Farm Marsh, a

definite quota is established fon each trapping season. This quota is

set on the basis of preseason observations by both the trapper and the „

marsh owner. Should the trapper realize that his catch is beginning to
i

exceed the trappable crop, then trapping operations are usually stopped

immediately. It would appear that trapping on the two marsh areas tcnds

to be conservative, rather than exeessive,

In an effort to determine what type of habitat was trapped for
V

muskrats in Virginia, information was gathered from one hundred and thirty

five muskrat trappers. These people were either interviewed personally,

or through a reliable person. All trappers were asked to indicate the

type of habitat in which they tropped muskrats. No standard interview

form was used, as it was not intended that systematic data be gathered
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from these people, Some of those trappers who were interviewed by

the writer also furnished other data on color ratios, economics, and

_ ago ratios.· Part of these data were considered te be reliable, and

are presented in other sections of this report. The one hundred and

thirty five cooperators reprcsented 2é counties, 15 of which are in the

Coastal Plains Region, 4 in the Piedmont Region, and 10 in the Mountain

Region. Data from these interviews are presented below in Table 25.

As would normally he expected, a majority of the trappers in the Picdmont

and mountains trapped only on streams. It was interesting to nete, how-

ever, that a number of trappers in the Coastal Plains also trapped on

small streams. This is largely due to the fact that many of the large

marshes are trapped regularly by the same trapper. With the exception

of the men on the Island Farm and Powhatan Hunt Club Marshes, no trappers

of this type were intervicwed. Figure 23 shows the location of the

trapper cooperators hy counties„

Types and Numbers of Traps Used

It was found that a wide variety of traps was used in trapping

muskrats in Montgomery County. It is only logical that trappors should

prefer certain types of traps over other types. A majority ef the

trappers in the county preferred and used the Number 1 Oneida Victor

Single spring trap. This is, of course, a very good trap, but has the

disadvantage of aiiowiag the animals to wring logs off quite frequently,

Ameng the more experienced trappers, the Number l Oneida Victor Stop

Loss trap proved to bo the most used. This trap practically oliminates
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Table 25. Types cf muskrat trapping reported by 135 trappers in
Virginia, seasons of 1949-1950, and 1950-1951

County No. of Type of trapping reported
trappers Marsh Stream §Qth_

Qgpstioned EQ; Por cent EQ; Pur ggg; EQ; Per een}

Accomac 2 2 100
Bedford 2 2 100
Brunswick 3 3 100
cmig 4 _ 4 100
Giles 3 3 100
Fisya 9 1 11 8 89
Gloucestcr 2 2 100
Essex 4 3 75 1 25
Greensville 2 2 100
Highland 4 4 100
Isle of Night 5 3 60 1 20 1 20
James City 5 3 60 1 20 1 20
Mecklenburg 1 1 100
Montgomery 40 2 5 36 90 2 5
Nansemond 6 3 50 2 33 1 17
Norfolk 3 3 100
Northampton 2 2 100
Pittsylvania 3 3 100
Princess Anne 3 1 33 1 33 1 33
Richmond 5 4 80 1 20
Now Kent 2 2 100
Rockbridge 2 100seem 2 2 100
Southampton 10 3 30 5 50 2 20
Surry 4 2 50 1 25 1 25
Sussex 2 1 4 50 1 50
Nashington 2 _ 1 50 1 50
Nythc 2 2 100
York 1 1 100

Totals 135 34 25 90 67 10 8
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"wring offs", a feature which more than offsets the small additional

cost of the trap.

It was found that the two triggcr trap was being used by some

few trappers, The chief advantage of this trap lies in the fact that

the outer jaw holds the body firmly, and in many instanecs hills the

animal•

Some few trappers used the Ne. 2 Oneida Victor Double Spring trap.

This trap is definitcly too powerful fer muskrats, and usually almost

severes the animal*s leg when it shuts. In one instance, a young boy_

of eleven was found to be using two Number 4 Gibbs traps for muskrats•

The Number l Jup trap was one of the traps most favored by the less

experienced trappers. The Number l Jump is an excellent trap and is

particularly valuablc for setting en sites at which space is a premium

such as in burrow entrances.

On the Island Farm Marsh, the trapper operates with eight dozen

traps, all of which are of the Number l Victor Stop Loss typo, The

trapper on the Powhatan Hunt Club Marsh annually operatos five dozen

traps of the same type, _,It is unquestionablo that this type of trap

gives better results in general muskrat trapping than does any other type,
H

—lIn Montgomery County, trappers used frmi six to thirty two traps.

These data are presented later in the section on trapping success.

Trapper Data

It was found that it was very difficult te lccate definitely every

trapper in Montgomery County, This was true dcspite the limited number

of people who engaged in muskrat trapping in the eounty, It would appear
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that the simplest method ef locating trappers would be by examining the

license sales records. This would certainly be the case if all ef the

trappers in the county purchased licenses. It should be emphasized

that landowners trapping on their own land and persons under sixteen

years ef age are not required by law to purchase a license. In 1949-

1950, only ll out ef 40, or 28 per cent, ef the trappers in the ceunty

purchased licenses, In 1950-1951, twelve out of 48, er 25 per cent, of

the trappers purchased licenses.

In 1949-1950, all licensed trappers in the county were sent question-

naires and letters requesting information relative to their muskrat

trapping for the year. Unfortunately, these questionnaires were not sent

te the trappers until well after the trapping season was over. It was

found that people usually had some difficulty in remembering information

accurately if they were questioned long after the trapping season had

closed. A return of 90 per cent was realized from this set of question-

naires. In order to double check the information derived from these

questions, each licensed trapper was also personally interviewed. All

unlicensed trappers were also personally interviewed, and were located

largely through local fur dealers and through licensed trappers.

Figure 24.shows a sample form of the questionnaire used in this survey.·

It may be seen that the foim was made both simple and brief to facilitate

returns.

In 1950-1951, all trappers in the county were persenally interviewed,

both during and after the trapping season, Data were gathered from them

as to their trapping activities for the past season. It is believed

that the data received in this way was more complete than that received

for the 1949-1950 trapping season,
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Virginia Cooperative Wildlife Research Unit

Qggpper Data Shegti1. None_____ ‘
2. Oceupatian

3. Did you trap muskrats during 1949 - 1950? _ ____

4. If so, en what stream did you trap?

5, How many muskrats did you catoh‘?____

6, How much did you receive for the skins?______

7, Where did you sell the skins? ________

8. Approximately how many traps did you use in trapping muskrats?_______

9. Can you make a reasonable estimate of the nu1t1ber‘of hours that you
spent in trapping muskrats? If se, how m.any?_____

10. What furbearers did you trap besides muskrats?

ll. How many did you trap? ___

12. Do you plan te trap muskrats during 1950 -
195l?___ _______

13. If so, may we contact you?

Figure 24. Sample questionnaire of the type sent to Montgomery
County, Virginia, trappcrs, 1949-1950 trapping season,
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All of the trappers in Montgomery County may be classified as part

time trappers, as there is no known individual in the county who derives

all of his income from trapping alone. A majority of the trappers were

farmers who trap during their spare time and on their own land. School-

boys make up a large percentage of the trappers, and often receive

substantial profit for their efforts. In order that other data might

be more easily presented, the trappers in Montgomery County were classi-

fied by five-year age groups.

As previously mentioned, the trapper on the Powhatan Hunt Club

Marsh should be considered a professional. His primary duty is, of

course, caretaker on all of the land of the club. He has had many years

experience in trapping muskrats, and devotes almost all of his time to

this occupation during the open season.

The principal trapper on the Island Famaliarsh should also be con-

sidered a professional in that he has trapped muskrats for a living for

many years. There are usually three or four smaller trappers on the

marsh who have had varying degrees of experience, and who trap only on

small sections of the area.

Utilization of the Muskrat Crop

The extent to which the muskrat crop is utilized in Montgomery

County is difficult to ascertain. Some streams are certainly trapped

excessively hard, whereas others are trapped only moderately. It was

impossible to examine and accurately determine from which specific

stream all muskrats were trapped during 1950-195l. It was, however,
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possible to determine with some accuracy the number of muskrats which

were trapped from several of the streams. This information was secured

directly from the trappers• On the basis of the population estimations

made for twelve Montgomery County streams in the fall of 1950, it was

possible to determine the approximate percentage of the estimated crop

which was utilized. It is assumed here that natural losses were insigni—

ficant between the time of population estimation and the time of harvest•

Table 26. Percentage of estimated muskrat population which was utilized
on twelve streams in Montgomery County, Virginia, 1950-1951

Stream Eggrmated Ee, of muskrats Pereggtage of
population harvested grep traQpcd_

Stroubles Creek 225 119 52
Tom's Creek 300 205 68
Grab Creek 50 30 60
Plum Creek 25 5 20
Meadow Creek 100 75 75
Mill Creek 5 —— ——

Big Branch 75 50 67
Brush Creek 50 28 66
Den Creek 10 L A0
Whitehouse Branch 30 18 60
Wilson Creek 20 1L 70
V,P„I. ponds* 15 15 100

Total 905 563 62

* - There was considerable ingress of animals after this population
estimation was made and before the harvest was begun

Assuming that these population figures are reasonably accurate, it

_ would appear that trapping is fairly intensive on most of these stremus.

It will be noted that some 62 per cent of the estimatod population on
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these twelve areas was harvested by trapping. Trapping which removes

sixty per cent of the populatien from small streams may be considered
fßf

. heavy, and when such trapping removes seventy—five er eighty per cent

of the pepulatien it is becoming excessive, The above figures repreg

sent only a portion of the muskrat harvest from the county. '

On New and Little Rivers, muskrat trapping is limited largely by

extreme fluctuations in the water level. Some muskrats are trapped

from these areas, however, Other streams not considered above also

contribute a part toward the muskrat harvest. In general, trapping is

often too heavy locally on some of the streams in Montgomery County, If

the streams as a whole are considered, trapping is usually not too severe. ‘

The breeding stock which is left on some areas may probably be aecounted

for by the fact that there is a certain portion of the population which

will not be eaught despite intensive trapping. Also, ingress of new "„

individuals tends to repopulato areas which may have been overtrappcd,/g

On the Island Farm Marsh, 1900 animals out of an estimated 3000

were trapped during 1950-1951, This represented sixty three per cent

of the estimated population, end was probably not too severe for a marsh

of this type.

On the Powhatan Hunt Club Marsh, 583 of an estimated ll0O muskrats

were trapped during 1950-1951. _ This harvest comprised 53 per cent ef

the estimated population of the area, and was in keeping with the marsh

trapperis policy of leaving a large breoding population on the area.

It will take further study to determine to what extent this condition

creates intraspeeific strife.
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Trapping Success

The success ef different trappcrs naturally varies a good deal.

Any number of factors such as weather, water fluctuations, number of

muskrats, and the experience of the trapper may all influence trapping

success. Some data were obtained during this investigation on the

catch per trapper; these data were ebtained by the interview method

previously described. This information is presented below in Tables 27

and 28.

Table 27. Trapping success by age groups of Montgomery County, Virginia,
trappcrs, 1949-1950

I e Grou No. of trgppers ypg_p; Avg. per §pp_pppgpgpp ggg, no. of
Jäipäääip ip_gge group ppgpp trgpper trapped pppgpgpp

. nass 22.1:
änanvrr

10-15 10 60 6 180 18

15-20 12 150 13 316 26

20-25 5 80 16 260 52

2C 30 3 35 12 36 12

30-35 2 30 15 48 24

35-~4O l 32 32 9
6

9

40-45 2 36 18 17 8.5

45-50 1 12 12
‘

26 12

50-55 2 18 9 74 37

55-60 1 12 12 38 38

60-65 1 15 15 25 25

___£yerages 12 ____ 26 {___-
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Tablo 28. Trapping suocoss by ago groups of Montgonoxry County,
Virginia, trappors , 1950-1951

ggo Group yp_,___gf tagapporg No, of Avg. por No. mus1;_r_a_t_§ Avg, np; pg
(Yoars) in ;;@q__g;·oup traps trapnor jgrappocl muskrgpg

usod pg;
grppor

10-15 14 70 5 84 6
15-20 13. 156 12 364 28
20-25 3 66 22 90 30
25-30 4 66 14 84 21
30-35 3 54 18 87 29
35-40 2 38 19 38 19
40-45 2 42 21 42 21
45-50 2 26 13 50 25
50-55 2 M 12 44 22
55-60 2 30 15 32 16
60-65 1 19 19 39 39

Totcls 48 581 954
Avoragcs 12 20

It may bo soon from Tablc 27 that a rolativoly high trapping succoss

was not oonfinocl to any ago group. Tho high succoss in tho 20-25 ago

group may probably bo oxplaincd on tho basis that thoso trappors woro

morc consistont in thoir work than woro somc of tho othors, Thoso

trappors in tho 50-55 and 65-60 ago groups woro moro sucoossful booauso

thoy had proviously had oonsidorablo cxporionco and worc trapping on sono

of tho bost stroams in tho county. It al.so bo soon that oaoh trap-

por in tho oounty avorggod catching 26 muskrats during tho 1949-1950 trap-

ping soason. This is considorcd a vory good catch in viow of tho

typo of habitat which is prosont in tho county.

From Tablo 28 it may bo soon that tho avcrago catch was moro

ovonly distributod as to ago groups in 1950-1951, Tho avorago catch
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of no age group was as high during this season as was the average catch

for the 20-25 group in 1949-1950, It was interesting to note that in

both years, the trappers used the same average number of traps, and the
annual muskrat harvest was approximately the same.

As would normally be expected, trapping success was considerably

higher on the Island Farm and Powhatan Hunt Club Marshes than it was

in Montgomery County. Table 29 presents the annual muskrat harvest

from the Island Farm Marsh for the period, 1934-1950, and shows the

trapping success for the area. It may be seen that there was a progres-

sive decline in trapping success from 1934-1944, and that since that

period there has been a progressive increase. The catch of muskrats

per trapper is not here indicative of a decline, since the number of

trappers has not remained eonstant, The catch of muskrats per acre,

however, does refleet this fluctuation. There was no obvious explana—
tion for this apparent cycle in the muskrat population, but future work
on the marsh might give a clearer picture of this phenomenon.

Since only one trapper operates on the Powhatan Hunt Club Marsh, his

trapping success is represented by the entire catch for the area. The
muskrat harvest from this marsh for the period, 1946-1951, is presented
in Table 30,

During this investig;tion it was possible to get some data on the

Yelationship between the number of traps set and the mushrats eaught.

These data are presented in Tables 31 and 32 for Montgomery County and the

Powhatan Hunt Club Marsh respectively.
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Table 29. Annual muskrat harvest from the Island Farm Marsh, Richmond
County, Virginia, for the period, 1934-1950, showing trapping
success fer the area

16.. pi Av;<;.. patw 1v.<z..<=.:.t<=12
EEQEPQ2EEQEEQEE1934

2600 5 520 2.4
1935 2300 4 575 2.1
1936 1800 4 450 1.6
1937 1800 4 450 1.6
1938 1600 5 320 1.5
1939 1500 3 500 1.4
1940 1600 4 375 1 .4
1941 1200 5 240 1.1
1942 1200 5 240 1.1
1943 1100 3 367 1.0
1944 1100 5 220 1.0
1945 1200 5 240 1.1
1946 1300 6 217 1.2
1947 1400 4 350 1.4
1948 1600 4 400 1.5
1949 2200 4 550 2.0
1951 1900 3 633 1.7

Average 1606 391 1.45

Table 30. Annual muskrat harvest from the Powhatrn Iunt Club March, James
City County, Virginia, for the period 1946-1951

@ 1246 12!L7 1241 1242 125.0 91221

635 *701 586 470 392 569

Kits -—- 11 28 -~- 44 14

Total 635 712 614 470 436 563
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Table 31. Daily trapping success of six Montgomery County, Virginia,
trappors,

1951DateNo. of traps No, muskrat_g_g_a;;ght äggegntaggo of sug_g_Qg_g
set

January 5 L2 12 30
January 6 L2 JL 33
January 7 L2 2 5
January 8 35 L 11
January 9 35 2 6
January 10 35 1 3
January 11 35 0 0
January 12 31 15 50
January 13 31 5 16
January JL 31 L 13
January 15 31 2 6
January 16 31 3 10
January 17 31 5 16
January 18 35 9 26
January 19 35 2 6
January 20 L2 12 30
January 21 L2 L 10
January 22 L2 2 5
January 23 30 2 7
January 2L 30 6 20
January 25 30 0 0
January 26 30 0 0
January 27 30 2 7
January 28 38 2 5
January 29 38 3 8
January 30 38 3 8
January 31 38 L 11

Totals 950 120
Average 13
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Table 32. Daily trapping success of the trapper on the Powhatan Hunt Club
Marsh, James City County, 1951

Date No. q§;t;aps No, of muskrgts Qgreontaae of_sgpgeg;
EQE caughä

January 9 36 14 40
January 10 36 20 56
January 11 36 18 50
January 12 36 18 50
January 13 36 20 · 56
January 14 48 ·· ··January 15 48 15 31
January 16 48 12 25
January 17 48 17 31
January 18 48 19 40
January 19 48 15 21
January 20 48 12 25
January 21 48

-
-—

January 22 60 12 20
January 23 60 9 15
January 24 60 16 27
January 25 60 14 23 ·January 26 60 14 23
January 27 60 6 10
January 28 60 5 8
January 29 60 2 3
January 30 60 5 8
February 1 36 6 17
February 2 36 9 25’
February 3 36 10 28
February 4 36 11 30
February 5 24 12 50
February 6 24 5 21
February 7 24 3 13
February 8 24 3 13February 9 24 6 25

Totals 1320 328
Average 25

Trapping success on both of the areas above fluctuatod considerably,

It was found that the nuber of muskrats caught was not necessarily pro-
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portional to the number of traps which were set. A few traps during

periods of good weather may frcquently catch a large percentage of the

population,

On all three areas, temperature was found to be one of the most

important factors influcncing trapping success. Temperature records were

kept through January and February, 1951, in order to sec whether trapping

success could be correlated with temperature;

These data revealed that a greater number of muskrats were caught

when the temperature ranged between 320 F, and L5° F, When temperatures

dropped below freezing, the catch usually declined sharply. It would ap·

pear from the data that since muskrats are more active on warm nights, the
I

catch would thus be higher, This did not prove to be the case, as few

muskrats were caught when the temperature was higher than 450 F. In general,

excessively cold temperatures were a greater linitation to trapping success

than were unseasonably warm temperatures•

Handling of Traps

Certain rules of caring for equipment might advantageously be applied

in handling traps. Unfortunately, most small-time trappers consider their

traps as useless equipment at the end of the trapping season, and usually

treat them as such,

Proper treatment of traps will unquestionably increase the length of

time which they remain in good working order, At the end of the trapping

season, traps should be cleaned, oiled, and hung up under some shelter.

Before trapping is begun the next year, traps should be inspected before the

opening of the season in order that any non—functioning traps might be re-
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paired or replaced. Traps should then be beiled for several hours in a

container fillcd with oak chips, walnut hulls, or a similar material, Sue

beiling produces a blue "slick" on the surface of the traps, making them

less susceptible to rusting,

With the exception of the writer, no trappers in Montgomery County
”

boiled their traps just prior to the trapping season, About ten per cent

of the trappers boilcd their traps before storage, The remainder simply

hung their traps up at the end of the trapping season.

None of the trappers on the two marsh areas boiled their traps. On

both areas, however, the trappers did thoroughly clean and oil their traps

before hanging them in storage. The trappers' experience would seem to

indicate that traps used in marsh trapping of the type above have a

longevity of four years. Trappers in Montgomery County indicate that

their traps have an average life of six years. This is, of course,

assuming that no losscs to thievcs occur. No data were obtained by which

a comparison could bc made between the longevity of boiled and unboiled

traps. The writer*s personal experience would indicate that traps so

treated might be expected to have a two—to—three—year longer life than

untreated traps.

Commercial Lurcs

Commercial lures containing ingredients which appeal to the mating

instincts of muskrats have been on the market for some time, These scents

are thick, pasty liquids, and may be purchased at any trappcr's supply

house for one dollar per ounce, The writer on different occasions has

experimented with a lure of this type, Apparently so far as could be
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dotermined, the use of such a lure had no apparent effect on increasing

the catch of muskrats in steel traps, Williams (1951), reported that he

got almost twice as good results in live-trapping muskrats when he used a

commercial lure in his traps.

Only one trapper, a fifteen-year old boy, was found to use a commer-

cial lure in trapping muskrats in Montgomery County. He was of the

opinion that it inereased his trapping success. Since he caught a total

of only nine muskrats, it would be difficult to draw any conclusions on

this point. None of the marsh trappers used, or ever had used, any com-

mercial scents in their trapping operations. In general, it would appear

from the limited evidence that commercial lures are used very little on

the small streams of southwest Virginia, and are of little importance from

an economic standpoint,

Ratio of Muskrats Trapped to Other Furbearers

Trappers ordinarily place their traps where "sign" indicates that

the animal to be trapped is using. It is inevitable that traps which are

so located will sometimes catch animals other than the ones for which

they were intended,
(

This condition is especially prevalent when the legal trapping season

is earlier for one furbearer t.an for others, In 1951, the Virginia open

trapping season on muskrat ran from January 1 - March 15, whereas the open

mink trapping season ran from December 15, 1950 - January 31, 1951, It

is obvious that some muskrats would be trapped during the first fifteen

days of the mink season. This situation, in combination with intentional

preseason muskrat trapping, often results in the harvest of large numbers
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of muskrats before the legal trapping season, Such overlapping im

trapping seasons probably is of some economic importance if one con-

siders the state as a whole, In an area as lecalized as Montgomery

County, preseason trapping only, may sometimes reach serious economic

proportions. On the two marsh areas, the muskrat is the only furbearer

which is trapped, and therefore this problem does not exist.

The entire fur harvest fer Montgomery County was compiled for 1949-

1950 and 1950-1951. This information was obtained by interviewing trap-

pers and fur dea1ers„ It is realized that these figures are subject to

inaccuracies. It is likely that the figures for the skunk and the opossum

are too low, and that the figures obtained for muskrat and mink are

probably more accurate, since they were easier to check. These data,

showing the ratio of muskrats to each furbearer in theietal harvest, are

presented below in Tables 33 and 34, A total of 1029 muskrats was har-

vested during 1949-1950 and 954 during 1951,

Table 33, Total fur harvest for Montgomery County, Virginia, 1949-1950,
showing the ratio of muskrats trapped to each furbearer in
the harvest

.2.8CciesPer
Listed Furbearer

mim; 63 16:1
Skunk 175 6:1
Opossum 257 4:1
Weasel 12 80:1
Red fox 21 50:1
Gray fox 19 54¢l

Total 1576*
*Inc1udes the muskrat harvest also
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Table 34: Total fur harvest for Montgomery County, Virginia, 1950-1951,
showing the ratio of muskrats trapped to each furbearer in
the harvest

Specigg Number_§a;yg§tgQ Ratio of Spggies to Numbg;
of Mggkrats Harvestgg

Mink 94 10:1
Skunk 510 2:1
Opossum 354 3:1
Weasel 10 95:1
Red fox 36 27:1
Gray fox 27 35¤l

Total 1985**
** Includes the muskrat harvest also

It may be seen from Tables 33 and 34 that muskrats made up a larger

percentage of the annual fur harvest than did any other single animal. As

will be diseussed later, muskrats also accounted for a larger percentage

of the total value of the harvest than did any other single furbearer,

The decided increase in the number of skunks harvested in 1950-1951 may

be attributed to a jump in the price of certain long hair furs•

Disposal of Furs

· Trapping is usually a strictly business proposition, not a sporting

one, and should be considered as such. Trappers are free to dispose

of legally-caught muskrats to any licensed dealer whom they wish. 0f

course, it is te the trapper‘s advantage to dispose of his furs to the

dealer who will pay him the highest price,

There are two general classes of dealers to whom most small-time

trappers may sell their skins——the small local doalers and the large,
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centrally located fur houses, Some trappers n turally feel that they

receive a better bargain by selling direct to the large dealers• In doing

this, they believe that they cut out the profit of the middleman between

the small local dealer and his buyer, This may possibly be the case in

some instances, but the general rule of most fur houses is to grade all

of their skins rather closcly. In so doing, they pay very high prices

for the top skins, but grade some of the poorer ones very low. On the

basis of this, they sometimes pay an average price which is below that

paid by local dealers•

The general practice of reputrblo local dealers is to pay an average

price for all skins, based on their market quotations, It was found

during this study that the average price paid by these dealers was higher

than the average price paid by the large fur houses. This will be dis-

cussed more completely in another section of this report,

In Montgomery County, data were obtained from the trcppers as to the

method by which they disposed of their skins, These data are presented

below in Table 35• It may be seen that a majority of the trappers in

the county preferred to sell their skins to local de lers, with only a

very small percentage of the trappers selling their skins to the large

fur houses.

The trapper on the Powhatan Hunt Club harsh annually sells his

muskrat skins in two lots to the same local dealer from Newport News, Vir-

ginia, The trappers on the Island Farm Marsh sell their skins twiceeur-

ing the season at local auction, There are several dealers represerzted

at this sale, but the pelts usually go to one or more local dealors.ETom
Eastern Virginia•
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Table 35. Types of dealer.; to whom Montgomery Coimty, Virginia, muslcrat
pelts were sold during the 1949-1950 end 1950-1951 trapping
SGCLSOHS

leg1949

-· 1950 734 295 71 29
1950 - 1951 804 150 84

4
16

Totols 1538 445
Averages 78 22
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ECONOMIC CONSIDERATIONS AND PEUT STUDIES

(ECOI-T0iiIC smmias)

Average Price of Virginia Muskrats

It would appear that the prices paid for pelts would be indicative

of pelt values, but this is usually not the case. Pelt prices are

governed largely by fluctuations in the market, and therefore high prices

de not necessarily denote pelts ef high quality.

A majerity of the fur dealers de net care to discuss their business,

and for that reason it is often difficult to obtain pelt prices. Several

dealers in different parts of the state were interviewed, however, and

the average prices paid by them for muskrats for the past three years

were obtaincd. In order that a comparison might be easily made, the

average pelt prices from Montgomery County are presented scparately in

Table 36.

Table 36. Average prices of Virginia muskrat pelts for 1948-1949,
1949-1950, and 1951

""”“"'“°““"““’“°"'“"“""““" "
haataerimßewßi

!ncer.aa<i.ari¤a Li¤.„..<2§.;<1¤.¤1;.1:;,—13¤.a-1EE££„

1948 — 1949 485 82.10 2100 $1.95

1949 - 1950 1029 1.70 2600 1.65

1951 954 2.75 2400 2.70

From Table 36 it may be seen that Montgomery County muskrats brought

a slightly higher price on the market during 1948 — 1949 and 1951 than
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did pelts from different sections of the state, This difference might

easily be a result of interviewing dealers who did not pay representative

prices. It would appear, however, that muskrat pelts from Montgomery

County brought prices which were equivalent to, or possibly greater than

those received in the state as a whole. It was found that muskrats

which had been illegally caught between December 1 and January l brought

the same price from local dealers as did muskrats which were caught

between January 1 and March 15. If there was a difference in price it

could usually be aceounted for by fluctuations in the market, rather than

differences in the pelts.

§äln<;.ms;¤ieiei1i2}‘iees

As previously mentioned, the prices of muskrat pelts vary con-

siderably from year to year in accordance with the market demand for the

fur, The average price of muskrat skins in Virginia has usually been on

a level with skins from other areas. In past years, Virginia muskrats

have brought slightly less on the market than have Maine muskrats, and

slightly more than have North Carolina and Louisiana muskrats. This did

not hold completely true in 1951, as northern muskrats brought a much

higher price than did Virginia muskrvts. This was undoubtedly due to a

high market demand for skins of the northern type. In general, it may

be said that Virginia muskrats will usually be in demand, and will bring

a price on the market comparable to prices received in other states.
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Value of the Fur Harvest on the Virginia Study Areas

The value of the fur harvest in Montgomery County was compiled from

data furnished by local fur dealers and county trappers. These data are

tabulated below in Tables 37 and 38. It may bc seen that in 1949-1950,

muskrats made up 60 per cent of the value ef the entire fur harvest, This

figure dropped slightly to 53 per cent of the harvest in 1950-1951. This

may be explained by the increase in value of some of the long-haired furs,

netably skunk. It would appear from these data that muskrats are the

most important furbcarers in the county, both from the standpoint of nump

bers harvested, and value ef the skins.

Table 37. Value ef the annual fur harvest in Montgomery County,
Virginia, 1949~l950

§11e<15„as.äsäzina
aäslzixs.

Muskrat 1029 $1,749.00 60

Mink 63 976.50 34

Skunk 175 87.50 3

Opossum 257 50,00 2

Weasel 12 18.00 0.5

Red fox 21 10.50 0.3

Gray fox 19 4.75 0,2

*:6661s 1576 $52,896.50 100.00
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Table 38, Value of the annual fur harvest in Montgomery County, Virginia,
1950-1951

.2.5Muskrat 954 $2,623.50 53
Mink 94 1,410,00 28.5
Skunk 510 739.50 15
Opossum 354 123.90 2.5
Weasel 10 15,00 0,3
Red fox 36 27.00 0.5
Gray fox 27 8.10 0.2

roth. 1985 $4,947.00 100.0

Data on the value of the fur harvest from the Powhatan Hunt Club

Marsh and the Island Far1t1Marsh are tabulatcd below in Table 39. Since

muskrats only are trapped on these two marshes, the entire value of the

fur harvest is made up of this species. In 1951 alone, the value of the

muskrat harvest on the Island Farm Marsh was greater then the entire fur

harvest from Montgomery County. It may be expected that the value of the

furs in Montgomery County will be considerably greater in years when the

price of fox and skunk is high.

. X

Table 39. Value of the annual. muskrat harvest on the Island Fm1 and
Powhatan Hunt Club Marshes, 1948-1949, 1949-1950, and 1951

19/+8-1949 470 Ü 920.00 1600 $3,120.00
1949-1950 436 699.00 2200 3,630. 00
1951 583 1,574,00 1900 5,113,00

Tetals 1489 $3,193.00 5700 {$11,863,00
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Amount of Time Spent on the Trapping Operation

Each trapper in Montgomery County kept reasonably aecurate records

of his trapping time, Trapping time here includes all time spent in

caring fer and setting traps, skinning muskrats, and preparing pelts for

the market, 0n the basis of this information, Table 40, showing a break-

down of the income derivcd from muskrat trapping in 1949-1950 was com-

piled. Similar data were compiled in 1951, and are presented in

Table 41. It may be seen in Table 40 that the income derived per unit

ef effort was greater for some age groups than for others. This might

bc attributod to several factors, but was undoubtedly due, in most cases,

to the experience of the trapper, and the conditions on the stream which

he was trapping. Trappers in Montgomery County received an average of

$0,75 per hour and $1,70 per pelt during the 1949-1950 trapping season.

Table 40. Income derived from muskrat trapping by Montgomery County,
Virginia, trappers, 1949-1950

Mc Group No. of hours I_ncome dc_g·_irv_eg_1 :fg_rg,__iryu@ Lvg. prig_<_;
J?Years) gpent on trg from sale of por hour rggeived _

r„_y.pping op- _Ä1}}_§1i1"&f1C• pelts of wor}; per pelteration ___
10

- 15 538 Q3 295 60.66 61.6415 — 20 730 530 .73 1.67
20 — 25 470 440 .94 1,6925 - 30 59 50 .05 1.4030 ~ 35 111 80 .72 1.70
35 - 40 25 15 .60 1.6740 - 45 35 26 .74 1.5345 - 50 40 36 .75 1.40‘ 50 - 55 195 190 .97 2.41
55 - 60 76 55 .72 1.4560 - 66 45 32 .71 1.26
Totals 2332 $1,749
Averagcs $0.75 $1.70
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Table 41, Income dcrived from muskrat trapping by Montgomery
County, Virginia, trappers, 1951

^~e_Q;ppp No, of hppgg Income derived Avg,_;ncome Avg. pricg
Zgpggsl spcnt on the from the sale pergggar of received

trapping cf muskrat pelts _ work per pclt
operation

10 - 15 300 218,50 $0,73 $2.60
15 — 20 700 981.00 1.40 2.70
20 — 25 180 261,00 1.45 2.90
25 - 30 170 235.00 1.38 2.80
30 — 35 190 235.00 1.23 2.70
35 - 40 78 104.00 1.33 2.75
40 — 45 87 121.00 1.40 2,90
45 — 50 106 143.00 1.35 2.85
50

- 55 91 121.00 1.33 2.75
55 - 60 75 90.00 1.20 2.80
60 - 65 80 114.00 1.42 2.95 5

Totals 2057 $2,623.50 NAverages $1.28 $2.75

In 1951, trappers made an average of $1,28 per hour of work, and

received an average of $2.75 per pelt. It was interesting to nete that

trappers in the different age groups averaged approxi.;;1ate1„y the same

amount per hour for their efforts, This was somewhat in contrast to

the figures eompilcd for 1949-1950, in which some of the more experienced

trappers were decidedly more successful,

On the Powhatan Hunt Club and Island Farm Marshes, similar data

were collected during the 1951 trapping season. Since these trappers

make a full-time job of trapping,ühe number of hours which they work at

this oecupation daily is much greater than the number ef hours put in by

part—time trappers in Montgomery County, Data from these two areas for
the 1951 trapping season are tabulated below in Table 42.
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It should be emphasized here that the trappers on these two marsh

areas de not receive the entire income from the saJ.e of muskrats trapped
Ä

annually, There are any number of agrcements currently in use between

trappers and marsh owners. On the Island Farm Marsh, the trappcr re-

ceives fifty per cent of tho gross income, and the marsh owner received

fifty por cent. Under this system, the trapper is responsible for fur-

nishing everything that he needs in the way of equipment,
3

The trapper en the Powhatan Hunt Club Marsh traps muskrats on the

marsh each year as part of his regular job as marsh caretake;•_ In addi-

tion, he receives a commission of $0,60 on each muskrat trapped and sold

from the mersh, Since it would be difficult to figure his salary inte

the income derived from trapping, only the commission is considered in

Table 42, It should bc realized that the figures thus obtaincd de not

truly represent the income which could be derived from trapping on a

marsh of this type.

Table 42, Income derived from muskrat trapping on the Island Farm and
Pewhatan Hunt Club Marshes, 1951

ggg No. of hours Tptal income 0wner*sTrapper'sspont
on the from trapping gh_a;g_ share income

xsriiäqghram 1022 $5,113 $2,666.60 $2,666.60 $2,56

Pgviäätägrglslt 365 1, 574 1,282,50 291,50 ,80

It may be seen from Table 42 that the trapper on the Island Farm

Marsh made the very good income of $2,56 per hour in 1951. This is ap-
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proximately twico the amount received by Montgomery County trappers for

their spare time trapping, Results obtained in this study suggest that

small stream trapping in mountainous Montgomery County furnishes an in~

come per hour which is, considering the size of the operation, comparahle

to the income received on large Eastern Virginia marshes, In view of

the trapping agreement, it is difficult to make a comparison of Montgomery

County trapping success with trapping success from the Powhatan Hunt Club

Marsh. If this trapper had eperated on a fifty-fifty basis, he would

hayo received $1.76 per hour which is more nearly comparable to the income

derived per hour from trapping on the other two study areas. There are,

of course, trapping expenses which will be considered in another section

of this report.

Trapping Expenses

In the preceding discussion of trapping income, no consideration was

given to possible expenses. It is obvious that sone expense will be in-

curred for traps, transportation, and other items, Unfortunately, none of

the trappers on either of the three study areas kept any aecurate records

on their expenses. It was possible, however, to figure some costs on the

basis of information furnished by trappers.

A majority of the trappers in Montgomery County do their trapping

on small streams which pass through their own property. As a result,

transportation usually involved very little cxpense, The major expense

of any of these small time trappers is traps. Oneida Victor Number 1

Jump traps currently cost $0.35 each on the retail market, As prcviously
discussed, traps used in small stream trapping usually last an average of
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Six years. On the basis of this, and assuming no losses, each trap costs

the trapper in Montgomery County $0.06 per year. The total trap expense

may be figured on the basis of the number of traps used by the trappers

during 1949-1950 and 1951.

Trap expenses on the Island Farm and Powhatan Hunt Club Marshes

are similar with the exception that traps only have an average life ef

four years, Each trap thus costs the trapper $0,09 por year. At this

rate, the sixty traps used by the trapper on the Powhatan Hunt Club Marsh

cost him $5,40 per year. Other expenses ineurred on this marsh include

gasoline, and depreciation on an outboard motor. The trapper on this

area, as woll as the one on the Island Farm Marsh, use a number of wire

stretchers for drying their pelts, These stretchers may be purchased for

$2.15 per dezen from trapper*s supply houses. There was no way of deter-

mining just how long these stretehers might be expected to last, Trappers

who use them claim that they will last for many years, with their being

no parts to wear out or be replaecd•

Trap expenses on the Island Farm Marsh amounted to $8,64 per year,

There were no other outstanding expenses on this area except the trapper's

· transportation to and from the marsh,

It is realized that these data are insufficient and inadequato if

the trapping picture is to be economically complete. Aeeurate data

should be kept on trapping expenses for those three areas. If the three

areas as a whole are considered, it would appear that actual trapping

expenses de net appreeiably affect the annual income from trapping musk-

rats.
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(PELT smmrrs)

Primeness

Primeness is a term which is rather generally applied in the fur

business. Gunn (1932) made a very complete scientific study ef primeness

in furbearing animals, Primencss is primarily a phenomenen of hair pig—

mentatien and not of skin condition as is cemmonly supposed. In the sum-

mer and early fall, each individual hair on the muskrat‘s body has many

granules of a dark pigment, melanin, in its roots, giving the skin side of

the unprime animal a dark appcarance. As the season progresses toward

winter, the granules move from the base of thelnir toward its tip. The

skin side of the primc pelt will thus have a pinkish - white color, rather

than the dark areas which are characteristic of unprime pelts. As pre-

viously mentioned in the section en age ratios, adult and subadult

muskrats cxhibit a primeness pattern which is typieal for each age group.

Unprime areas exhibit themselves in subadult animals in a bilaterally

symmetrical pattern, a condition which may be cerrelated with the number

of melts which the animal has passed through. The unprime areas on an

adult muskrat usually take the form ef an irrcgular spetted pattern.

Some fur dealers grade their furs largely on the basis of the per-

centage of the skin which is black. It was found during this investigation

that local dealers in Montgomery County graded muskrat skins more en the

basis of fur condition, rather than skin color, The percentage of primc-

ness of muskrat skins was collected from Montgomery County throughout the

trapping season in 1951. The pereentage ef primeness was determined entire,
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ly by ocular appraisal of each pelt. This method appears to be reasenably

accurate and rapid fer recording this information. In detcrming the two-

week period during which pelts were taken, as reperted by local trappers

and fur dealers, there may have been errors of a few days in seme cases, a

situation which probably does not affect the results appreeiably. Ne

distinction was made between the primeness on the backs and bellys of the

pelts used here. Percentage ef primeness includes the average primeness

en the baeks and bellys when taken together. Ne pelt primeness data were

recorded from the two marsh areas. Results cf the Montgomery County

primeness study are given in the following table:

Table 43. Primeness of muskrat pelts by perieds in per cent
(Montgomery County, Virginia, 1951)

Period Number ef Avg,_percentgge
muskrgts of primcness

examined

December 1 - December 15 84 65
December 16 — December 31 56 70
January 1 - January 15 150 80
January 16 — January 31 124 90
February 1 - February 15 80 95
February 16 - February 28 70 95
March 1 - March 15 34 55

Totals 598

It may be seen that there was a progressive increase in the average

percentage of primeness from December 1 through February 28. Pelts
caught between December 1 and December 31 were, of course, eaught by pre-

season trappers. After March 1, muskrat pelts began te become "springy".
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Muskrats which had been almost lOO per cent prime began to have large,

black, unprime areas appearing on the skin, Local fur dealcrs were cf

the opinion that this was somcwhat early for this condition to appear, anc

might have been induced by the unseasonably warm weather which occurred

during the first part of March.

It would appear from limited data collected during this study that

primeness, as such, has no great effect on the price of muskrat pelts in

Montgomery County. It is possible that there is a wide discrepancy in

the time at which pelts become prime in the different physiographic pro-

vinees of the state. This condition might have some influence on pelt

prices and should be given some study,

On the basis of information furnished by several local dealers,

Figure 25 was compiled. This chart shows the approximate time at which

the important fur anhials in Montgomery County are partly prtuc, primc,

and past prine. The chart represents the prime period of muskrat only

for that time at which they are at maximum primeness. Dealers and trap-

pers alike in Montgomery County are of the opinion that the primeness of

all the furbearers are about the same between December l and January 31.

An open season on all furbearers between these dates would do much toward

reducing illegal trapping. With the possible exception of mink during

late January, there apparently would not be enough difference in pelts to

be of economic importance. It is helievcd that this point should be given

some considcration in an effort te standardizc trapping regulations te

some cxtent,
V
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Pelt Measurements

Kollogg (1947), has made quite an extensive study of muskrat pelt

measurement and grades. His system involves measuring frma the posterior

edge of the eyeholes to a cross line connecting the extreme posterior

sides of the pelt. Lay (1945), describes a T-frae which can rapidly be

used in making these measurements. During this study, measurements were

taken with a ruler graduated in millimeters. Many variaticns commcnly

occur in stretching polts, particularly the nese, and for this reason,

total length is not always an accurate measurement.

Pelt measurements were obtained for 365 muskrats from Montgomery

County in 1951. Unfortunately, all measurements were ebtained from one

let of skins at a local buyor*s fur house. Gashwiler (1948), found that

there was a decrease in size of muskrat polts from November to January,

and attributed this discrepancy te the small number of January polts in

the sample, and the fact that there were few adults present. He is of the

opinion that a larger sample would have shown considerable growth through,

out the trapping season.

It is possible that pelt moasurements in Montgomery County, if taken

throughout the trapping season, might show an increase in size and a sig-

nificant difference in size between subadult and adult animals. The pelt

measurement data from Montgomery County are presented in Figure 26. There

was not enough difference between the size of subadult and adult animals

to be of economic importance. It may be seen that there was also con-

siderable overlap in the measurements cf adults and subadults.
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No measurements were taken on the two marsh areas. It is probable

that there would have been a greater size difference in the pelts from

these two areas, since a relatively large number of very young animals

are trapped. Pelt sales from the area indieated, however, that with the

exception ef kits, all undamagod skins brought the same average market

price, If the three areas are considered as a whole, pelt size differences

are not of great economic importance insefar as the fur buyors are concern-

ed.

Pelt Damage

The value of a pelt, er of a series of pelts, may be seriously

affected by the amount of damage such as slits, holes, and cuts, which

occurs. Kollogg (1947), reported a stoady increase in the amount of

pelt damage from December until the end of March. Aldeus (1947), in

South Dakota found pelt damage starting in gDggember__andgipereasing

g_aQua11y„to__ agpeak during, the__fi1jst\,hali‘ of April. _l.t,wogld„_.,appc¤r
from these investigations that pelt damage might be worthy of consideratien

whgn___oAst_ablisI1i,ng, muskrat seasons,

Gashwiler (1948), made a study in Maine in which he kept monthly

records of pelt damage, including the percentage of the backs and bellys

which were injured. During 1951, 594 muskrat pelts were examined in

Montgomery County fer damage. These were classified apprezcimately on

the basis of the month in which they were trapped, The number of

damaged skins only was recorded, with no data being gathered on the ex-

tent to which skins were injured. Results of this study are presented
J

below in Table 44.
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Table 44. Percentage of danaged pelts by months in Montgomery County,
Virginia, 1951

Mggph Nubor of Hggbgg Qgrcentago
pglts damggod damgved

examined

January (Includes 414 83 20
December skins)

February 150 48 32

March 30 17 57

Totale 594 148
Average 36

It may be seen that there apparently was a progressive increase in

the amount of pelt damage as the trapping season advanced. The March

sample was very small, but ebservations indicated that intraspecific

fights became very common during this period, and caused considerable

pelt damage. With the exception of several skins dmuaged by mink, all

of the dmaage in Montgomery County was apparently the result of intra-

specific fights. Pelt damage appeared te bc of considerable economic

importance in that skins with more than two large holes were always re-

dueed in price.

Some pelt damage was found on both the Island Farm and Pewhatan Hunt

Club Marshes. No specific data were kept on pelt damage on these areas,

however. On the Island Farm Marsh, intraspecific strifo resulted in more

damage than any other cause. On the Powhatan Hunt Club Marsh, eagles and

raecoons caused a majority of the damage after the muskrat was caught in
the trap. On both of the two areas, pelt damage resulted in an appro-

ciable economic loss to the trapper,
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LIMITING FACTORS FOR MUSKRATS

Topography

As previously diseussed, most of Montgomery County is rough and

mountainous. Almost all of the streamsare rocky and support little

vegetation of a type desirable for muskrats. As a result, only those

streams which pass through the cultivated bottoms support a good muskrat

population. In the higher sections of the county, topography is undoubt—

edly one of the most important limiting factors for muskrats.

Stream Gradient

In considering topography, it is only natural that stream gradient

be taken up at the same time. The gradient of most streams, may, of

course, be correlated almost directly with the tcpography of the sur-

reunding country.

On those streams {P PÖ@.county which have a very steep gradient, such

as those in habitat classification 5, there are very few, if any, muskrats,

Those streams in habitat classification l have a relatiyogy_level

gradient and support the heaviest muskrat populations in the county. A

steep gradient does not nocessarily imply that a stream cannot support a

muskrat pepulation. Many steep, swift streams which have suitable envi1n—
V

mental conditions do support such a population. when the condition of

rough topography exists in combination with a stoep stream gradient as

is the case in much of Montgomery County, then a limiting factor for

muskrats introduces itself. Both stream gradient and topography, being
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natural conditions, cannot be controlled er altered. Fortunately, there

are more important limiting factors which can be centrolled to some

extent ,

‘
Intensive Grazing

It is the opinion of the writer thatagraginggbyueattle en the better

muskrat stream banks is the most important single factor in the county

limiting muskrats. Such grazing frequently causes animals which are

already present on the stream te move out,

That grazing is one of the limiting factors on Stroubles Creek,

is well illustrated in two of the small marsh areas. One of these areas

was first subjected to grazing in the winter of 1950, Six muskrats were

harvested from this area during the winter ef 1949-1950, immediately

preceding the grazing. Since that time there has been ne sign of muskrat

activity on the marsh.

On a small marshy area approximately one—half mile from the above

marsh, there was no grazing during the winter of 1949-1950, at which

time 4 muskrats were harvested, There was no grazing during the spring

ef 1950. Observations at this time indieated that the area had a breediung

population of six pair. During mid-June, this area was opened to graziau;

As a result of trampling by cattle, two active dens were broken in. It

is believed that all of the occupants left the marsh area completely. In

view of the poor food quality of the plants present, it is very doubtful

that the grazing value of this marsh area was equal to its potential value

as a muskrat producer,
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All through tho sumor of 1950, it was constantly notod that cattlc

had oausod cavo—ins of activo dons. In many instancos, plants dosirablo

for muskrats had bocn rathor closoly utilizcd by cattlo. Thoso conditions

wcro frcquontly rosponsiblo for shifts in tho population on oortain stroams

Hcayy grazing on tho stroam banks is a condition which is subjoct to somo

control, and will bc disoussod lator undor managomont rocommondations•

Intonsivo Trapping

As discussod oarlior in this roport, trapping is rathor hcavy on

somc of tho stroams of tho oounty. Trapping prossuro, howcvor, is not tho

important limiting factor it was bolicvcd to bo at tho boginning of this

projoct. As will bo disoussod lator, a noro systomatic trapping program

would probably incroaso tho numbcr of muskrats which could bo trappod

annually from sono of tho stroams of tho county. In viow of tho fact „g

that a cortain porcontagc of tho population usually romains untrappablo,

it would appoar that a suffioiont numbor of animals romain to koop ovcr
”M

trapping from bcooming too sorious a problcm„ It was found that most

trappcrs bccamc discouragod whcn thoir catch droppod off considcrably,

and thus ccascd thoir trapping oporations boforo tho dangcr point was _

roachcd,

Edaphio Factors

It has bcon shown in many studios that animal distribution may

ofton bo corrolatod with soil typo, It has boon found in sovoral in-

stancos that muskrats dofinitoly prcfor a loamy ar claycy soil to a
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sandy soil. This would naturally be expected in view of the animal's

burrowing habits. No specific correlations were made between soil types
”

and muskrat populations during this investigation. It was noticed, hew-

ever, that as the soil changed on the smae stream, muskrat abundance

fluctuated. Usually there is, of course, a complex vegetative change

associated with any of the major soil changes. All of these conditions

should be considered together when the edaphic factor is taken up. In

Montgomery County, muskrat distribution and abundance appeared to be af-

fected by changes in the soil type, and it is believed that further

studies might prove that the edaphic factors are important limiting agonts,

. Preseason Trapping

Preseason trapping undoubtedly accounts for the harvest of a large

number of muskrats annuallyz It should be pointed out, however, that

it makes no difference whether a muskrat was trapped in November er

January, unless the muskrat is considerably more susceptible to trapping

in November. It has been the general observation of the writer that the

animals are more easily trappgéi during the fall season, Until further

data are gathered on this point, it is deemed inadvisable to consider

preseason trapping as an important limiting factor,

Early Mink Trapping and Hunting Seasons

As previously discussed, some muskrats are taken by mink trappers

during the early open mink season, No data were gathered as to the ex-

tent to which this condition exists in Montgomery County. Systematic



collection of ratios of muskrats trapped to mink might reveal that it was

a very important factor. In view of the fact that the muskrat is sub-

joeted to the stress of the equivalent of two trapping scasons, this fac ev

probably should be considered as a very undesirable condition.

Fluctuating Water Levels

Violent and sudden changes in water levels ef streams have been shown

to be very detrinental to muskrat populations. In most cases, the animals

soon leave strems which oxhibit these suddcn fluctuations. In Montgomery

County, nearly all of the streams may have sudden increases in water level

of one er two foot following a heavy rain. On the best streems in habitat

classification 1, this condition is not important, as the stream banks

exe sufficiently steep for the zmimals‘ dens to remain above the water.

On New and Little Ri.vers, there are much more frequent and sevore

water level fluetuations. On both of these streams are hydro-·electric

dams, through which water is released at intervals throughout the day,

When this water is released, the rivers may very suddenly rise as much as

two feet. These changes inoowaterulevel, occurring several times a day,

have constitutedpthe principal factor limitingwmushrat production on

these two streams. Very little trapping is dene on New River, as the

trappers find their traps under water a large part of the time. This

condition is not as pronounced on Little River, and as a result, a much

larger hmest of muskrats is trapped annually from this stream.
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Winter Food Supply

It was found during this investigation that muskrats in Montgomery

County ate almost any vegetation which was sueculent. Because of this

feeding charaeteristic, an adequate winter food supply seldon becomes a

. problem.

As previously described, however, there is never a luxmriant plant

growth on the ponds in habitat classification three, This is especially

true during the winter, and the ovor—wintering muskrats on these areas

frequently have to move to the feedcr streams for an adequate supply of

food• In at least two instanees, it was observed that muskrats had re-

sorted to tree barking. Population movements constantly take place on

these areas as the available food becomes more er less abundant, It

would appear that in the pond type of habitat, adequate food throughout

the winter is the most important factor affoeting the resident muskrat

population.
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MANAGEMENT RECOMNDATIONS

Habitat Development

There are many areas, such as the small marshes previously mentioned,

in the county which could be developed for muskrats. These areas are

usually located adjacont to a stream er in a low place in a pasture which

lies next to a streai. Almost without fail, these areas are drained by

means of a small diteh. ‘

lt is believed the natural areas such as this could be profitably

converted into marshes with a.much deeper water level.\_NQgdgn_dikes_have

been construeted across the oponings to similar marshes in North Carolina

and were successful in raising the water level as much as two feet,

_Muskrat production on these areas was increased as much as four times,

The dikes were constructed of double thickness in order that thc second

layer of boards would overlap the cracks in the first layer,

It has been the general observation of the writer that these small

marshes usually support plants which are desired by muskrats. Such areas

apparently are not used by muskratbecause they rarely have an adequate

amount of water in them,

On the basis of the above observations, it is reeomnended that land-

owners having small marshy areas adjacent to muskret populated streams,

construct wooden dikes across the mouths of these marshes in an attempt

to raise the water level on these areas. It is unlikely that cattle would

enter the marsh to any extent once the water depth was materially in-
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creased, Should it be found that cattle continue to use the marsh,

then it would be necessary to fence the area. The initial cost of the

dike would be only a few dollars, with the fencing, should it be neces-

sary, being the most expensive part of the job. It is believed that the

increased number of muskrats which can be trapped from these areas will

seen pay hack the expense ef the initial investment.

Control of Grazing

As previously mentioned, intensive grazing frequently causes part of

the muskrat population on a stream to make local movements. When such

grazing becomes very severe, complete abandonment of the habitat may take

place. This condition should be corrccted by fencing the pasture off

from the stream banks for a distance of about three feet. Small, local,

watering holes could bo left unfeneed, so that the cattle would have an

adequate supply of drinking water„ This should be done only on those

streams in habitat classification l, which already haye the environmental

conditions necessary to support a good muskrat population, Feneing

stream banks is a recommended farm management practice to reduce bank

erosion,

Systematic Harvest of the Muskrat Crop

A systematic harvest of the muskrat crop can be achieved only by

the landowners themselves. Every landowner who does not trap the streams

himself should have a definite working agreement with the trapper who

does. Each trappor should be allotted a predetermined section of stream
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for his trapping operation. Within certain limits, a quota should be

established for each trapper, with the landowner having the final word

in every case. ,The trespass law which is currently in effect in Virginia

has done much toward achieving a more regulated muskrat harvest on many

small farm streams„

Trapping Season

The trapping season is probably the most important single factor

in the management of the muskrat. Fer obvious reasens, the season is

also the factor most susceptible to immediate action.

There is a wide variation in the length and time of the muskrat

seasons in the states along the Atlantic Tidcwater. As may be seen in

Table 45 there have been numerous changes in the muskrat trapping regu-

lations in Virginia. Knowledge of the Virginia muskrat is inadequate

at the present time, and it is difficult to make any definite conelusions

on a statewide basis. With relation to the trapping season, however,

some tentative management practices have suggested themselves.

It is difficult to advoeate a split trapping season in the state,

one for East of the Blue Ridge, and one fer west of the Blue Ridge, As

may be seen from Table 45, such a season previously existed, and accord-

ing to several fur dealers' reports was very satisfaetory. As mentioned

in the discussion on primeness, all ef the furs, excluding mink, in

southwest Virginia, are prime at about the same period, December 1 —

January 31. Muskrats, of course, are not at their maximum primeness

during early December. After early December, however, muskrat pelts do
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Table 45. Major changes which have taken place in the muskrat trapping
regulations in Virginia during the past twenty five years,
1924-1925 through 1950-1951

Egg Open Season Remarks

1924-25 December 1 - March 31 This was a blanket law covoring all
furbearers

1926-27 December 1 - March 31 This was also an overall law, but had
certain provisions to protect the musk-
rat

1928-29 November 15 - March 1 This was a statewidc law with local
excoptions

1930-31 December 15 - March 31 This was a statowide law with local
exceptions

1932-33 December 15 — March 31 —----—----—-—--—-------·--—--—--------
1933-34 December 15 - March 31 This was a statewide law with local

exec ions
1934-35 December 15 — March 31 This Ses also a statewide law, withyno

lixéiä being imposed on the trapper-s
ca c

1936-37 December 15 —~ March 3l This law and preceding laws stipulated
that land owners trap crop damag-
ing muslfaratsfoät of seasondupon wri ten
permiss on 0 10 game war en

1937-38 January 1 - March 15 Precoiing law was amcnded as te open
season

1938-39 January 1
-

March 15 This was then a startewide law with local
exec tions

1939-40 January 1 - March 15 Law stlill stipulate d that landownors
mälght trap crop d amaging muskrats out
o so son

' 1940-41 January 1 - March 15 ----—--E------—------------------------
1942-43 Egst of Blue Ridgä-1

Himdée- 5
EDo€ombeäh1 5lFe ä_ä8 Amendment made of t, he law of 1940

- es O1 e ue -1. e-
January 1 - March 15West ef Blue Ridge —
December 1 - Fe ,, 28 —-—------------—------------———--—---

1944-45 East of Blue Ridge-
January 1 - March 15

West of Blue Ridge-
December 1 - Feb. 28 Theräxarc local exceptions in both

sec ions
1948-49 December 15 - Feb.28 Law still stipulate s that landovmcr may

trap crop damaging muskrats on his own
property under wr1·tten consent of the

anc warden
1950-51 January 1

-
March 15 Oäly change in reguglations was in the

dates ef the open trapping season
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not increase in quality to an extent which would result in any great

increase in price, Mink, on the other hand, are beginning to become

unprime teward the latter part of January. Despite these conditions, it

is believed that a general open trapping season of~Qaaanber,lM- Jannary §3

on muskrat, mink, skunk, fox, opossum, and weasel should be advocated

for the southwestern Virginia counties. The economic loss from decreased

primeness of skins would be more than effset by a reduction in preseason

trapping, especially of the muskrat. The law enforeement problem would

ccrtainly be simplified by a standardization of the season. It is sug-

gested, because of inadequatc data, that all trapping seasons in East-

ern Virginia remain as they are at the present time,

•
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CCNCLUSIONS AND SUMMARY

l. There are 216,5 miles of stream in Montgomery County, Virginia,

all of which may be elassified into 5 general groups on the basis of

their suitability as muskrat habitat.

2. Vegetative studies indicatc that the muskrat in Montgomery County

eats anything which is succulent. Water cross (Nasturtium gggigigglg)

is the most favored food throughout the four seasens of the year.

3. Predators, parasites, and disease, while killing some animals

on each of the three Virginia study areas, de not appear to be of

serious economic importance. A 31 per cent infestation of muskrats by

Qggggg taeniaßgggig on Stroubles Creek indicated that a predatory carni-

vorous host species for this parasite might be of oonsiderable importance.

A. Sex and age ratios may advantageously bo colleoted and utilized

in determining population phenomena. Daily trapping season sex ratios

indicate that an inverse relationship between trapping intensity and

the proportion of males in the catch, Age ratios may be used as indieap

tors ef trapping intensity, as a high juvenilozadult ratio denotes over

trapping the preceding year. Age ratios indioated that trapping in

Montgomery County ranged from moderate to intensive on the twelve streams

which were kept under close observation. Application of sex and age

ratios are of considerable practical importance.

5. Sex and age are most easily determined by an examination of th@

external genitalia of the animals. Should the animals not be available,

ages may fairly aceuratcly be determined by an<2xamination of the prime•.
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ness pattern on the pelts. Sex may also be determined from the pelts

by noting whether mamary glands are present or absent.

6. Weights alone cannot be used as a eriterien for determining the

age of a muskrat on either ef the three Virginia study areas. There was

too much overlap between the weights of heavy subadults and light adults

to make this possible, There apparently was no eorrelation between

muskrat weights and the size and quality of their pelts.

7. On the Island Farm Marsh, the most practical method ef population

estimation preved to be by house counts. These ceunts were obtained

by taking a series ef one-acre sample plots in each of the cover types

en the marsh, These eounts indicated that there were approximately 3000

animals on the marsh. Population estimations were made for the Powhatan

Hunt Club Marsh on the basis of observations by both the writer and the

marsh trapper, These ebservatiens indicated a population of approximate-

ly ll00 animals for the area.
7

·

8. Population estimations for twelve Montgomery County streams

were based on periodic observatiens of the number of active dens. Such

estimates are naturally subject to a great many limitations, but indi-

cated that none of the streams under consideration supported a very

high population.

9. Muskrats were trapped on the three study areas only in steel

traps. The Number l Victor Step Less trap was the most satisfactory fer

general trapping. In Montgomery County, trappers used from six to

thirty two traps.

10. Trapping data were obtained from the trappers by both question-

naires and personal interviews, with the latter being the better of the
two systems.
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11. On the twelve streams in Montgomery County which were kept under

close observation, twcnty to one hundrcd per cent of the estimated

population was harvested. On small streams, trapping which remeves

sixty per cent of the population may be considered heavy, and when such

trapping removcs seventy five er eight per cent of the populatien, it is

beeoming excessive, The average proportion of the pepulation harvcsted

on 12 Montgomery County streams was 62 per cent. Each trapper in

Montgomery County eaught an average ef 26 muskrats in 1949-1950, and

20 in 1950-1951. Trapping success naturally varied somewhat with the

age and experience of the trapper. The average success of 6 Montgomery

County trappers in 1951 was 13 per cent. The trapper on the Powhatan

Hunt Club Marsh had a trapping success ef 25 per cent,

12. Temperature was found to be the most important factor influenc-

ing trapping success. The greatest number of muskrats were caught wheai

the temperature rangod between 32,degrees_Earenhoit,and,45 degrecs

Farenheit. In general, below freezing temperatures were a greater lißi-

tation to trapping success than were temperatures above 45 degrecs.

13. The greatest porcentage of Montgomery County trappers preferredg

to sell their skins to local dealers. It was found that such dealers

paid a slightly higher average price for muskrat pelts,

14. Each trapper in Montgomery County received an average of $0,75

per hour fer his trapping activities in 1949-1950, The average price

received per pelt was $1.70 during this season. In 1950-1951, each

trapper in the county made an average of $1,28 per hour and received

an average of $2,75 per pelt.
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15. Comparable data from the Island Farm and Powhatan Hunt Club

Marshes respectively show that the trappers on these areas made an

average of $2.56 and $1.76 per hour. If the size of the trapping opera-

tion is considered, trapping on small streams in mountainous Montgomery

County furnishes an income per hour which is comparable to the income

received from large Eastern Virginia marshes•

16. There was a progressive increase in the average percentage of

gdprimeness from December l through February 28 in Montgomery County. After

March 1, muskrat pelts become "springy". Primencss, as such, has no great

effect on the price of muskrat pelts in Montgomery County.

17. Polt measurements of 365 mushrats from Montgomery County showed
ii

that there was no significant difference in the size of pelts of sub-

adult and adult animals. There was eonsiderable overlap in the measure-

ments ef adult and subadult pelts.

, 18. In Montgomery County, there was a progressive increase in the

amount of pelt damage as the trapping season advanced. It appears that

pelt damage in March is greatly increased as a result of intraspecific

strife.

19. Limiting factors for muskrats in Montgomery County are: (1) topo-

graphy (2) stream gradient (3) intensive grazing (Z.) intensive trapping

(5) soil conditions (6) preseason trapping (7) early mink trapping and

hunting seasons (8) fluetuating water levels and (9) winter food supply.

Of these factors, intensive_grazing~appears_tg_be,the most important,

20. Several management practices appeared to be feasiblo for in-

creasing muskrats in Montgomery County. The first of these practices

is the creation of new habitat by raising water levels in small marshes
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adjacent to the streams. This may best be accomplished by constructing

wooden dikes across the mouths of these marshes, a job which is relative-

ly inexpensive•

Grazing should be controlled by feneing the pasture off from the

stream banks for a distance of about three feet. Small, local watering

holes should be left unfenced, so that the cattle would have an adequate

supply of drinking water.

A systematic harvest of the muskrat crop should be made by having a

working agreement between the landowner and the trapper, Within certain

limits, a quota of muskrats to be trappcd should be set up for each

trapper,
A

The trapping season is probably the most important single factor in

the management of the muskrat. On the basis of data obtained during this

investigation, it is advocated that there be a standard open trapping

season of December 1 -
January 3l on muskrat, mink, skunk, fox, opossum,

and weasel in the counties West of the Blue Ridge Mountains. It is

suggested, because of inadequate data, that all trapping seasons in

Eastern Virginia remain as they are at the present time,
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Skull Measurements

Stress has often been laid upon the importance of eranial characters

in the discrimination of species and subspecies in groups of closely allaee

forms. Gould and Kreeger (1948) made an extensive study of the adult skull

of the Louisiana muskrat in an effort to demonstrate sexual and geographie

variations. Their data were kept separately for the two sexes. It was

anticipated that an extensive collection of skulls of the two subspecies

of muskrat in Virginia would be made, Several factors made such a col-

lection impractical. It is possible that extensive skull measurements

would have indicated cranial differences between the two subspecies.

Skull measurements were made on 41 specimens of Ondatra zibethica

zibethica from Montgomery County, Virginia. There was no attempt made

to keep measurements separate for males and females. As would be expected,

the mean measurement was greater in adults than in subadults in every

case except post zygomatic width, interorbital width, and alveolar

length. These data are presented below in Appendix Tables 1 and 2.

Appendix Table 1. Skull dimensions in millimetcrs of 28 adult muskrats
(Qndatrg zibethica zibethica) (Includes-both males
and remgies)

Dimension Number Mean Measurement

Total skull length 28 65.8
Post zygomatic width 28 21.5
Zygomatic width 28 40.5
Interorb'ta1 width 28 6.5
Cranial (Brain case) length 28 29.3
Condylo-postalveolar length 28 2é.O
Condylo-alveolar length gg ogAlveolar length ä4„
Diastema length 28 23.5
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Appendix Table 2. Skull dimensions in millimeters of 13 subadult
muskrats (Qgdatra zibethica zibethigg) (Includes
both males and females)

Qimension Nuber Mggp Measurmient

Total skull length 13 62,0
Post zygomatic width 13 23,0
Zygomatic width 13 37.0
Interorbital width 13 7,0
Cranial (Brain casa) icngth 13 26,0
Condylo-postalveolar length 13 23,0
Condylo—a1ve01ar length 13 37.0
Alveolar length 13 15,0
Diastema length 13 22,0

An explanation ef the measurements as made above is as follows:

Total skull length — Most anterior point of the promaxillae (or anterior
surface of incisors if more prominent) to eondylions•

Post zygomatie width — Least distance between outer surfaces of the small
bars of the squamosal behind the zygomatic arch. This measurement does
not give the full width of the brain case, but there is no definitely
located point from which the full width can be taken,

Zygomatic width - Greatest width between the outer surfaces of the zygomae
tie archos,

Interorbital width - Least distance between the orbits, taken with the
fine points of the calipers•

Cranial (Brain case) length — From anterior surface of most prominent
point of postorbital process to posterior surface of corresponding
oecipital below lamboidal ridge, This measurement approximatos the
length of the brain box,

Condylo — postalveolar length - Condylo — alveolar length minus alveolar
length,

Condylo - alveolar length - Anterior margin of the molar alveolus to
condylion•

Alveolar length — Anterior margin to posterior margin of upper molar
alveolus; length of the molar tooth row,

Diastema length - henselien (posterior margin of alveolus of ineisor) to
anterior margin of molar alveolus.
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Annotated Catalogue of Plant Species Obscrved to Have Been
Utilized by Muskrats in Montgomery County During the Period,‘

September, l949—Apri1, 1951

Fgmily Typhaceae

Typha laiifolia— Rootstock - Utilized in sall marshos adjaccnt to both ~Stroublos and Tom's Creeks. ‘
Typha angustifelia — Sheets and roetstock — Observed to have been utilized

on Streublcs Creek, both as nesting material and as food.

Family Hydrochartiaceae

Elodea canadensis - Leaves — Used as food slightly during the fall season
on the V. P, I, ponds,

Family Graineae

Festuea ovina — Roots and leaves - On nearly all of the stroams of the
county, Roots appear to be important as food only during
the critical winter season,

Festuca clatior — Roots - The vigorous variety of the plant known as
Kentucky 31 is particularly dosirable as a food. It is
heavily utilized along Whitchouse Branch and Meadow
Creek where it has been planted to pasture, A small island
in one of the V, P, I. ponds was sown with Kentucky 31,
and a vigorous growth resulted. Muskrats utilized this
heavily during the fall season,

Poa pratensis - Roots — rhizomes - Important food principally because of
its abundanco in pastures along most of the streams in
the county. This plant was utilized whenever it and
muskrats ocoured on the same area, particularly along
Stroublos, Tem's, Mcadow, and Smith Creeks.

Poa compressa — Roots —"Phizomes - Generally found in the same areas as
Egg pratensis, and utilized for food in about the same
quantities,

Zea mays — Fruit and culms — Eatcn only on Meadow Creek and Whitehousc
Branch. This plant would have received greater utilizas
tion had it been found close to more streams. Corn, when
available, is apparently a much desired food,
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Daetylis glomerata — Roots - Utilized greatly on Stroubles, Tom‘s and
Moadow Cracks, as it is also an important grass in
many pastures. Important prineipally in the fall
whon muskrats can easily dig for the roots,

Avena sativa — Roots and stem — Obscrved to have been oaton only on White-
house Branch. This plant would probably be eaten in
greater anounts if found in close proxinity to many

. strcas.

· Phlcum pratense
-

Roots and stem — This plant is only occasionally used for
food and does not appear to be dcsirable as such.
Plant received sono utilization during the summer and
fall on Tom's, Stroubles, Meadow, Smith, and Plum
Creeks, and on Big Branch.

Eleusine indica - Roots - Not widoly distributed on stream banks, but was
eaten slightly during the fall on Sidney Creek.

Setaria glauca - Roots - Not particularly common along stremis but used
slightly on Stroubles Creek.

Family Cyperaceao

Seirpus validus — Rootstock - sziton usually in the late fall where
available, principally in the small marshes adjacent
to Stroubles and Tom's Cracks.

Seirpus cypcrinus - Entire plant - This plant is limited in the county to
moist situations in which there is a very low
muskrat population. The only record of utilization
by muskrats occurred on Indian Run during the summer,
The plants were probably used as den material.

Egmily ggacoae

Poltandra virginica — Rootstock and stem — This plant is known to occur
in the county only in the small narsh on the V. P. I,
farm. It was utilized hero rather heavily during the
fall.

Aeorus calamus — Rootstock - This plant is known to occur in the county
only in small marshes on the V. P. I. farm, Tom‘s ·
and Meadow Cracks. It is heavily utilized during
all seasons of the year.

Family Lemnaceae

Lemna minor - Entire plant - This plant occurs in numerous wet marshy
places in the county. On two occasions, muskrats were
obscrvcd feoding on this plant,
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Family Lilliaceae

Allium canadense - Bulb - This plant is probably not important as a
muskrat food. It has been observed on Meadow and Plum
Creeks that muskrats occasionally dig for the bujh of
the plant.

’
Family §alicaeeae

Salix nigra - Sheets — Muskrats frequently build dens under willow trees
in the county. Young twigs appear to be very desirable
as a food in the spring and are utilized fairly heavily
on Stroubles, Tom's, Meadow, Elliott, and Smith Creeks.

Salix babylenica - Sheets - Muskrat utilization of this species has been
observed only on the V. P. I. ponds during the early
S1,11T‘I1lGI‘,

Family Moraceae

Morus rubra - Fruit — Heavy usage by muskrats of the area immediately be-
neath a tree of this species on Streubles Creek would
seem to indicatc that the fruit ef the tree was being
eaten.

Family Polygopgpggg

Rumex acetosella — Leaves - This plant was utilized, during the winter on
most of the streams of the county, including Bradshaw
Creek, Plum Creek, Big Branch, Streubles Creek, Tom's
Creek, and Den Creek. This was probably due te the
fact that in the winter condition, this plant presents
a green rosette form above the ground.

Pelygonum hydro„piperoides — Roots and stem - This plant was ebserved to
have been eaten only on Stroubles and Tem's Creeks.
It is important chiefly as a summer food. On several
oceasions, muskrats were observed feeding on this•

Polygonum amphibium - Leaves, stem — This plant occurs in the county in
only one isolated patch in Streubles Creek. This patch
was hoavily eaten by muskrats in late summer, and in
one instance a muskrat was seen feoding on the plant.

Familvyßogyophyllaeeae

Sapenaria officinalis
- Stems — The only usage ef this plant by muskratswas obseryed on the iorth and South_ orks of theRoanokc River where the plant is fairly abundant andother food plants relatively scarce, .
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Ceratophyllum demersum — Leaves and branches - Rcmnants of parts of these
plants were found in the entrances to muskrat dens
on the V. P. I. ponds. It was assumed that those‘
specimens were carried there and partially consumed
by the animals. One muskrat was observed swimming
in the pond with a piece of vegetation, believed to
be Ceratophyllu, in his mouth.

Familv Nygphaeeeac

Nymphao odorata - Stems — Two instances of muskrats cutting this plant
were observed on the V. P. I. ponds.

Family Ranunculaceae ~

Ranunculus spp. - Leaves, stems, and roots - Plants of this genus were
heavily utilized as a year round food on noarly
all of the streams of the county,Ranunculus

. recurvatgg occurred frcquently on Stroubles Creek
and was especially good as a fall food,

Caltha palustris — Stems - One plant of this spocios was cut by muskrats
in the small marsh adjacent to Stroublos Creek on
the V. P. I. farms.

Family Crucifgggg

Brassica nigra - Thiek root — The roots of this plant appear to be impmrtant
as a winter food, and on Stroubles and Tom‘s Cxtseks
are dug up during the winter months. Utilizatknn
of this species occurs on several other streams in
the county, as the plant occurs very abundantly in
waste places.

Brassica rapa - Thick roots and leaves - This plant oeeurs with Brassiqg_
niqga and is similarly utilized, with the leavesBeing oaten to a greater extent than with Q. nigy;,

Nasturtiuru officinale — Entire plant - With the exception of swift rocllzy
strewas, this species oeeurs in all of the streamns
of the county. It is heavily eaten throughout tdhe
year, and appears te be the most important muskraat
food in the county. On numerous occasions, muskxrats
have been ebserved feeding en this plant,
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Family Rosaceae

Fragaria virginiana — Leaves — This plant is not partieularly abundant
along the streams of the eeunty, being more
characteristic of woods and field borders. It was
utilized for food during the summer and fall on
Stroubles, Tom's, Meadew, Sidney, Plum, and Grab
Crecks, and on Big Branch and Little River.

Potentilla eanadensis - Leaves and roots — Observed some utilizatien dur-
ing the summer on Stroubles Creek.

Family Lgguninoseae

Trifelium pratense - Leaves - Eatcn quite readily during the sumer,
Utilized heavily en Meadow, Tom's, Stroubles, and Don
Creeks.

Trifolium repens — Leaves — Same as for Tgifolium pratense,

Melilotus officinalis — Stem and leaves - Apparently a very desirable
summer and early fall food, Utilized on all ef the
streams of the ceunty which support a muskrat popu-
lation,

Melilotus alba — Stem and leaves - Occurs with Melilotus efficinalis
and is utilized to about the same extent,

Medieago aativa — Leaves and stem - Utilized fer food only en Whiteheuse
Branch where there is a large field planted te
alfalfa immediately beside the stream.

Amphiearpa braeteata - Leaves - Used as a summer food on Den, Stroubles,
Meadew, Tom's, and Sidney Creeks, and slightly on
Little River,

Family Geraniacggg

Geranium maculatum - Leaves — Cut slightly on Bradshaw Creek, probably
for nesting material.

Family Balsaminaceae

Impatiens capensis — Leaves and stem - Cut rather heavily during the
summer on Stroubles and Tem's Creeks. It is likely
that this plant was utilized as nesting material.
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Family Onggraecae

Oenothera biennis — Stem and leaves - Cut slightly during the summer on
Stroubles Creek. Rosette form.uti1ized slightly
during the winter on Stroublcs Creek.

Gaura biennis
- Stem and leaves - Cut slightly on Stroubles Creek during

the summer, probably for nesting material.

Family Umbclliferae

Pastinaca sativa - Root — Thiek, fleshy root heavily utilized during
December and January on Streubles and Tom's Creeks.
Prebably constitutes the most important winter food
on these areas.

Family Asclcpiadaceae
A

Aselepias syriaca - Stems and leaves „ Cut on Streubles Creek during the
summer, probably as nesting material.

· Family Xgrbenaceae

Verbena simplex — Leaves and stem - Cut slightly on Smith, Tom's and
Verbena urticifolia Stroubles Creeks during the summer; probably-used’

as nesting material,

Family Labiatae

Satureja calaintha - Leaves — Utilized slightly as a summer food on '
Smith Creek,

Lycopus americanus
- Leaves - Utilized slightly during the sumer on

Streubles and Tom's Creeks,

Mentha spicata - Leaves and stem - Used during the summer, principally
on Streubles, Tom's,Smith, and Meadew Creeks.

£Z}__I?1__lL]:X Qglanaceae

Solanum duleamara - Leaves and stem - Utilized during the summer on
Streubles, Smith,and Tom‘s Creeks. There was no
evidence ef the utilization ef the fleshy fruit of
this plant,
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Family Scrophulariacaaa

Mimulns ringcns - Lcavcs and stan — Cut slightly an Stroublcs Crack
during thc summer, _

Varonica angallis —aquatica — Stam - Usad on Stroublas Crack,

Family Plantgginaccaa

Plantago lancaolata - Laavcs — Uscd slightly on tha V. P. I, ponds, and
an Stroublcs and Tcm's Cracks during thc sumncr.

Plantago major — Lcavas — Occurs with Plantggo lgncaolata and is utilizad
to about thc swla cxtcnt,

Family Canganglaccaa

Spacularia parfoliata — Laavcs and stam — Cut slightly on Smith, Stroublcs,
and Tom‘s Cracks during tha summar,

Family Ccmpgsitgg

Taraxacum officinalc — Stans and laavcs - Ooaurs on ncarly all strcams
of tha county, and is utilizcd by muskrats whora
avcr found.
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Food Habits

As previeusly discussed, vegetative studies were undertaken on each

ef the streams in the county to determine the most important seasonal

feeds of the muskrat. Sample plots were taken during each of the seasons,

and the results of these studies are presented in the following four tables.

Appendix Table 3, Ten most important winter feeds of the muskrat in
Montgomery County, Virginia

Plant Species Qpgggp_9f Utilizatien Portion of Plant
Utilized ___

Nasturtium officinale Heavy Entire plant
Pastinaca sativa Heavy Roots
Brassica rapa Heavy Roots
Poa pratensis Heavy - Moderate Roots and rhizomes
Festuoa elatier Moderate Roots
Scirpus validus Moderate Rootstock
Aeorus oalamus Moderate Roetsteek
Ranunculus spp. Mederate Stems and roots
Lemna minor Moderate Entire plant
Dactylis glomerata Moderate Root

Appendix Table.4, Ten most important summer fepds of the muskrat in
Montgomery County, Virginia

Plant Specipp Deggoemp§MUtiliz;tion Ppgpipn of_Plant
Qtilized

Nasturtium efficinale Heavy Entire plant
Poa pratensis Heavy Roots and rhizomes
Dactylis glomerata Heavy Roots
Ranuneulus spp„ Heavy Leaves, stems and roots
Polygonum hydropiperoidcs Moderate Roots and stems
Trifolium pratense Heavy Leaves
Acorus ealamus Moderate — heavy Roetstoek
Molilotus officinalis Heavy Stom and leaves
Impatiens capensis Heavy Leaves and stem
Mentha spicata Moderate Stoms and leaves
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Appendix Table 5 . Ten most important fall feeds of the muskrat in
Montgomery County, Virginia

Plant Species Degree Q Portiop_pf Plan} ‘

UtilizationNasturtium

officinalo Heavy Entire plant
Daetylis glomerata Heavy Roots
Seirpus validus Moderate Rootstoek
Aeorus calamus Moderato to heavy Rootstoek
Ranunculus spp. Heavy Leaves, stems, and roots
Pastinaea sativa Moderate Roots
Brassica nigra Mederate Roots and leaves
Taraxacum offieinalis Moderate Stems and leaves
Typha latifolia Moderate Rootstoel-:
Lemna minor Moderate Entire plant ‘

Appendix Table 6, Ten most important spring feeds ef the muskrat in
Montgomery County, Virginia

Plant Specieg Degree of ion of Plant
Utilization Utilizgg

Nasturtium offieinale Heavy Entire plant
Poa pratensis Heavy Roots and rhizomes
Acorus ealamus Heavy Rootstock
Salix nigra Moderate — heavy Sheets
Polygonum hydropiperoides Mederate Roots (md stems
Ranunculus spp• Moderate Leaves, stems, and roots
Impatiens capensis Moderate Stems and leaves
Solannm duleamara Moderate Leaves and stems
Plantago major Moderate Leaves
Te1‘a.:cae‘•.;m officinale Moderate Stems and leaves
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Descriptions of Several Important Streams
in Mont~ou;ry County, Virginia

Stroubles Creeg

Stroublcs Creek was considered to be one of the more important

study areas in the county. A large part of it passcs threugh land

which is owned or leased by the Virginia Polytechnic Institute. This

creek originates at the town of Blacksburg and cmpties into New River, a

distance of approximately 10 miles. A majority (70%) of the length of

the stream passes through pasture, 20% through woodland, and 10% through

overgrown meadows. There arc numerous small tributarics leading into the

creek, most ef which contain a small amount of water throughout the year.

The banks of Stroubles Creek are relatively steep for its entire

length, and are as high as four or five feet in some sections. There is

only a moderate water flow on this crcek except during periods ef heavy

rains. During these periods, water fluetuations as great as two feet may

occur. The Vegetation on approximatoly 50 per cent of the banks of this

creek is subjocted to grazing. Results of the Vegetation study onthe

area arc presented in Appendix Table 7.
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Appendix Table 7, Principal plants in order of abundance on Streubles
Creek, showing their utilization by muskrats, based
on twenty plets taken in June.

Plant Species Qggpgg_of Utilizagigp gggpggg
gxjßuskrats Utiliggg

Poa pratensis Slight Cuhas
Asclepias syriaca None ——-—-Ranunculus repens None ~-—-—Brassica rapa None -——-—
Carox spp. None -—-—-
Pastinaca sativa None ———--Trifolium repens None —-—-—
Trifelium pratense Slight Leaves
Veronica angallis-aquatica Slight Stom
Phleum pratense None -——--Panicum capillare None -———-
Plantago major None -—-—-
Solanum dulcamara None ----—Nasturtium officinale Heavy Roots, stems, leavesPlantago lanceelata None ————-
Solanum carolinense None —---—Chrysanthemum leucanthemum None -————
Salix nigra Slight Sheets
Eupaterium perfoliata None —————
Pelygonum hydropipereides Slight Roots
Scirpus validus None -—--—Cirsium lanceolatum None --—-—
Oxalis stricta None ---—-Amphiearpa dioica None ———-—
Chicorium intybus None —---—
Trifolim hybridum None -----Sambucus canadensis None —————

It would appear from the above data that availability is not that

factor which primarily determines which plants are most readily eaten on

the area. Although blue grass (ggg pratensis) is the most prevalent

plant on the crepk, it is not utilizcd te any great cxtent. Water cross

§Nasturtium officinale), when available, appears to be the most desirable

early summer food on the creek. Rod clever (Trifolium pratense), water
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speedwell black willow (Salix giggg), and

smartweed (äglyggggm hyigopipprgidgg) are all utilized to some extent.

There are two small marsh areas adjacent te Stroubles Creek on the

Virginia Polytechnic Institute farm. These two areas comprise approximate

ly three acres and have a decidedly different vegetation from the ereek

proper,

The most important species of plante on these two areas are cattail

(Exam
bulwsbwaterspeedwell sedges (gage; spp,), duck-

weed (Lgmgg mingg), and water cross (äggtggtigg gffigipglg). With the

exception of Carex spp., all of these spocios were eaten by muskrats, It

will be noted that bulrush (§gigpg§ ggliggg) which was not utilized on

the creek, is utilized heavily on the small marshes immediately adjacent

to the creek. This may be due to its greater availability, although

this factor did not seem to be of any great iaportcnce on the creek, It

was probably due te an excessively high breeding population of muskrats

in these marsh areas, which would, in turn, necessitate a greater utili:za—

tion of food.
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Plu Creek

This creek was given a habitat classification of l in the preliminary

rating. This rating was based only on a cursory examination ef the area

in the winter. Upon closer inspection it was obvious that this area

should be given a permanent habitat classification of 4. Whereas this

type of stream is valuable principally as a breeding area, Plum Creek is

utilized little for this purpose.

The banks of this creek are rather shallow in most places, but do

get up to several feet in places. The soil and shores are, in most

instanccs, rather rocky. There is little chance for muskrats to

establish good permanent den systems. It has been found that areas

with a crubly type of soil are utilized very little by muskrats as

denning areas. The depth of the stream varies from a few inches to

several feet. The gradiont is relatively shallow, and in ne place is

the water very swift.

The creek is approximately four and three quarters miles long,

It crosses Route U. S. 11 several times between Radford and Christians-

burg. The stream originates in the hollows between the above mentioned

towns and empties into New River about one mile east of Radford.

It is believed that an occasional muskrat may use this stream,but

it definitely is not capable of producing any kind of muskrat harvest,

The nature of the banks and the reeky, shallow, stream bed are probably

the limiting factors in this case. There is an adequate supply of

plants, several of which are readily taken by muskrats in other areas.
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The principal plant species in order of their abundance on Plum Creek
are as fellews: n -

Verbescina occidentalis
Amphicarpa dioica
Arrenatherum elatius ‘
Brassica rapa
Chicorium intybus
Asclepias syriaca
Phleum pratense
Dactylis glomerata
Bramus tectorum
Taraxacum officinale
Plantgo major' Erigeron annuus
Salix nigra
Achillea millefolium
Trifolium pratense
Mentha sp•
Apocynum medium
Viola rotundifolia
Convolvulus purshianus
Rumex crispus
Daucus careta
Oxalis stricta
Platanus occidentalis

It may be seen from the above listing that there are several plants

on the stream which are frequently utilized by the muskrat. The creek

passes through two major land use types: pasture and meadow (overgrewn)

and woodland. Approximately 85% of the stream passes through pasture and

15% through woodland.

When censidering all of the environmental factors, the stream is
generally unsuitable at all seasens of the year for muskrats. For this
reason, it is recommended that no intensive studies be made of this area,
but rather that infrequent observations be made to determine if there is
any usage ef the area by muskrats,
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Meadew Creek

Meadow Creek is one of the few creeks which has potentialities for

development as a muskrat area. The ereek originates northeast of Riner,

l Virginia, and empties into Little River, a distance of approximately 6

miles. A large part of the creek passes through agrieultural land, in-

cluding quite a large portion of grazing land. Almost all of the creok

which passes through cultivated land is posted. There is no hunting,fish-

ing, or trapping allowed on these areas. These areas are capable of

supporting a good muskrat population and of providing a good annual harvest

of muskrats. About 15 per cent of the creek passes through woodland er

partially shaded land.

The banks are relatively steep in most sections, and in very few

places is the stream bed rocky. Along several sections of the creek are

small marshes similar to the ones along Stroubles Creek. The principal

vegetation on these areas is Typhg lgtifglig, §gi;pu§ ygliggs, §gi;pgg

lineatus, and éggggg gglgggg. Also present in relatively abundance

arc Sedges (ggggg, spp,), Waterspeedwelltouch

me not (lmpgpgggs ggpgggig), water cress (äggpgggigm), and vervain

(Verbena anggstifolia). There appears to be little usage of these marsh

areas by muskrats, possibly because they are rather closely grazed by

cattle. Results of the vegotation survey on the creek proper are pre-

sented below.

It may be seen from the data below that there is a greater utilizae

tion of plant species by muskrats on this area than on any area covered in

the survey. The area from all indications is capable of producing a
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muskrat harvest equivalent te any other area in the county, There is

little likelihood that there is much illegal trapping because of the large

amount of posted land bordering the creek„

Appendix Tablefä, Principal Plants in order of abundance on Meadow Creek,
Montgomery County, Virginia, showing their utilization
by muskrats, based on 15 plots.

Plant §pecigg Degree of Pggtion Utilized
Uti1ization_Qy

Muskrats

Chieerium ibtybus None ~-—--Asclepias incarnata · None -—--—Asclepias syriaca None -——-—
Amphicarpa dioiea None ——--—
Phlcum pratense None --———
Carcx spp. None ——-——
Trifolium repens None ————-
Saponaria offieinalis None ——-—-
Mentha arvensis None ——--—
Trifolium pratense None —--——‘
Vcrbcscina occidentalis None -———-
Scirpus validus Slight Roots
Melilotus officinalis None -—-——
Veronica angallis aquatica Slight Stems and leaves
Dactylis glomerata None —-~--Salix nigra None ————-
Plantago major None —-——-
Nasturtium officinale Slight Roots, stems, leavesPoa pratensis Slight CuhasMedicage sativa Slight StemsArrhenatherum elatius None —————
Chrysanthemnm leucanthemum None -~—·-Nepeta hederacea None -—-—-
Erigcron annus None -~---Imgätions capensis Slight StcmAc °1lea mil efoliu None --~-—
Verbaseum tha sus None ———--
Medicago lupugina None -----Solanu carolinense None ---——Cirsium lanceolatun None ————-
Monarda fistulosa None --—-—
Rhus toxicodendron None —~—--
Rumex crispus None ———-—
Typha latifolia Slight Reotstoeks
Oxalis stricta None
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Smith Creck

Smith Creek is approximately four miles long, running from just west
of Christiansburg to Rogers, Virginia, where it empties into Elliott Cree;

which in turn cmpties into the South Fork of the Roanoke River. This creek
is relatively slow moving and in most sections has rather stecp, heavily
vegetatcd banks. In some sections, however, it becomes rather rocky and

shallow.

About 85 per cent of this creek passes through open land and about

15 per cent through shaded and weoded land. In several sections the banks

are grazed rather heavily by cattlc. There is a great diversity of plants
on the area and it potcntially appears to bo one of the best muskrat
streams in the ceunty. In July, however, there was little evidence of any
muskrat pepulation, with only one active den being located. On a pre-

liminary survey made in the winter, this creek appoared to be supporting
a fairly good muskrat population. There is only one good tributary
leading off from this creek, but as it passes through good agricultural

land, it is quite possible that the muskrats are using it for a breeding

area. Signs of activity would not seem te indicato this condition. There
is evidently some factor other than food, banks, and grazing limiting the

number of muskrats which this area produccs every year. Winter evidence
would seem to indicate that this area was not trappcd during the winter of

l9A9—l950. The few animals using this area during the summer of 1950 were
not using that area which appeared to be the best habitat. Results of the
vegetative survey are presented below:

It may be seen from the data below that there is an abundance of plants
on the area, several of which are particularly desirable to muskrats. That
these arc not utilizcd more heayily is due to the rather low population on
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the area. It should be remembered that this applies to the summer popu-

lation and conditions may be entirely different in relation to the winter
populatien, _

Appendix Table 9. Principal plants in order ef abundance on Smith Creek,
showing their utilization by muskrats, based on l5 plots

Plant Species Degree of Ppgtion Utilized
Qjilization r
by Muskrats

äolanum carolinense None —-——-
cirpus valieus Slight RootsCarex spg. None ---—-

Chrysan cmum leucanthemu None -———-
Eupatorium perfoliata None —----
Medicago lupulina None

——---Asclepias syriaca None —--—-Asclepias incarhata None —--—-
Chieoriu intybus None

----—Dactylis glemerata None —-—-—
Prunella vulgaris None ---—-Satureja vulgaris None ---—
Satureja ealamintha None -—--—
Impatiens capensis Slight StemsLepidium virginicum None

-—-—-Veronica angallis-aquatica None
-—-—-Petentilla recta None —--——

Melilotus alba None ——-——
Melilotus offieinalis None ---—-Arrhenatheru elatius · None -—---
Salix nigra None -----Amphicarpa dioiea None —---—
Trifoliu repens None -——--
Vinca minor None —---—
Ranuneulus reeurvatus None —--—-
Nasturtium officinale Slight Roots, stems, leaves
Potentilla canadensis None

-—---Verbascu thapsus None ———~- ·Cirsium lanceolatum None
-—---Specularia perfeliata None -——-—

Dienthus armoria None —————
Echium vulgare None -----Rhus toxicedendron None

---—-Phleum pratense None -----Erigeron annuus None ----Trifolium pratense None
---—-Plantago major None ---—-

Polygenu hydropiperoides None ,-----Rumex erispus None -----Achillea millefoliu None —--——
Oxalis stricta None
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Sidney Creeg

Sidney Creek is a very shallow, roeky strean which originates just
southwest of Riner, Virginia. It is approximately 3 miles long and is
given a habitat classification of L, based on the system used in this

investigation. The stream actually lies somewhere between habitat classi-
fication 4 and 5, not being typical of either of these classifications,
The stream empties into Little River, serving principally as a drainage
for some of the farm land in this section.

Because of its many unfavorable enviromnental conditions, this creek
apparently does not support a muskrat population. It is quite possible
that during certain seasons of the year that this creek is oooupied by
muskrats. This condition is more likely to be true in the spring and
summer breeding seasons than at any other time, During the hottest part
of the summer, this creek very likely does not have an adequate supply ofI
water to hold muskrats. Results of the vegetative study are indieated
below. As far as could be ascertained, the area does not have any musk-
rats at the present time,

It may be seen from the data below that the availability of food and
cover is not the limiting factor for muskrats on this area, During the
summer, large parts of the stream dry up, completely, leaving no place
for the muskrats to maintain themselves. Approximately 90 per cent of
this stream passes through open land, pasture and eropped, the remaining
l0 per cent going through woodland or at least partially shaded land. It
is not believed that any part of this stream earries muskrats at any
season of the year. The environmental conditions limiting them are too
great•
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Appendix Tablelß, Principal plant species on Sidney Creek in early
July, based on 15 plots, The species are listed below
in order of their abundance on the area

Plant species present on the area as of July, 1950

Asclepias syriaca’
Asclepias incarnata
Solanum carolinenso
Erigeron annuus
Trifolium repens
Trifolium pratense
Aeillea millefoliu
Verbescina occidentalis
Plantago major
Plantago lanceolata
Arrhenatherum elatius
Mentha arvensis
Rhus toxicodendron
Poa pratensis
Dactylis glomerata
Saponaria officinalis
Taraxacum officinalis
Veronica officinalis
Impatiens capensis
Pastinaca sativa
Melilotus alba
Melilotus officinalis
Garcx spp•
Ghrysanthcmum leucanthemum
Amphicarpa dicica
Potentilla reeta
Salix nigra
Girsium lanceolatum
Veronica angallis—aquatica
Lepidium virginicum
Verbascum thapsus
Oxalis stricto.
Eupatorium perfoliata
Scirpus validus
Verbena urticifolia
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Mill Creek

This creek is located in the seuthwostern section of the county.

It originates at Rinor, Virginia, and empties into Little River, a
distance of appreximately four and three quarters miles. There are

numerous small tributarios leading off from the main creok.

The banks of this creek are, for the most part, shallow and rather

recky. In some sections, however, the banks are relativoly steep, and
are borderod by agricultural land. In most ef these sections, however,
grazing is rather heavy. Taken as a whole, this ereek is peer for

muskrats, but in some sections is capable ef, and does support a light

muskrat population, In general, the water flow en this area is rather
slow, Local residonts could give ne information which would indicate
that this area produces an annual harvest ef muskrats, It does en the
other hand, undoubtedly preduoe animals which could be econemically hgr—

vested.

Vegetation studies on the area indicate that it has adequato feed
und cover in most sections, but that the nature ef the stream itself

probably limits the number of animals which are produced. In the

agricultural sections, the cover is as dense as on any of the streams
covered in this investigation. It is in those sections that the stremm's

muskrats are found. Results ef the vegotative study are presented below.
It may be seen here that the plants which are utilized on the area

by muskrats are very low. Water cross (äastggtigg officinalg), despite
its relative scarcity en the area appeared to be the most important food.
Willow (§alig gigga) and Sweet clever (Melilotus officinalis) are also
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utilized slightly. It is quite likely that the fields of corn (ggg

mays) may be damaged sonewhat by muskrats later on in the season because

of their preximity to the bahks of the creek,

Appendix Table 11, Principal plants in order ef abundance on Mill Creek,
showing their utilization by muskrats, based on 15_ plots taken in July

Plant Species Qggree of Portion Utilized
Utilization
by Muskrgts

Verbescina occidentalis None -———-
Daetylis glomerata None -——-—
Achillea millefoliu None --—--Asclepias syriaca None -----Asclepias incarnata None --———
Chrysanthemum leucanthemum None ——-~-
Erigeron annus None

—--—-Melilotus officinalis Slight Stems and leaves
Meliletus alba None —--——
Paetinaca sativa None -————
Mentha arvensis None ~-·—-
Poe pratensis None ———-—
Phleum pratense None --——
Plantago major None -·-—-
Plantago lanceolata None -———-
Monarda fistulesa None -————
Salix nigra Slight Sheets
Nasturtium offieinale Slight Roots, stens and.leaves
Veronica angal1is•aquaticum None -—--
Carex spp„ None —-———
Scirpus validus None —-—-—
Medicago sativa None ——-—-
Zea mays None —-———
Sambucus canadensis None —-—-—
Cirsium lanceolatu None -———-
Specularia perfeliata None ---——
Oxalis stricta None -——-—
Scutellaria serrate None -————
Dianthus armeria None ———-—
Oenothera biennis None
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Brgge Branch

Brake Branch was given a habitat classification of 4, based only

on a cursory examination. Intensive observatiens would indicate that

this stream does not actually belong directly in any of the habitat

classification groups, In classifying this stream, it should probably

be considered as lying somewhere between habitat classification 4 and 5,

The stream is very recky throughout its entire length, In no place is

there any bank other than a shallow rock shere.

About 50 per cent of the stream passes through woodland and

50 per cent through cleared land. In several sections of the main branch

there is no water. This lack of water oecurs during a period in which
most of the streams of the county are swollen from exeessive rains. In
view of the number of undesirable features present, there is ne possibil-

ity fer this area te support a nuskrat population at any season of the

year. On the basis of the one survey, this stream will be omitted from
any further studies.

Vegetative studies were made on the area, with a total ef 10 plots

being taken. In view of the unsuitability of the area for muskrats,

these data will not be included here,

Den Creek

Den Creek is located in the southscentral part of the county. It

empties into the South Fork ef the Roanoke River. At its mouth, the
creek is relatively wide and swift. The width at this point is approxi—
mately 10 to 15 feet, The ereek is relatively recky in some places,
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but in other sections it is ideal muskrat territery.

The area was given a preliminary habitat classification of 4. In-

tensive examination of the area confirms this rating. The best possible

estimate would indicate that there are net ever 5 pair of breeding musk-

rats on the area. This would normally bc expected as this type of stream

serves only as a breeding area for muskrats. The animals which summer in

this area undoubtedly move into the South Fork of the Roanoke River dur-

ing the winter months.

The creek is approximately two and one half miles in length. At its

upper end it is relatively shallow and rocky, gradually becoming deeper

and less rocky at its mouth, There is one half mile of this stream which

could adequately support a year round muskrat population provided that

the water does not freezo to the bottom in the winter. It is believed

that a wintering population of muskrats on this area is prohibited be-

cause of this factor. Much of the stremu is too shallow to have a water

flow during the extremely cold months,

The croek passes through two major land use types. About 90 per

cent of the stream passes through cleared land in various stages of

cultivation. The remaining 10 per cent passes through woodland, Among

the agricultural erops which border this stream are wheat, rye, corn,

and alfalfa. There are several fields of alfalfa, in one of which there

was some utilization by muskrats• It is not believed that there is a

muskrat population present of great enough density to do any great

amount of damage to agricultural crops. It is possible that there might

be some damage to the corn later in the season. Results of a vegetative
survey made on the area show the following plants te be the most abundant.,
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Appendix Table 12, Principal plants in order of abundance on Den Creek,
Montgomery County, Virginia, showing the degree of
utilization by muskrats

(Based on 10 plots taken in early July)

Plant Species Utilization Portion Qtiliggg
by Muskrats

Erigeron annuus None ~—~——
Pastinaca sativa None --———
Aeillea millefolium None -----
Medicago sativa Slight Stems and leaves
Asclepias tuberesa None —-———
Asclepias syriaca None -—-—-
Salis nigra Slight ----·-Saponaria offieinalis None -————
Chenopodium album None -———-
Melilotus officinalis Slight Stems
Polygonum hydrepiperoides None —————
Arrhenatherun elatius None —-—-—
Rumex crispus None ---——
Cenpanula spp, None --——-
Chieorium intybus None --———
Verbascum blattaria None --—-—Verbascum blattaria vaI‘•

albiflortm None ··—-——
Trifoliun pratcnse None --———
Lepidium virginieum None ————-
Nepeta hoderacea None -——--
Fraxinus mericana None ———--
Oxalis strieta None ——--—

It may bo seen that the only plants which were noticeably utilized

on this stream by muskrats were alfalfa (Medicggo satila) and black willow

(Salix nigr,a). There would necossarily be a slight utilization of most

plants on the area since the muskrat pepulation is low. The alfalfa was

not eaten to an extent which would be ininical te man's interests, One of _

the chief disadvantages of the system being used in this investigation is

the fact that those plants which receive only a slight mount of utiliza-
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tion de not always show up in the plots taken. When the food plant list

is compiled for the entire county, however, all of the species which are

eaten will probably be recorded,

Trapping License Sales

The sale of trapping licenses varies annually in Virginia, but not

to any great extent. The amount of revenue furnished the Commission of

Game and Inland Fisheries is relatively small from these sales. In addi-

tion te the revenue furnished from the sale of trapping licenses in

the state, the Commission also reccives revenue from the sale of permits

te dealers for the purchasing of furs. These licenses are renewable

annually. Prior to 1935, the Annual Reports of the Commission of Game

and Inland Fisheries did net give an itemized account of the numbers of

trapping licenses sold in the State. The following table gives the annual

sale ef trapping licenses in the State after 1935,

Appendix Table 13. Sale of trapping licenses, both county and state, in
Virginia, for the period, 1935-1945, showing the
income derived from these sales

(Taken from the Annual Reports ef the Commission
of Game and In1¤d‘Fish.)

Year Qpunty Licenses State_Liggnses
Numbgg Revenue Number Revenue

1935 1965 $1.50 @ 2947.50 15 $5.oo @ 75.00
1936 1763 2644.50 22 110.00
1937 2778 4167.00 154 770.00
1938 2181 3271.50 130 650.00
1939 1886 2829.00 lll 555.00
1940 1885 2827 . 50 95 475 .00
194.1 1838 ‘

2757 .00 122 610 .00
1942 1922 2884.50 144 720.00

. 0.00
2923 563 532*2822819251787 2280.50 194 970.00

Totals 21505 $32255.50 1258 $6290,00
GTBIIC1
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It may be seen from the above data that income from the sale of

trapping licenses does not er could net adequately support any widespread

fur resources work by the Commission of Game and Inland Fishories. It

should be remembered that the above figures include the amount which is

deducted for c10rk*s commissions. There is no way of telling how many

ef these license holders are muskrat trappors, It is likely that a

majority of them are since the muskrat is our most widespread and abundant

furbearer, The breakdewn of these sales by counties would naturally show

a preponderance of sales for the Coastal counties of the State. The

following table shows the annual sale of trapping licenses in Montgomery

County subsequent to 1935,

Appendix Table 14, Sale of trapping licenses in Montgomery County for
the period 1935-1945, showing the amount of income
derived from these sales
(Takexfrom the Annual Report of the Commission
of Game and Inland Fisheries)

Year Egg of licenses sold Rgyenuey
County State Countv Stgtg

1935 12 O $18.00 $00.00
1936 6 0 9.00 00.00
1937 17 0 25.50 00.00
1938 15 0 22.50 00.00
1939 8 0 12.00 00.00
1940 13 0 19.50 00.00
1941 6 1 9.00 5.00
1942 11 0 16.50 00.00
1943 14 0 6.00 00.00
1944 11 0 16.50 00.00
1945 10 0 15.00 00.00

Totals 113 1 $169.50 $ 5.00
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The table above indicates that the sale of trapping licenses is con-

sistently low in a mountain eounty such as Montgomery. The above figures

do not reflect a true picture of the number of trappers, as many of the

famuers trap muskrats on the streams which pass through their personal

property. Under these conditions, a license is not required by the land

owner. Many trappers, also, de net trouble to purchase trapping licenses.

Several of the trappers interviewed in this investigation were not legal

trappers in that they did not possess a license. It is the opinion of

the writer that this is much more an educational problem than a law

enforcement problem. Also, a relatively large amount of fur is eaught

in the eounty by boys between the ages of 12 end L4 years. These people

are not required to purchase a license. .

It is only logical to assue that the sale of trapping licenses will

be greater in the eoastal counties where there are numcrous marshes

producing the highest fur populations in the state. Even in those

counties, however, the sale ef licenses is not extremely high,

It may be seen from the table below that the sale of licenses is

approximately twiee that of a mountain eounty in a coastal eounty. The

annual harvest of muskrats is 10-20 times greater, however, because ef

the much greater productivity of the habitat in Eastexm Virginia.

These data are presented simply to indicate the trend of licensed

trapping which has taken place in two of the counties under considcration

in this study, and to indicate somewhat the place ef this phase of the

economic side of the trapping picture.
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Appendix Table 15, Sale of trapping licenses in Richmond County for the
period, 1935-1945, showing the amount of income‘
derivcd from these sales
(Taken from the Annual Report of the Commission of
Game and Inland Fishcries)

‘
Year No, of licenses sglg Rgygngg

County State County Statg

1935 24 0 $36.00 00.00
1936 18 0 27.00 00.004
1937 17 0 25.50 00.001938 9 _ 0 13.50 00.00
1939 28 0 42.00 00.00
1940 25 0 37.50 00.00
1941 _ 22 0 33.00 00.00
1942 16 0 24.00 00.00
1943 18 0 27.00 00.00
1944 13 0 19.50 00.00
1945 12 2 18.00 10.00

Totale 202 2 $303.00 10.00

Live Trapping and Tagging

Numerous investigators have worked on live-trapping techniques for

the muskrat, Numerous conditions such as growth, population movements,

and sex ratios may be determined by a successful live-trapping program,

The Erringtons (1937), banded large nubers of young muekrats which

they removed from lodges. Cook (1941), in New York described a system

of tagging muskrats in which the tag was plaecd among the Tendon of

Achilles of the animal. This method apparently gave very good results,

In Maine, Takos (1943), tried both the Errington and Cook methods of

tagging muskrats. When tagging all-age muskrats, best results were ob-

tained by the use of the method described by Cook. Takos used a rectan—
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gular trap made of l/2 inch hardware oloth, the trap being operated by

a door release tripped by the animalgs efforts to secure bait placed in a

chamber at the rear. Slices of carrots er apples were used for bait, the

former preving to be the most effective.

Aldous (1946), reported using three types of live traps-the Gibbs,

Hancock, and National. The Nation0l,which is basically the same as the

trap used by Takos, proved to be the most satisfactery of the three types.

In an attempt to gathor some information on spring and fall move-

ments, live—trapping was tried during this investigation. These opera-

tions were conducted on Streubles Creek for a period of twenty days in

August. Six Bailey beaver traps were borrowed from the Virginia Com-

mission of Game and Inland Fisherics, and were used in this work. The

beaver traps had several features which made them undesirable, but were

the only type of trap in which any muskrats were captured. One very

great disadvantage ef the trep is the difficulty involved in one man's

setting them. Beth wooden box traps and hardware oloth traps were

previously tried with no success. The wooden traps had the disadvantage

of swelling when wet, a condition which made them very difficult to

spring.

Using green corn for bait, the beaver traps were set for a period

of twenty days, with eight muskrats being caught. These eight captures

represented six different animals and two recaptures. Unfortunately, be-

cause of high water, three animals were drowned in the traps. It would

seem that the trapping results represented a very low trapping success,
but it should be emphasized here that the traps were made non-functional

on several eecasions from excessively high water. Average trapping suc-
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eoss for the period was 10 per cent. A11 trappcd animals were taggcd

in beth cars, using Number l Monel tags. The sex, weight, and capture

location were recorded for each muskrat. The tags were apparontly satis~

factory, as the external ear ef the muskrat is amply large to take the

tags. All muskrats were transfcrred from the Bailqytrsp into a small

funnel before tagging. This funnel, constructed of hardware cloth, is

illustrated in Appendix Figure 1. The funnel proved to bc very satis—

factory for holding the animals immobilc during the tagging process.

While in the fuanol, all of the muskrats were weighed on a Chatillon

hand scale.

The live-trapping operations were again tried in December, using

only three traps in this case. Those traps were set for a period of

twelve days, but exccssively heavy rains, in combination with ice in the

strcams, limited the functioning of these traps to six trap nights. There
' was no catch during the period, although two of the traps were sprung,

Three more boavcr traps of a different type were obtaincd from the Game

Warden in Craig County. These traps had large openings in the wire

which neccssitated patching them with hardware cloth. In view of

inclemcnt weather, and the short length of time which remained before

the open trapping season, these traps were never set, and those traps

which were already set, were taken up. It is bolicved that traps of this
type would be effective if consistently used during the spring, summer,

and fall scasons. It is not bolieved, however, that a trap ef this type

is effective during the wintcr season when there is a period markod by
high water and frozen strcams. No returns have been received from any of

_ these tags, and it is net likely that any conclusiens could be drawn from
such a limited number of tagged animals,
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